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Factory built models will be availa
able ‘built to
order’ with your choiceof livery, number & shed
allocation.
With 40 years of model making e
experience and
12 month warranty you can orde
er with
confidence.

K346RTR: NER D Class 4-4-4-t
NER Green Lined £2195.00

K346RTR: LNER H1
4-4-4t NER Green Lined
4

K346RTR: LNER H1 4-4-4t
LNER Black Lined Red £2025.00
K347RTR: LNER A8 4-6-2t (Dia.63//63a
Boiler)
LNER Black Lined Red £2025.00

K347RTR:: LN
NER/BR A8 4-6-2t
4 6 2t (D
(Dia.63/63a
Dia 63/63a Boiler)
BR Mixed Trraffic Lined £1995.00

K347RTR: LNER A8 4-6-2t (Dia.63/63a Boiler)
LNER Unlined Black £1825.00

K348RTR: LN
NER A8 4-6-2t (Dia.63b/63c Boiler)
LNER Black Lined Red £2025.00

464561%-

K348RTR:
LNER A8 4-6-2t
(Dia 63b/63c Boiler) LNER Unline
(Dia.63b/63c
ed Black £1825.00
£1825 00
K348RTR:
LNER/BR A8 4-6-2t
affic Lined £1995.00
(Dia.63b/63c Boiler) BR Mixed Tra

All come with next day insured courier delivery and 12 months factory warranty.

K346RTR: LNER H1 4-44-4t,
No.2157,
LNER Black Lined Red
d

£2025.00

K310C: LN
NER A3 4-6-2
No.4476 ‘Royal
y Lancer’
LNER Donc
caster Green Lined
(sale on be
ehalf of a customer)

K316: BR Class 55 ‘Deltic’ Diesel
Two-tone Green
Includes DCC & Sound
(sale on behalf of a customer)

£2250.00

£2395.00

-+65
K346: NER RAVEN CLASS D LNER CLASS H1 4-4-4t KIT £450.00
This kit covers all Forty five of these impressive locomotives th
hat were built in Darlington in 1922.
K347: LNER/BR CLASS A8 4-6-2t KIT £450.00
This kit covers the engines fitted with the diagram 63/63A boilers.
b
K348: LNER/BR CLASS A8 4
4-6-2t
6 2t KIT £450.00
£450 00
This kit covers the engines fitted with the diagram 63B/63C
C boilers.

A4 instruction
ns
& illustrations
in full colourr

The kits feature a 5
50/50 etched and whitemetal construction of the more
esign. With One-piece boiler/firebox. Detailed lost-wax
traditional DJH de
d etched chassis frames and Nickel silver valve gear.
brass castings and
Requires Slaters wheels, pick-ups, couplings and Motor/gearbox to
complete.
Our full range of kits are available for next day delivery , contact us for
details or visit our website to buy securely or download our latest brochure.
Sales office Mon-Thursday 09:00~17:00hrs, Friday 09:00~14:30hrs, voicemail all other times.
DJH Group Ltd: Project House, Villa Real, Consett , Co. Durham. DH
H8 6BP
P.
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TOWER MODELS PRESENTS

DISCOUNT ‘O’ GAUGE
MOST ITEMS 10% TO 25% BELOW RRP, ORDERS OVER £150 POST FREE.

NEW TOWER MODELS LIMITED
EDITION WAGONS
LEIGH GENERAL WAREHOUSING
EIGHT NUMBER VARIANTS £42.50 EACH
1950’S ICI SALT VANS (5 TYPES) £42.50
19050’S ICI 5 PLANKS (2 TYPES) £38.00
NOW AVAILABLE

NEW HELJAN CLASS 50

NEW DAPOL WAGONS

SELLING FAST
3 LIVERIES REMAINING
RRP £699.00 OUR PRICE £594.15
AVAILABLE NOW

SALT AND LIME WAGONS
LIST PRICE £49.95 OUR PRICE £42.50
9 FT OPEN WAGONS
LIST PRICE £44.41 OUR PRICE £38.00
LT LIVERY RRP £242.50 OUR PRICE £206.25
SEE WEBSITE FOR AVAILABLE LIVERIES

NEW HELJAN CLASS 117

HELJAN BG’s AND G.U.V’s

2 AND 3 CAR DMU
AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF LIVERIES FROM CATS
WHISKERS TO NETWORK SOUTH EAST
AVAILABLE LATE 2020 RESERVE YOUR NOW
SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS

B.G FULL BRAKE (7 VERSIONS)
G.U.V GENERAL UTILITY VAN (5 VERSIONS)
LIST PRICE £325.00 OUR PRICE £169.15

NEW HELJAN CLASS 37/4
6 LIVERIES AVAILABLE
RRP £599.00. OUR PRICE £509.15

TOWER MODELS LIMITED
EDITION DAPOL WAGON SETS

AVAILABLE NOW

AVAILABLE NAMED AND NUMBERED OR UN-NAMED
10 LIVERIES AVAILABLE
LIST PRICE £699.00. OUR PRICE £550.00

SET OF 6 ESSO OR SHELL BP TANKERS
RRP £324.48 OUR PRICE £275.00
SET OF 6 PLANKED AND PLYWOOD VANS
RRP £299.70 OUR PRICE £255.00
NOW AVAILABLE

NEW HELJAN CLASS 25/3

DAPOL EX LIONHEART TANKERS

AVAILABLE NOW

4 TYPE A TANKERS
5 TYPE B TANKERS
RRP £54.08 OUR PRICE £45.97

HELJAN CLASS 42 WARSHIP

5 LIVERIES AVAILABLE
RRP £525.00. OUR PRICE £446.25

NEW HELJAN CLASS 03
SHUNTERS
5 LIVERIES AVAILABLE
BOTH NUMBERED AND UN-NUMBERED

RRP £349.00. OUR PRICE £297.50
AVAILABLE NOW

HELJAN DIESEL DEPOT

TWO ROAD SHED RRP £89.00. OUR PRICE £75.00
EXTENSION PACK RRP £39.00. OUR PRICE £35.25
SPARE ENDS (3) RRP £19.00. OUR PRICE £16.00
SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS AND SIZES

NEW HELJAN CLASS 45

LIMITED EDITION ORIGINAL GREEN
GREEN WITH SMALL YELLOW PANELS
LIST PRICE £699.00

OUR PRICE £550.00

NEW HELJAN 43XX 2-6-0
6 STANDARD VERSIONS ALL UN-NUMBERED IN
VARIOUS GWR AND BR LIVERIES
2 LIMITED EDITION NUMBERED VERSIONS

RRP £779.00 OUR PRICE £662.15
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK NOW

HELJAN CLASS 31

NEW DAPOL SENTINEL
LNER, LMS, GWR, BR AND NCB LIVERIES
DC BASIC RRP £175.00 OUR PRICE £148.50
DCC FITTED RRP £205.00 OUR PRICE £174.25
SOUND FITTED RRP £350.00 OUR PRICE £297.50
NOW AVAILABLE

DAPOL CLASS 121 & 122
CHOICE OF 5 LIVERIES
LIST PRICE £299.00 OUR PRICE £254.15
DCC SOUND LIST PRICE £499.00 OUR PRICE £424.15
AVAILABLE SUMMER 2020. RESERVE YOURS NOW

DAPOL EX LIONHEART
64XX / 74XX
CHOICE OF G.W.R. OR B.R. LIVERIES
ANALOGUE RRP £400.00 OUR PRICE £340.00
DCC FITTED RRP £422.89 OUR PRICE £359.50
DCC SOUND RRP £550.00 OUR PRICE £467.50

DAPOL Ex LIONHEART
AUTOCOACHES
GREAT WESTERN, SHIRTBUTTON OR GWR

HELJAN CLASS 31/0
SIX LIVERIES PLANNED

LIST PRICE £200.00 OUR PRICE £170.00

RRP £559.00 OUR PRICE £466.65
AVAILABLE MAY 2020

DAPOL Ex LIONHEART
45xx PRAIRIE TANK

HELJAN CLASS 55

EIGHT VERSIONS G.W.R. AND B.R.

LIMITED RE-RUN
THREE LIVERIES REMAINING

RRP PRICE £495.99 OUR PRICE £420.75

RRP £599.00 OUR PRICE £509.15
LAST FEW

RRP PRICE £650.00 OUR PRICE £552.50

HELJAN CLASS 35

DAPOL CLASS 08
DIESEL SHUNTER

LIMITED RE-RUN
FOUR LIVERIES PLANNED

OR FITTED WITH D.C.C. AND SOUND

RRP £495.00 OUR PRICE £420.75
NOW AVAILABLE

FIVE NEW VERSIONS INCLUDING BLACK ,
GREEN WITH CHEVRONS AND BLUE
IN PRE AND POST TOPS
AVAILABLE NUMBERED AND UN NUMBERED

HELJAN WAGONS

RRP PRICE £225.00 OUR PRICE £191.25

CATFISH HOPPERS 2 LIVERIES
LIST PRICE £99.95 OUR PRICE £79.95
ANY SIX MIX AND MATCH FOR £450.00

RRP PRICE £400.00 OUR PRICE £345.00

NEW HELJAN 61XX 2-6-2T
FIVE STANDARD VERSION
SEVEN LIMITED EDITIONS
SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS
LIST PRICE £699.00 OUR PRICE £594.15
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK NOW

TELEPHONE
CREDIT OR
DEBIT CARD
ORDERS WELCOME.
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OR FITTED WITH D.C.C. AND SOUND

DAPOL B.R. 10’ WB WAGONS
OPEN WAGONS, THREE VERSIONS
RRP £45.00 OUR PRICE £39.50

PLYWOOD, PLANKED,
INSULATED OR MEAT VANS
RRP £49.95 OUR PRICE £42.50

DAPOL BOGIE BOLSTER E &
TURBOT
6 LIVERIES BOGIE BOLSTER E
6 LIVERIES TRUBOT
RRP £69.95 OUR PRICE £59.45
AVAILABLE SOON

LIONHEART ‘B’ SET COACHES
FULLY FINISHED WITH INTERIOR LIGHTS
AVAILABLE IN G.W.R OR B.R LIVERIES
SINGLE CAR UNITS £225.00
TWO CAR SETS £399.99
FOUR CAR SETS £699.99
SUPERB QUALITY AT A BARGAIN PRICE

NEW DAPOL 14/48/58xx
AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS G.W.R. AND B.R. LIVERIES,
AUTOFITTED OR NOT, NUMBERED OR UN-NUMBERED,
BASIC DC OR DCC OR DCC AND SOUND FITTED.
PRICES FROM £191.25 TO £345.00
NOW AVAILABLE

NEW DAPOL JINTY
EARLY OR LATE LMS, S.D.J.R.,
BRITISH RAILWAYS OR LATE B.R.
AVAILABLE NUMBERED OR UN-NUMBERED
RRP £225.00 OUR PRICE £191.25
ANY OF THE ABOVE SOUND FITTED
RRP £400.00 OUR PRICE £345.00

PECO TRACKWORK
SL700BH 12 YARDS FLEXI TRACK
£85.75
SLE797BH Y POINT
£46.25
SLE791BH R/H POINT
£46.25
SLE792BH L/H POINT
£46.25
SLE790BH DOUBLE SLIP
£97.50
SLE786BH R/H CURVED POINT
£58.00
SLE787BH L/H CURVED POINT
£58.00
ST700 SETRACK STRAIGHTS (8)
£48.00
ST725 SETRACK CURVES (8)
£51.25
STU750BH R/H SETRACK POINT
£44.25
STU751BH L/H SETRACK POINT
£44.25
TOWER COLLECTION LOCO KITS
COMPLETE KITS FOR BEGINNERS
TC1 CLASS 02 DIESEL
£240.00
TC3 ANDREW BARCLAY 0-4-0T
£240.00
DJH LOCO KITS
K300
BR STANDARD 84XX 2-6-2T
£380.00
K301
BR STANDARD CLASS 2 2-6-0
£435.00
K302
LMS/BR IVATT 2-6-2T
£380.00
K303
LMS/BR FAIRBURN 2-6-4T
£395.00
K320
BR 2MT 64XX 2-6-0
£425.00
K338
LNER/BR G5 0-4-4T STARTER KIT INC
WHEELS & MOTOR
£435.00
K340
BR CLASS 14 TEDDY BEAR STARTER KIT INC
WHEELS & MOTOR
£435.00
K348
LNER/BR A8 4-6-2T
£395.00
GLADIATOR KIT LOCOS
GL1
LNER/BR D10/11 4-4-0
£320.00
GL20
LMS/BR PRINCESS
£425.00
GL24
LMS/BR ORIGINAL PATRIOT
£365.00
GL25
LMS/BR REBUILT PATRIOT
£365.00
GL28
LMS/BR 2P 4-4-0
£300.00
GL36
LBSC/SR/BR H2 ATLANTIC
£380.00
GL50
LNER/BR 2-8-8-2 GARRATT
£635.00
GL53
LMS/BR 8F 2-8-0
£365.00
GL61
LBSC/SR/BR H1 ATLANTIC
£380.00
FULLY FINISHED R.T.R LOCOMOTIVES
GWR/BR 8750 PANNIER
FROM £695.00
GWR/BR 1361 0-6-0ST
FROM £695.00
GWR/BR 4575 2-6-2T
FROM £795.00
GWR/BR RAZOR EDGE PASSENGER RAILCAR FROM £810.00

TOWER MODELS & Co.
44 COOKSON STREET
BLACKPOOL, LANCS, FY1 3ED
Tel: 01253 623797 or 623799
Fax: 01253 623797
Website: www.tower-models.com
e-mail: sales@tower-models.com

GWR/BR RAZOR EDGE PARCELS RAILCAR
FROM £785.00
LMS/BR UN-REBUILT PATRIOT 4-6-0
FROM £1625.00
L&Y/LMS/BR PUG 0-4-0T
FROM £525.00
LNER/BR J50 0-6-0T
FROM £800.00
LNER/BR J39 0-6-0
FROM £950.00
GWR/BR KING 4-6-0
FROM £1450.00
A SELECTION OF THE ABOVE LOCOS USUALLY AVAVILABLE OFF
THE SHELF. LOCOS COMPLETED TO CUSTOMERS CHOICE OF
NAME, LIVERY AND CONDITION USUALLY TAKE APPROX 5
MONTHS TO COMPLETE. CALL FOR DETAILS OR SEE WEBSITE.
POWER CONTROLLERS AND TRANSFORMERS
GAUGEMASTER
100MO 2 AMP SINGLE CONTROLLER
£104.95
PO
2 AMP SINGLE WITH SIMULATION
£119.95
SLATERS COACH KITS
GWR
CLERESTORY 3 TYPES
£137.00
GWR
4 WHEEL COACHES 4 TYPES
£79.00
MR/LMS 6 WHEEL COACHES 7 TYPES
£86.00
MR/LMS CLAYTON BOGIE COACHES 4 TYPES FROM £131.00
7C020 SECR/SR/BR PLV/GUV
£79.00
7C021P SR/BR 50 BOGIE VAN B
£126.00
GWR
6 WHEEL MILK SIPHONS 2 TYPES
£79.00
PECO WAGON KITS
W601
GWR TOAD BRAKE VAN
£42.75
W602
GWR PERMANANT WAY BRAKE
£42.75
W603
GWR 24T SIX WHEEL BRAKE
£44.00
W604
GWR FOUR PLANK OPEN
£36.00
W605
GWR PERMANANT WAY OPEN
£36.00
W606
GWR 10 TON VENT VAN
£44.00
W607
BR 16 TON MINERAL
£44.50
W608
BR 27 TON IRON ORE TIPPLER
£44.00
W609
BR 20 TON PIG IRON WAGON
£44.00
PARKSIDE WAGON KITS
PS03
LNER (RCH) 7 PLANK MINERAL WAGON
£34.50
PS04
LNER/BR 12 TON GOODS VAN
£34.50
PS05
LNER/BR CATTLE WAGON
£34.50
PS12
SR 12T 8 PLANK OPEN WAGON
£34.50
PS13
SR 12T ELLIPTICAL ROOF VAN
£34.50
PS14
BR GRAMPUS
£34.50
PS15
BR 21T MINERAL
£34.50
PS16
LNER LOCO COAL
£34.50
PS17
BR 12T PIPE
£34.50
PS18
MS MEAT VAN
£34.50
PS23
GWR 13T OPEN
£34.50
PS24
GWR 12T UNFITTED VAN
£34.50
PS25
BR 241/2T MINERAL
£34.50
PS26
GWR 12T FITTED VAN
£34.50
PS27
GWR 12T OPEN TARP
£34.50
PS28
GWR 12T PLYWOOD VAN
£34.50
PS29
GWR FRUIT VAN
£34.50
PS30
BR 16T MINERAL
£34.50
PS31
BR 16T SLOPE MINERAL
£34.50
PS32
BR 16T MINERAL (SNCF)
£34.50
PS33
BR 8 PLANK OPEN
£34.50
PS34
GWR MOGO
£34.50
PS35
GWR PLYWOOD MOGO
£34.50
PS41
GWR FELIX POLE COAL WAGON
£34.50
PS42
LMS 12T OPEN
£34.50
PS43
GWR CONFLAT (NO LOAD)
£34.50
PS45
L.N.E.R./B.R. 12T VAN
£34.50
PS46
L.N.E.R./B.R. 12T FRUIT VAN
£34.50
PS47
GWR LOCO COAL WAGON
£34.50
PS48
GWR TEVAN
£34.50
PS49
GWR MICA VAN
£34.50
PS100 SR BANANA VAN
£34.50
PS101 SR MEAT VAN
£34.50
PS104 BR 21T HOPPER
£34.50
PS106 LNER VAC FITTED CATTLE TRUCK
£34.50
PS107 SR CATTLE TRUCK
£34.50
PS108 LNER BR RIVETTED HOPPER WAGON
£34.50
PS110 SR INSULATED VAN
£34.50
PS112 NEW LMS/BR GUNPOWDER VAN
£34.50
PS114 LMS/BR BANANA VAN
£34.50
PS39
GWR/BR CONFLAT & LOAD
£41.00
PS40
LMS/BR BRAKE VAN
£41.00
PS44
GWR/BR TOAD BRAKE VAN
£41.00
PS103 SR/BR BRAKE VAN
£41.00
PS111 MR/LMS/BR BRAKE VAN
£41.00
PS113 NEW LNER/BR DIA64 TOAD BRAKEVAN
£41.00
PS115 NEW LNER/BR DIA34 TOAD BRAKEVAN
£41.00
PS105 GWR/BR HORSEBOX
£50.00
PS109 LNER HORSEBOX
£50.00

POSTAGE CHARGES
UNDER £35 ADD £2.50 P&P
£35.01 TO £149.99
ADD £6.00 P&P
£150 OR MORE POST FREE
EXPORT POSTAGE CHARGED
AT COST
www.gaugeoguild.com
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CALL 01756 701451 OR 07799 554491

ELLIS CLARK TRAINS
Unit 1 Toller Cour t
Shor tbank Road, Skipton
Nor th Yorkshire BD23 2HG

WANTED

VISIT our

O GAUGE &
LARGER gauge
SHOWROOM

LOOKING TO SELL
YOUR COLLECTION?
WE HIGHLY VALUE YOUR MODELS
 Full/part collections purchased
 No need for a list - we travel and view/collect
 Everything purchased - railways, die-cast & Railwayana
 All gauges and ages, including continental & US
 Upfront payment by cash, bank transfer or cheque
 Vast experience in purchasing large collections
 Friendly and professional service
 Specialised interest in 7mm O gauge

GET IN TOUCH
ellisclarktrains.com
01756 701451
ellis@ellisclarktrains.com

CONTACT ELLIS OR ALBERT

Ad pages p2-11.qxp 08/04/2020 19:32 Page 9

DARSTAED MK1 SUBURBANS

NOW IN STOCK!

LIVERIES & COACHES
LIVERIES
Maroon (lined & unlined)
Crimson & Blue

MK1 SUBURBANS
£169 each
3 for £500
4 for £665

COACH TYPES

C 1st/3rd with corridor
CL 1st/3rd with corridor & lavatory
BS Second class compartments with brake end
SO Open Second
SLO Open Second with lavatory
S Second class compartments

THOMPSON COACHES

AVAILABLE Q1/2 2020

FOR COACH TYPES & LIVERIES PLEASE
SEE HANDOUT OR WEBSITE
LIMITED EDITION ELIZABETHAN SETS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR PRE-ORDER

CONTACT US
To order or find out about availability
please visit our website or call us.

ellisclarktrains.com
01756 701451
amey@ellisclarktrains.com

SPECIFICATIONS
 Finely detailed brass sides - professionally painted
 Brass luggage racks
 Fully detailed die-cast under-frame
 Super detailed interiors with lighting

THOMPSON COACHES
£199 - £229
PRE-ORDER WITH NO DEPOSIT

Ad pages p2-11.qxp 08/04/2020 19:32 Page 10

GLADIATOR MODEL KITS
THE FOURTRACK COLLECTION

FTO3A LNER J6 with Ivatt Horseshoe Tender.
Built by Dave Hill, painted by Paul Moore

EX-FOURTRACK KITS AVAILABLE NOW
FT01 LNER/BR G5, NER Class O
FT02 LNER/BR N8/9, NER Class B/B1 & N
FT03 LNER/BR J6, GNR J22. Stirling Tender
FT03a LNER/BR J6, GNR J22. Horseshoe Tender
FT03b LNER/BR J6, GNR J22. Self-Trimming Tender
FT04 LNER/BR J21, NER Class C
FT05 LNER/BR D17/1 OR D17/2, NER M & Q
FT06 LNER/BR B16/1, NER Class S3
FT07 LNER/BR K2/2, GNR H3
FT08 LNER/BR J25, NER Class P1
FT09 LNER G6, NER BTP
FT10 LNER/BR J3
GLT18 Stirling Class D Tender
GLT19 Ivatt Horseshoe Tender
GLT20 Ivatt Self-Trimming Tender

£210
£210
£260
£260
£260
£250
£310
£365
£350
£250
£220
£255
£115*
£115*
£115*

* Tender kits are packed to order. Lead time 10-12 weeks
FT06 LNER B16/1, NER S3. Model courtesy of Ian Harper
We have an extensive range of Locomotive and Wagon kits available. Please contact Trisha and David Hill or see our website for details:

Phone: 01332510346 Email: railwaycitytrains@btinternet.com Website: www.gladiatormodels.com
10
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Notes from the Editor
SPRING IS HERE and the sound of the rattle can is on the land. My four new
signals, mentioned in February’s editorial, are now white with primer, looking
more suited to a ghost train than my LNWR layout. Even so, this feels like a good
moment for me because, from now on, I know exactly what needs doing to get
them on the layout and working. Which is a nice feeling and means I can fully
enjoy the remaining work. I hope you can find something enjoyable to do,
especially in the current circumstances.
How rapidly our daily lives have changed since my previous editorial. Our clubs
are now closed, suppliers may be operating with a reduced staff or not at all, and
exhibitions are cancelled or postponed. Underlying all this is a virus which we are
all trying to avoid by greatly reduced personal contact, normally a key part of the
hobby for many of us.
Some clubs are using social media groups to continue talking among
themselves. One advantage of such groups is that you can quickly share photos
or videos of work in progress with everyone, something that might not normally
happen so easily at a club. Another approach is to arrange an electronic
presentation, instead of a talk in the club.
Let’s not forget those who do not use the internet. Give your friends a good oldfashioned phone call and stay in touch that way. Keeping our social circles going
is one of the most useful things we can do during this period of general lockdown.
All of us still have the hobby to pursue, whether it is running your railway,
building those kits gathering dust on your shelf or indeed dreaming about your
ideal layout. Signals aside, my long list of projects won’t all become reality this
year, though I have most of the needed bits and pieces for some and can at least
get on with them.
This issue of the Gazette has plenty of material for you to discuss and ideas to
offer. There are articles on two shows, the Guild Show at Kettering and the Bristol
O Gauge Show, to remind us how things were and will be again. Our series on
Peacehaven continues, this time discussing scenery, buildings and signals. We
can all go bananas with Peter Jary’s article. We have a very nice reflection on the
modelling of the late Mike Whatton, as seen in Hawksmoor Road. Add to that a
bumper Trade News and a lively Mailvan and all the other articles and I hope you
will find quite a few pieces to enjoy.

Happy modelling
Philip
Cover; B17 With a Newmarket
Special on Peter Ager’s garden
layout - see page 57.

Gauge O Guild Gazette

Correction; Enhancing Images
In the February 2020 issue, a caption in the feature ‘Enhancing Images’ wrongly
attributed the Coronation Scot’s coaches to Darstaed. In fact they are by MTH and
were supplied by Scalelink. I am grateful to Ed Simpson for this information.
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John
Merefield
and
David Allen
Photographs
by David Allen
Pannier 4694 storms the bank

BODMIN NORTH
Pannier 4694 brings in the
morning papers from
Waterloo

The Prototype
BODMIN NORTH WAS THE COMPACT former LSWR/
Southern Railway terminus at Bodmin. This somewhat
sleepy North Cornwall station was some 260 miles from
Waterloo, forming part of the LSWR’s ‘Withered Arm’.
Unfortunately, it didn’t survive the Beeching Axe, or
survive into preservation. Now, just a few railings near the
Sainsbury’s supermarket carpark are all that remains. So,
this prototype with its mixture of ex-SR, GWR and standard
locomotives with passenger and goods workings seemed
an interesting subject to make a first stab at standard O
gauge railway modelling.

The Model
When we set out to build Bodmin North in O gauge, we
were keen to keep as faithful to the prototype as possible
for atmosphere and yet allow for compression. Plans were
consulted at the Cornwall Records Office in Truro and
photographic evidence from the 1960s was keenly
examined. The positioning of the carriage dock, cattle
dock, and main platform were characteristic and these
were constructed with 5mm thickness ply on a 21 x 12 mm
framework with a 6mm ply top. A ¹∕₁₆in thickness of cork
was glued to this, which not only allowed the buildings to
be inlaid but also, when sprayed with Halfords grey primer,
made a suitable platform surface. The platforms were
completed with Skytrex facings and ramps.
The buildings themselves needed to be robust yet
transportable, so we took advice from Bob Alderman
using his cavity wall approach ie two sheets of 0.0080in
thickness plastic card with 3 x 1mm Plastruct strips

The Maunsell Set 199 is coupled up to its locomotive and ready to
depart Bodmin North
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Pannier 4694 shunts the
weekly oil train (with an
added backdrop)

N Class 31874 awaits
passenger duty to
Wadebridge and Padstow

between and clad with Slater’s embossed sheets, as
described in the 2017 Railway Modeller article (Vol 68 No.
799). The layout boards were to be 4ft 6in by 2ft,
comprising a 70 x 18 mm deal frame covered with 12mm
plywood. Two boards were seen as sufficient initially, until
it was decided to extend to the Bodmin North signal box.
This was constructed from a Skytrex kit which is
unfortunately right-handed as far as the access steps are
concerned, so much scratch butchering resulted in the
final building, where the steps access the left-hand side
cabin door as on the real thing.
By now the layout had attracted a third board for this
signal cabin and an embankment which is when we
decided that the layout height needed to be at 4ft 3in so
that we and the public would look up or through the
scenery and up at the embankment rather than
downwards. Whilst this can be a contentious subject, we
maintain that an elevated viewing height adds
considerable atmosphere and character. It is also
beneficial for the operator’s back! At the first exhibitions
we added a basic fiddle yard board with the Cardell Road
girder road bridge as a scenic break (Skytrex parts). This
section was later made fully scenic to include an oil
terminal, which was sighted on the former turntable of the
prototype. Once the gasworks siding was connected to
the rest of the layout, and yet again, another board added
for the incline, we could run the passenger service up the
bank from Wadebridge at scale speed over an impressive
22ft journey, passing a freight loco shunting the gasworks
siding along the way. It is fun to watch your pride and joy
travel serenely through the countryside to its final
destination! A diode wired into the fiddle yard cassette was
situated to stop any runaway trains down the 1:40 gradient

N Class 31874 rolls into
Bodmin North with the
afternoon passenger
service

Ivatt 41275 on engineering duty

Gauge O Guild Gazette
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AC Cars Railbus W79978 on
loan from Swindon prepares
for its trial run down to
Boscarne Junction

on their return journey towards Wadebridge.
PECO Electrofrog points were used throughout, along
with the company’s motors and polarity switches, with
ballasting from a mix of Greenscene material. We wanted
to show what could be achieved with mainly proprietary
products and old-fashioned DC power with sector
switching. Largely second-hand or ready to run
locomotives and readily available wagon and coach kits
were sought. And yes, we could still manage to get all this
(by now on five boards) into David’s Citroen Picasso, once
the rear seats were removed.
Locomotives and Rolling Stock
The first loco purchased was a pre-owned N Class Mogul

No 31874. This was followed by a Tower Models 8750
Pannier Tank which we finished in unlined black. We
numbered it as 4694, which ran at Bodmin during the
period modelled. Just before our first exhibition, Heljan
produced their AC Railbus W79977 which had operated
the Bodmin North to Boscarne shuttle. This proved ideal
as a complete train package, especially as at that time we
had no conventional carriages at our disposal. As time
progressed however, we added a Slater’s Maunsell set
built for us by Robert Tivendale of CRT kits. He
subsequently provided a Bulleid Second and Brake from
his own range, which we treasure. An Ivatt 2P Class
2-6-2T 41275 from DJH followed later, along with exLionhart oil tanks and 16t coal wagons from Dapol; and

The shape of things to come,
as a 121 ‘Bubble Car’ W55024
is on trial

Beattie Well Tank 30587 fills in for
passenger duty
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Everybody needs a break
some time

N Class Mogul shunts the
gasworks siding

indeed, as many Parkside Dundas kits that we had time to
build. Latterly, a pre-owned Beattie Well Tank No 30587
has been purchased from Ellis Clark Trains to supplement
services when the regular locomotives are in the
workshops for servicing. And lastly, a pre-owned 121
‘Bubble car’ (W55024) with a gummed-up chain drive was
restored by Paul Doran of the Exe Model Railway Society
and then used by us as the last throw of the dice to keep
our passenger services running to Bodmin North.
A Future?
Bodmin North has been exhibited 10 times over a fouryear period in Cornwall, Devon and Dorset. Whilst it is fun
to operate and receives encouraging comments from the
public, it takes the two of us at least 2 hours to set up and
the same amount of time to dismantle. At shows, we are
the last to leave. So, we are going to mothball it for now
and concentrate on completing a new and lighter railserved dairy layout called Charman’s Dairy. More on that
another time.

Ivatt 41275 leaves with the tanker goods

‘Bubble Car’ on
familiarisation duty

Gauge O Guild Gazette
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Model and kit Reviews

Judith Edge NER EF1
Reviewed by Mark Hawley
Photographs by the author
The NER was an early pioneer of electric traction around the beginning
of the twentieth century. The EF1 was built for the mineral traffic on the
Shildon line in 1914 and worked this route until the infrastructure became
life expired in the mid 1930s. As the infrastructure was not replaced, the
10 locos were placed in storage with a view to being re-used on the
Woodhead route as banking engines. In the event only locomotive No11
was rebuilt in 1941 to become class EB1 with the rest of class being
scrapped around 1950. No11 was sent South to work the Ilford carriage
sidings as class EB1 until finally scraped in 1964. The class is covered in
Yeardon’s Registry of LNER Locomotives Volume 50.
I purchased this kit by mail order from Judith Edge in 2014 for £150. It
arrived in a flat rectangular box which is sized to fit the etches rather than
be a home for the completed model. The etches are appropriately
grouped and neatly wrapped in tissue paper. The etch components are
identified by numbers engraved in the scrap etch frame. Three resealable bags hold a set of resin castings and nuts, bolts, bearings etc.
Wire and strip sections are taped to the bottom of the box. Instructions
are three pages of text with attached CAD drawing of the prototype and
views of the modules making up the full model.
I decided to follow the manufacturer’s recommendation for the power
units so two Mashima can motors, gear boxes and stated length of Delrin
chain were purchased from Branchlines, costing approximately £70.
Slaters 4ft 12-spoke carriage wheels were purchased for a further £18.
This gives a drive onto 1/8in axles, rather than the more traditional ₃/₁₆in
found in O gauge.
Footplate and Body
Assembly starts with the footplate module. After pushing out rivet detail
(not mentioned in instructions) the solebars are tack-soldered in halfetch lines on the underside of the footplate. The ends and cross braces
are then tack-soldered into recesses before ‘clipping on’ the bottom
flange plate. Remarkably, the half-etched recesses in this plate did
engage with the components first time so this was again tack soldered
into place. The whole was then fully soldered up on a scrap of melamine
chipboard to keep it flat.
The footplate module forms the flat base on which the body is
assembled as a separate module. Using the ten supplied 12BA nuts and
bolts, the body baseplate is attached to the footplate having eased the

18
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holes to accept the screws. The instructions tell you to grease the
underside of the baseplate to stop solder fixing the two components
together. Being a bit ham-fisted I also added a layer of scrap tissue from
the kit wrappings as an additional barrier. The nuts were soldered to the
baseplate. The cab ends were then tack soldered into their half etch
lines, keeping them vertical with a small square, and the body sides lined
up and tack soldered on. Again, this all fitted perfectly so I fully soldered
the joints, periodically checking I could still separate the body from the
footplate.
There are several window frames, hatches and doors to be soldered
into the appropriate half etched recesses on the body sides and cab
ends. The two bonnets require bending around a circular dowel to
achieve the profile of the nose. The curved section is half etched with
ribs to make this reasonably easy. Once fitted, further panels are soldered
on in half-etched recesses to form various vents. The small end vents
have half-etched rivets which need pressing out but are not mentioned
in instructions. There are two half-etched plates with raised rivets
numbered 18 which I could not find in the instructions. From the diagram
I concluded they should be sweated on the bonnet tops by the whistles.
The whistles are located in holes in the bonnet tops but I noticed there
is a hole in the cab end behind the whistle. I could not determine what
the hole was for but eventually added a piece of wire to form an
operating pipe for the whistle.
The curve of the roof is very slight, so I simply eased to shape with my
fingers before soldering on from inside the cab. On top of the roof are four
rails supporting the pantographs and some cross ribs which butt up to
the rails. I found soldering on these components troublesome as the roof
is a considerable heat sink and some parts very small. At various points I
used a resistance soldering iron and a mini blow torch and still ended up
with considerable bad language and cleaning up with wire brush in the
mini drill. Although part of the pantograph final assembly, I added the
support yokes and insulators to the roof rails at this stage as I thought it
would be awkward with the pantographs in place. My approach to this
fiddly job was to bend up the U-shaped yoke, cut a length of wire
fractionally longer than the final required width and push this through the
roof mounted rail. The insulator discs were then threaded on the rail, I
could only fit three discs each side of the roof rail, and then springing the
yoke over the ends of the wire. I mention I could only fit three discs: each
forms half an insulator so I think there really should be four but this is too
big for the yoke. With all parts in place I applied solder at each end of the
wire and where the yoke touches the roof rail to secure
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I felt the instructions were a little vague about equipment layout on
the cab roof so I contacted Judith Edge Models by email and had a
prompt response from Michael Edge. Michael very helpfully shared
some pictures and drawings of the prototype he had collected while
researching the kit as well as photos of his completed 4mm and 7mm
models. From this I concluded there was a degree of conjecture and
some compromise over detail to achieve working pantographs, so my
model is best described as my interpretation of the drawings and
photographs. I also happened to visit the Dresden transport museum
and found an electric locomotive from the same period in their
collection with electrical equipment by Siemens which gave some
further insights, particularly the flimsy nature of the prototype
pantograph. From studying photographs, I thought the etched U-shaped
insulator supports were too narrow so I fabricated my own from scrap
etch wide enough to get two insulator discs either side of the busbars.
Photos and the drawings showed some coils on some busbars which I
represented by wrapping and soldering fuse wire around the busbar.
Similarly, the mini cable termination on one corner of the roof was
achieved by coiling more fuse wire around the brass wire and flooding
with solder. I fitted all the busbars before adding the pantographs.
I thought the cab steps looked flimsy but once assembled they
proved quite rigid. For each side I cut four 25mm lengths of wire and
soldered the two on the outside of the solebar, protruding about 1mm
above the bottom flange and taking care to get them perpendicular to
the footplate. I then added the two inside wires. The top step was
threaded on, aligned using the drawing, and one corner soldered. With
judicious use of the soldering iron I then made sure the wires looked
square with the footplate before soldering the other three corners of the
step, making sure the step was parallel with footplate. The bottom step
was added in a similar way trimming off the excess length of wire.
Photos of the EF1 show a couple of features attached to the solebar.
There is a junction box close to the steps which is supplied as a resin
casting. I felt this protruded too far so I filed down the depth and then
drilled a hole in the side to accept the associated cable trunking
fabricated from wire. The other noticeable feature is a small
protuberance on the centre line of each bogie which I think may be a
lubrication filler. I represented this with a short stub of square brass rod
attached using resistance soldering iron.

end spacers in place and drilled through the top surface allowing a 12BA
screw to be fitted in both ends. The outer frames were soldered onto the
supplied end spacers creating a wrapper that could be detached from
the inner frames by removing the 12BA screws.
The bogies are fitted with clasp brakes on all wheels which hang
between the two frames with pull rods on the outside. The brake
hangers are arranged on the fret as four sets in order from the outside
end of the bogie, to ease identification because they are different
shapes. The shoes were laminated onto the hangers while on the fret,
remembering that half were on the back to get the opposite hand. With
the exception of the outer end, the upper suspension wires were pushed
through the holes from outer frames through the brake hanger and into
the inner frame, soldering to the outer frame. The outer end wire was
treated similarly but was aligned with the hole in the inner frame but
pushed into the inner frame. Below the frames the four cross rods were
cut overlong from 0.7mm wire and pushed through the lower ends of
the brake hangers, with the longitudinal pull rods on the outside of the
hangers but inside the sanding pipe supports. I aligned the brake shoes
with the outside edges of the wheels to maximise clearances and then
soldered all in place. Once soldered solid, a slitting disc in a mini drill
was used to cut off the upper suspension wires from the inner frame and
then trim back the rods under underneath.
Buffer beams are laminated from no less than five etched layers. I
assembled the front face onto the buffer stocks, then sweated on a layer
at a time. The buffer shanks were chemically blackened and fitted after
painting. I used some 3-link couplings I had in the spares box, with a little
reduction in the length to cope with the limited space between the inner
frames and the bufferbeam.

Bogie top and view from underneath

Bogies
The bogies consist of an inner frame carrying the wheels, motor and
brake shoes with an outside frame carrying the sandboxes and
axleboxes. Additional parts are included to compensate the bogie on
the rocking axle principle. These are mentioned later in the instructions
as an addendum to the original kit design. I chose to make the bogie
solid, judging that the short wheelbase would not necessitate
compensation. From reading the instructions I concluded the design
intention was for the whole assembly to be soldered up solid. However,
I decided I wanted to make the cosmetic outside frames removable to
give access to the wheels and drive mechanism.
The inner fames were assembled first. I found the holes for the
bearings required opening up to insert the bearings, which I did with a
triangular file not having the correct size reamer. The central spacer was
soldered in place joining the two inner side frames with the wheels
inserted and standing on a piece of glass, to get basic assembly all
square and level. To make the outer frames removeable I created two
new L-shaped inner end spacers from spare brass soldered between
the inner frames, flush with the side frame edges. I clamped the supplied
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The instructions give a general arrangement for the motor, gearbox
and Delrin chain in each bogie which I followed. I added a cross member
from scrap brass for anchoring the motor with elastic cord and two 10BA
bolts on the frames to attach squares of PCB for mounting phosphor
bronze wiper pickups bearing on the top surface of the wheel tread.
Wires threaded through the body connect between the pickups on the
bogies and then feed back to the two motors in parallel. For the future I
installed an 8-pin DIL socket in the cabin in case I want to convert to
DCC. I found it difficult to get the correct tension on the Delrin chain so
after talking to Andy at CovGoG I glued 7mm plastic rod between the
frames to form an additional chain bearing to take out some of the slack.
Pantograph
The instructions outline the complex assembly of the pantographs
starting by attaching the reinforcements 41 to lower arms 40 and 40A
(total of 8). As I could only find only four parts 41, I fabricated an additional
four from scrap etch. Each pantograph head has two contact strips
joined by two spacers to which two triangle brackets are soldered
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“outside the half etched spacers” according to the instructions. Finding
locating holes in the contact strips which matched lugs on the ends of
the triangles, I used these as locators and soldered up solid. Later
looking at pictures I wondered if the design intention was to solder the
two ends of the triangle at the locating holes and then remove the
spacers. However, by the time I realised this it was too late to go back.
The upper arms of the pantograph are bent from 0.7mm wire with the
aid of a jig in the etch to get the correct length and bends at each end.
The ends form the pivot points by flattening the wire ends once inserted
through the etched components. In some places I opted to use short
lengths of tiny tube I had in stock which I then soldered on the wire ends
instead using paper washers to stop solder running into the pivot joints.
Assembling of the parts was done with components taped to a
pantograph drawing included in the instruction sheets. An X-brace was
created from more 0.7mm wire using the pantograph drawing as a guide
for length, shape and position. I cut the two wires for each X shape to the
same length to ensure evenness, before butt jointing to the outside
upper pantograph arms. After soldering, where the wires crossed, I then
parted one with a slitting disc which created the correct size gap to allow
the wires to be soldered in a butt joint at the centre. Prototype pictures
showed a transverse rod at the knee point of the pantograph, which is
not shown in the kit instructions. I created this with more wire using
slightly longer lengths of the thin tube to solder into the tube at the pivot
points.

Fitting the pantographs to the roof rails turned out to be very fiddly.
Each pantograph mounts on two wires through the roof rails. Between
the roof rails an etched plate provides spigots for springs and stops to
limit the fully raised height of the assembly. I fitted these before adding
the pantographs which then meant I had to get the plates inclined at
appropriate angles before soldering on the pantograph arms. I ended
up using assorted bits of wood to support the pantographs in a raised
position during soldering. In the finished model I have limited maximum
height of the pantographs by pieces of ‘invisible’ clothes-mending
thread looped between the support rails and the V frames on the head.

satin black using aerosols. The original North Eastern black livery was
lined-out in red. However the lining was discontinued soon afterwards
according to Yeardon’s book but it is not clear how much repainting of
the class was done during their lives. A photograph of No11 in 1935 shows
traces of lining while No5 went for scrap in the 1950s, apparently still in
NE guise! So, I decided to line out my locomotive with a single red line
around the panels. I did this with Humbrol gloss red thinned with lighter
fuel and applied using a Bob Moore pen. This was my first use of this pen
and it is fair to say I got better with practice. Lettering is from an old
Pressfix sheet with a dab of postal brown glue to get them to stick. The
whole was then aerosol sprayed with Humbrol satin varnish. The real
locomotives were used on coal trains and most photographs show them
in a quite dirty condition; so I lightly weathered with a grey/brown mix
applied from an airbrush.
Overall, I found the kit well designed and with very good fit of
components. The instructions were easy to follow although I felt that
there were one or two omissions requiring a bit of thought from the
builder. The main changes I made were to modify the bogies to allow for
maintenance and I added cross-members to the pantographs based on
photographs. As the instructions acknowledge, the pantographs are
fiddly requiring care and patience to assemble but are moveable
counteracted by the supplied springs. This last complexity makes me
think the kit is not recommended for a beginner but personally I found
the kit a pleasure to build and I am very pleased with the results.

Finishing
The various sub assemblies were cleaned with an old toothbrush, sink
cleaner and lots of water. All were then primed grey and then painted
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Signature’s ICI Alkali/Limestone 44.5T Bogie Hopper
Wagon
Reviewed by Peter Jary Photograph by the author
I initially thought that I’d have to do a lot of rivet punching on this kit but
was surprised that the tanks, which were moulded in two halves, were
finely cast in very detailed resin, showing all the fine detail of the rivets.
I first saw Signature’s advert in the Gazette just before Telford and
thought it would be an unusual addition to our club layout, Grindley
Brook, by putting it in a train of ‘tinnies’ as though it was being moved for
a repair somewhere along the line.
I bought a recent 4mm version by Hattons to compare it with and was
extremely and pleasantly surprised that it met up with all my expectations
as to the kit’s fine details and then some.
I contacted John Firmanger of Signature and arranged to meet him in
order to inspect a kit on approval at Telford. I initially was a little dismayed
that it did not come in either a box or flat pack but was put in a spare box
with all its bits and pieces in various plastic bags. Apparently, boxes are
available but at an additional cost. Well I suppose it keeps the costs down.
The resin tanks which were bubble wrapped, were finely and crisply
moulded with not a lot of flash and pips present. Filler would be needed
to make a clean job of it though. Remembering our innocent days of Airfix
kits. One of the tanks was slightly warped but is easily rectified by
immersing it in hot water and manipulating it to its normal shape.
The brass frets were wrapped in tissue paper, clean and sharp.
Wheelsets are included as were all finely detailed whitemetal parts. The
very fine whitemetal parts would have been better in lost wax to make
them a lot stronger, though I guess costs would be an issue. The lost wax
fittings were very finely represented by pipes, hooks, chain instanters, etc.
Buffers were sprung and finely represented in white metal. To give an idea
of the detail included on the brake wheels in whitemetal, it shows ‘on’ and
‘off’ positional instructions. Now that’s fine detail!
The bogies have a plastic former or jig to aid construction of the bogie
frame. Frankly I didn’t need it and found it cumbersome, but that may be
me. The main body frame lattice is already prefabricated in whitemetal,
which saves a lot of soldering. At this juncture, although it’s not mentioned
in the instructions, Parts 6 are not shown and after talking to John he
suggested I did not fit them as (a) they were fiddly and (b) they did not
add to the strength of the chassis. This is probably where the kit costs are
absorbed on fine detailed parts such as this lattice work. As I previously
stated, finescale wheel sets are included together with top-hat bearings.
Four owners’ metal plates in nickel silver are also included, plus enough
waterslide transfers by Fox to cover 18 vehicles, this probably being the
whole fleet.
The instructions are clear and exceptionally comprehensive with both
words, including helpful tips, and diagrams showing stage by stage
construction. Once a part shown boldly is fitted, the next stage shows
that part fitted and is faded out with the rest of that construction, and so
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now the next part is shown boldly. This aids the eye and the builder all at
once I think.
Constructional aids are included on the frets to help obtain true angles,
lengths and spacing in the construction and include many spare small
pieces...useful!
A couple of points to mention. The vacuum or train pipe brackets Parts
43 were, on inspection of photographs, situated also a little further down
the pipes as well as the shown position on the instructions, thus making
two brackets per pipe. This may well have been a more modern
modification, so photos are a must. Again, spares were on the fret.
The second point is the positioning of the four tank Parts 22 gusset
support brackets which should be added to the tank and not the tank
outer supports, Parts 16. This should be folded in to behind the support
wall.
This kit never ceases to amaze me, as a finishing feature is the exact
positioning of the protuberant letters ‘ICI’. These letters are aided by two
purpose-built setting pieces, which sit exactly where they should on the
tank wall between the vertical strakes thus insuring their correct position.
The letters are placed within the space provided for them within the
etches. Simple.
There was very little filing needed in order to make things fit, and I am
very impressed with the overall presentation even though £180 seems a
little high, but look what you get. The construction, at first a little daunting,
is easy provided the instructions are followed.
I used a resistance soldering iron mostly as my fine soldering skills are
not up to much. Loctite Super Glue was used occasionally and Epoxy 5
Minute resin used only on finely detailed, non-load bearing surfaces. To
sum up: a fantastic and accurate kit. Honestly, this is one of the best kits
I have yet to come across.
Now the final hurdle; a word of caution here. When making up the
bogies, be careful how the brake blocks are fitted. They are very tight and
will need filling so as not to foul the wheel flange. Once fitted, check to
see if the bogie fouls the chassis and the underframe. It probably will.
This will necessitate a certain amount of filing in order to create enough
clearance, depending on the track radius to be run on. This is entirely up
to your build. Alternatively, leave them off as they can hardly be seen! The
fixing of the bogies to the chassis through the bogies is a little fiddly but
hey ho.
Now, it occurred to me after finishing this model to do another one but
as a Summers 46, 5t Hopper version. However, don’t be fooled as
although this version is slightly smaller in tub size, it’s not the same as the
Signature version having ladders and no vacuum flasks. This is available
from Warren Shephard Models. These wagons were painted very pale
blue with the SUMMERS letters in white and each letter displayed in each
of the seven panels.
Well done Signature. All we need now is a kit of the Anhydrate wagon!
Disclaimer: I have no interest commercially or otherwise with this
firm/product.
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Book Reviews
ACE Silver Jubilee, A Celebration
Publisher ACE Trains PO Box 2985, London W11 2WP
Soft bound, A5 size, 126 pages, colour throughout.
Price: £10.00 including postage, from ACE Trains.
Reviewed by Mike Thomas
This is a soft bound booklet of photographs, A5 sized, and contains
126 pages. The make up is two pages of introduction and the rest
is coloured photographs of the splendid range of ACE locomotives.
They cover the locomotives from early models up to the latest
2020 items. The quality of the photographs is excellent with good
colour reproduction.
A description of each model is given on the back of the
preceding photograph so that production codes and dates can
easily be associated with the model one is looking at.
This booklet will be a handy update for collectors of the
magnificent range of ACE. For full details of the entire production
of ACE one will need to acquire the earlier books published in
2005 and 2015 and various pamphlets issued at other times.
The only negative comment on this booklet is that the photographs are
taken from an identical location with the same background of the station
canopy and the three ACE Trains wagons. I’m sure that the Sunflower
layout could have given a huge variation of background and a view of the
large excellent range of ACE products.

However this booklet is an additional fitting tribute to 25 years of ACE
production and should be acquired by all collectors of ACE.
Only 200 copies will be published and are available direct from ACE or
their agents and is priced at ten pounds each.

Small Layouts Volume III
Compiled and edited by Charles Oldroyd
Publisher: Gauge O Guild
ISBN: 978-09503217-2-1
Softback, 64pp, colour pictures
Price: £6.50 at shows, £7.95 inc P&P from Artytype
Reviewed by Peter Morrison
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Connoisseur kit arrives
on scene with a short
train of wagons
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A few years ago, at a Bolton O gauge show, I exhibited
a micro-sized layout with one point. Based vaguely on
GWR practice, it wasn’t exactly produced at a skill level
people would give their eye teeth for but at least
succeeded in showing that 7mm doesn’t demand an
entire spare room or half a double garage to achieve a
result. I was therefore particularly interested to be passed
a copy of Small Layouts Volume III, featuring thirty assorted
designs with descriptions by their owners, the whole being
brought together with Charles Oldroyd at the helm.
The book is well laid out on high quality art paper, with an
abundance of illustrations and plans to elaborate the text.
These days in particular it is always refreshing to see any kind
of book emerge where literate, workmanlike English is
accorded the respect it deserves. I was hard put to choose any
particular layouts to comment on – all of them, be it said, are
excellent – but I was especially taken with Paul Clarke’s Orford
and its exquisite rendering of a Suffolk light railway, with Geoff
Holt’s delightfully minimalist Latchford North and with Allan
Pilkington’s ambitious yet still comparatively modest Crook Street
main line station and approaches. The overall standard of workmanship
throughout is impressive, yet there is nothing within these pages beyond
the reach of a competent beginner with elbow grease and a little
motivation.
If there is any one thing which has changed the whole ethos of 7mm
modelling in recent years then it has to be the arrival on the market of
detailed, well engineered ready-to-run small locos at an affordable price
– a point firmly registered in the introduction. Numbers of such locos
feature in this book. Even for those of somewhat modest means (and
modest skills) the possibility of a convincing and reliable 7mm layout
within a restricted space is now an entirely achievable prospect for any
modeller. This book should serve both to enthuse and motivate. Highly
recommended. Keep it under your pillow – and get stuck in!
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GOING BANANAS
ALTHOUGH IT WASN’T THE FIRST in their range, the
release by Parkside Dundas, now Peco Parkside, of the
LMS Banana Van and the possibilities that it created
inspired two of us to consider creating a banana special
for our club layout Grindley Brook. The key opportunity is
the extent to which design of the LMS van formed the
basis for all, bar the last of BR’s banana vans. What follows
is a description of the Parkside kit together with how this
can be adapted to its other LMS and BR derivatives.
However, I have deliberately kept this information to
construction and have not described painting finishes or
techniques.

Part 1: The LMS van and the BR derivatives as
modelled using Peco Parkside kit PS114: 10 ton
Banana Van (D.1660)
This kit is the basis for most of these conversions is this kit.
As with any Parkside kit, the box is big enough to store the
finished model. Inside, there’s a set of very crisp and
superbly and minutely detailed body mouldings, with very
little flash. The underframe less so, if only because it is the
standard 9ft. wheelbase RCH underframe that Parkside
have been using for years. The expertise in cutting moulds
has been improving steadily and the equivalent 10ft.
wheelbase underframe is noticeably finer in terms of the
moulded detail. The kit includes a set of sprung buffers
and a set of three-holed wheels, together with brass
coupling hooks and three-link couplings. However, most
of the stock, if not all, in this diagrammed range
prototypically had screw link couplings. They were all
vacuum fitted and intended to run in fast trains, so screw
link couplings were fitted, along with the longer 20 ½ in
buffers. The instructions and helpful tips are clear and easy
to follow, but in my copy, the second page showing the
vacuum cylinder and its parts as well as the side frames,
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has somehow become very underexposed and ended up
as a black blob. There also appear to be a few numbering
errors, but fortunately only in regard to parts that are easily
identifiable. The colour schemes suggested can be
represented in LMS pre-war, LMS from 1936 and in BR
livery, and waterslide transfers are included to cover all
these options.
Construction is straightforward, with the moulding
quality and fit of the various body parts being
exceptionally good. Being a 9ft wheelbase prototype,
Parkside have used their standard 9ft underframe
mouldings. Given the improvements in their
aforementioned mould making ability, it does show its age
when compared to the new underframes but is,
nonetheless of good quality in terms of appearance. It
needs no improvement other than the fitting of tie bars
between the axle guards, necessary on the prototype to
contain the loads on the ‘W’ irons when applied by the
vacuum brakes. The builder is left to add the rain strips,
which can vary in length and pattern from one vehicle to
another depending on the practice at the time and the
works where they were built, or re-roofed.
A feature of banana vans, at least in later BR days, was
the application of poster-sized labels by the shippers, the
usual being either Fyffe or Geest. These are not included
in the kit but are available separately under the Hollar
range to add on the model for that extra touch. Make sure
that the label matches the period being modelled. I have
found that when applying these labels it is best to
separate the paper from its backing thus making the label
thinner, as well as discovering, which at first is not evident,
its sticky backing, making it look better when seated on
the surface.
Because the design remained relatively unaltered by
both the LMS and BR, this kit has the scope for several

Part 1
Peter Jary
peels back hints
and tips to
reveal a number
of conversions
for a ten or more
vehicle train as
depicted in the
BR 1950s and
1960s eras.
Perish the
thought!
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Photo 1. M265063 ex LMS
diag 1660, the early BR
version as built from the
standard Parkside kit. It is
unlikely that this vehicle
carried the yellow spot.

Photo 3. BR Diag 1.242

other earlier versions with relatively little effort. The
completed model as built straight out of the box,
is shown in Photo 1.
The 400 vans to the D1660 design that
the LMS built between 1926 and 1930
sufficed to cover traffic demands
until after the war. In 1946, the LMS
built a further 100 vans to a modified
version of this design, diagram D2111.
The body remained as per the D1660
design, save for the steam heating
coils being relocated into the roof
space, thereby necessitating the
provision of an external casing

running up each end to contain the steam heating pipe.
The underframe was upgraded to the standard on the
LMS for fully vacuumed braked stock at that time, i.e. 8shoe clasp brakes and longer 4ft 6in springs carried by ‘J’
hangers. Unusually, the 9ft wheelbase was retained at a
time when 10ft had become the accepted minimum for
other wagons and for anything required to run at
passenger train speeds.
BR built some 580 vans to the same designs as Diag.
1/240 and 1/241, the only difference being that the 150
vans built after the latter diagram were limited to a load
capacity of only 8 tons (probably due to the use of
second-hand wheel sets).
The next development and the simplest to model is the
BR Diag. 1/242 (50 vans, B880680-B880729 built at BR
Faverdale, Darlington Works in 1954 under Lot No. 2598).
The LMS D2111 body was retained unaltered, but put on a
standard 10ft wheelbase, Morton
Photo 5.
braked underframe (See
Photo 3). Apart from adding
the external trunking for the
steam heating pipe on the
body ends, all that is
required to model this
variant is to order the kit with
the 10ft wheelbase chassis
from any of their available
kits of PS 27/28/29 or 34. I
also asked for spoked wheels
instead of the supplied three
holed sets. See Photo 4 for what
you’ll need and the completed
model appears in Photo 5.
The next BR Diagram, 1/243 is simply
the 1/242 design but with improved
insulation (which doesn’t show) and without
steam heating, which also doesn’t show apart
from the deletion of the insulated casing on the van ends.
So that they could work in amongst older steam-heated
stock, through steam pipes were
retained. The addition of a more

Photo 4. BR Diag 1.242
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robust strapping on the sides and corners of this diagram
is shown clearly in white plastic. Also shown are the new
rain strips and tie bars. (See Photos 6 and 7).
Diagram 1/244 marked the next significant change, in
that the 4-shoe Morton brake was replaced by the BR 8shoe design, although the standard 3ft wagon springs
were retained. The standard RCH rod buffers that had
been used on all designs thus far were replaced by 2ft
Photo-pneumatic buffers, which were being adopted
across BR as a whole as they gave reduced shock
loadings. Modelling one of these requires a bit more

Photo 6. Showing the new strapping

cunning, in that it involves mating the Parkside body with
the underframe from a Slater’s kit. (I have not done this
version).
The final BR Diagram, 1/246, falls outside the scope of
what can be done with the Parkside kit, as it used a
modified form of the standard BR corrugated end van
design.
Just Like The Real Thing issued kits for the two variants
of the 1/246 van: the difference lies in the make-up of the
corrugated ends. These hopefully will become available
as MM1 kits following the demise of JLTRT.
It may be worth mentioning here the yellow spot
marking on the van sides. This first appeared in 1958 on
vans that had their insulation upgraded and steam heating
removed. It isn't clear how many upgraded vans retained
through steam pipes and how many lost them, largely
because most pictures don't show the dangly bits on the
end of the under frame too closely. Again, a photograph
of your chosen subject is essential.
For modelling the LMS bodied variants:
• For D.2111 and BR 1/240 and 1/241, parts can be
sourced from Slaters or possibly the old ABS range of
parts. Slaters moulding ref. X7060G which is available
to order, will provide the longer J- hangered springs,
axleboxes and axle guards, and individual brake
shoe/hanger mouldings, sufficient for one end of a
wagon (i.e. you need two of these mouldings to build a
wagon). What it does not provide are the brake shaft Vhangers or the short brake levers. For these, the builder
must either use the ABS LMS 8-shoe brake set or
improvise. At the ends, the louvred vent is simply
omitted and replaced by the steam pipe casing, which
can be made up from Evergreen ⅛in square tube or
solid section. For reference, the trunk runs vertically to
just over 21mm above the bottom of the headstock, and
then at an angle for a further 40mm, stopping a little
short of the underside of the roof.
• For the Diag.1/242 and 1/243 vans, all that is needed is
the substitution of the 9ft wheelbase underframe to the
10ft wheelbase version from Parkside, as referred to
earlier.
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• For Diag. 1/244, which is probably the most
challenging, the underframe needs to be replaced by
that from the Slaters Vanwide kit (7062) but with the
brake levers and hangers from their Palvan kit (7070) to
provide the lifting link pattern brake levers. The
complication is that the spring hangers on the Palvans
were to a distinctive fabricated design not used on the
other vans.
In all cases the Parkside castings for the vacuum brake
and steam heating pipes were replaced by equivalents
from ABS and Laurie Griffin respectively.
As ever, there are variations in axlebox types and
wheelsets, not just between vehicles but also within the
same vehicle.
Banana vans are associated in many modellers’ minds
with the prominent yellow spot marking that appeared on
the sides. This did not appear until 1958 when BR started
upgrading the insulation and removing the steam heating
apparatus. Many vans would have retained steam heating
through pipes so that they could be coupled in amongst
older non-improved vans, although eventually even these
were removed. Knowing when yellow spot vans did or did
not have steam pipes is largely impossible, as on virtually
all Photographs, the underframe end fittings are hidden
away behind the wagon in front, or are lost in the gloom
between wagons.

Photo 7. Adding new
strapping to the sides and
ends.

Sources
There is a superb works Photo in G. Gamble's British
Railway Vans Volume 3, page 54.

Extra parts used are as follows:
Slaters strip 0.23 x 090mm. Evergreen strip No.252.
Parkside 9ft wheelbase frames exchanged for 10ft
wheelbase from kit PS27.
Kit wheels exchanged for the spoked type
Laurie Griffin Miniatures Steam Heat Pipes Cat. No. 32-6
Screw link couplings for wagons (your choice), with
Premier Components being pretty robust and
reasonably priced, especially when bought in multiples.
Railtec Transfers for 7mm Banana Van (early, middle and
late era) are obtainable from www.railtecmodels.com
Recommended additional information can be found in
the following:
LMS Wagons Vol. 1 by Bob Essery. Published by OPC.
British Railway Vans, Vol. 3 and Vol. 11 by Geoff Gamble.
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The SR van and its BR derivative as modelled
using Peco Parkside kit PS100: Southern and
BR(S) Banana Van diag.1478

Photo 8. SR D1470 banana
van modelled from the
standard Parkside kit
showing addition of metal
sheeting on the end.

To produce this version you will need the following:
From Parkside kits PS13: body/sides/ends and roof, and
from PS100: the body sides only plus the rest of the kit
with wheels and transfers except for the couplings and
buffers. A set of PS77 Sprung 20 ½ in buffers is also
needed
Having contracted the banana van bug, as it were, I
started to look around for what other companies’ vans
were represented in the 7mm trade offerings. All four of
the pre-nationalisation companies had banana vans in
their fleets, although in markedly differing numbers
according to distribution of the different banana-importing
ports.

The Southern Railway, serving Southampton, had two
types of van in their fleet. One, to D.1478 is available from
Parkside as PS100 and can be built as is. However, whilst
modelling this version, I thought that I’d present it slightly
differently. This version has a metal plate which conforms
to the roof’s profile positioned at the top of each end of
the body. To plagiarise this version, one has to use a rivet
punch. I referred to the Photograph in OPC’s An Illustrated
History of Southern Wagons Vol.4 by Bixley, et al., as shown
at Plate 9.
The additional work required was as follows:
• Remove the horizontal mounting plate between both
vertical stanchions on the end walls of the van body,
which would have supported the vertical vacuum pipe,
with a sharp scalpel and fine file.
• Two pieces of 0.25mm plastic card are cut to shape with
the roof profile and end wall, placement commencing
slightly above the twelfth plank up from the buffer
beam.
• Mark rivet positions as shown in the Photo and carefully
use the punch to punch out the rivets. Do not use
excessive force in this operation as you may hole the
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plastic. When satisfied, glue in place. (See Photo 8).
• Add screw link couplings and paint the body BR bauxite
with a black solebar.
• Replace vacuum pipes with a BR version (D-type), not
the earlier supplied vertical version.
• Now construct the kit as per the instructions.

The Southern/BR(S) Diagram 1479.
One of 125 built (S50775-50899) with no end vents. This
differs by being based on the standard SECR elliptic
roofed van design, but can be created out of Parkside
parts and is the next conversion using the body
sides/ends and roof from PS13 (the standard SR 12T goods
van) and a PS100 kit complete except for the ends, and
buffers, which are replaced using Parkside PS77 sprung
buffers.
This is a relatively complex conversion as the door
section from PS100 sides has to be fitted into the PS13
sides in place of the latter’s hinged doors, whilst at the
ends, the recesses provided for the ventilator bonnet
mouldings have to be filled in. Neatness is not too
important here as the top section of the ends was plated
across the full width of the ends, presumably to provide
additional lateral stiffness instead of diagonal bracing.

Photo 9. SR D.1470 van, finished view

For the model, this can be reproduced using pieces of
0.25mm plastic card cut to shape to cover between and
outside the end stanchions. (See Photos 9 and 10).
The body sides require the greatest alteration. Although
the banana van body had the same length and framing as
the standard goods van, the doors were differently
arranged, being thicker and heavier due to the internal
insulation. For this conversion, the simplest method was
to cut the doors out from the PS114 body sides and
transplant these into the standard PS13 body sides.
The simplest method is to cut the PS13 sides inboard of
the door stanchions and reassemble them with the PS114
banana van door in between. However, the snag with this
method is that the back (inside) faces of the different parts
of the body sides will not line up flush. An alternative
method, employed here, is to keep the PS13 sides intact
by milling out the doors to leave a space into which the
Photo 10. The SR D.1479 van with the end vents blocked out and
door removed and about to have the replacement fitted.
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PS114 doors can be dropped. The same could be
achieved by cutting out the centre of the existing doors
and removing the remaining material using a hand file.
However, this method requires a fair degree of skill with a
file to achieve a flat and true surface onto which the new
door can be mounted. The sides on the D.1478 were
deeper than those of D.1479, necessitating the new doors
being shortened by removing the bottom plank. The cut
is made at the base of the strap hinge right across
horizontally to the other hinge before fitting the door. See
Photos 9 and 10 (the completed model.)

10a-D.1479 finished van.

Photo 11. Southern diag.1479 showing close-up of door bumpers

Additionally, there are two door bumpers that have to
be added on either side of the doors on the adjacent
panels on both sides of the van body. These are made up
from strips of Evergreen (131) plastic strip of 0.75 x 0.75mm.
This is cut to a length of 6.20mm with a smaller piece of
3.35mm glued on top. This when made up, will form the
required bumper block when glued in place 5.25mm from
the side of the door frame edge as shown in Photo 11. In
addition, I added a thin strip of plastic card to the end
edges of the roof.
Once all has been accomplished, the kit can be finished
as normal using three-hole disc wheels, PS77 20 ½ in.
buffers or standard long-webbed spindle buffers and
screw link couplings of your choice. (See the Photos of
both modelled examples). Additionally, I have added the
safety loops for the brake beams from 0.5mm brass wire
bent and fitted into square pieces of plastic strip glued in
place under the floor. These loops are often mistakenly
modelled to sit right across the axle in one big square ‘U’.
So how would you drop the axle on the prototype when

renewing the wheel set? They actually comprise of a
smaller wire ‘U’ which only goes over each brake beam,
making four per axle. But having said that it can and does
in practice usually depend upon the designer as much as
anything. The colour scheme is the ubiquitous bauxite
and black solebars with kit transfers being perfect for this
model. This completes these conversions.

12a-A broadside view of the finished D.1479 van.

Photo 11a.The underside of
the D.1479 van reveals the
brake gear and safety
brackets mentioned in the
text.
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Photo 13. The completed
Y4 conversion of the Peco
kit..

Photo 14. Added detail
above end vent.
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The BR(W) Y4, 10T Banana Van from Peco
Wonderful Wagons 10 T Ventilated Box Van,
W-606
These were adaptations of the standard Diagram V16
ventilated van, which had earlier been modified by the
addition of insulation to become non-refrigerated meat
vans under Diagram X.6 in 1918. These were subsequently
converted for banana traffic in the early 1920s by the
addition of steam heating equipment to facilitate the
transportation of bananas from Bristol Avonmouth Docks.
There are few Photographs of this Y4 in BR guise, but one
example I noted was in Gamble’s British Railway Vans Vol.3
plate 47. Conversion from the meat van involved the fitting
of steam heating equipment and a new adjustable sliding
vent in the centre of the body ends, blanked off internally,
with the external bonnets left in place.
As supplied, the kit is provided with conventional lever
brakes, albeit of an incorrect type dating from the pre-
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1900 era, and tapered buffer guides. For the banana van,
the brakes need replacing by the correct type, with the
shoes hung from links rather than bolted to a swing arm,
plus the addition of Dean-Churchward cross-cornered
brake gear. The Dean-Churchward brake levers can be
obtained from Peco RO-6 conversion kit, which also
proves the vacuum brake equipment, but the brake shoes
and rigging will need to be found from the spares box. The
buffers also need substituting/replacing by the GWR selfcontained type, which are available as white metal cast
housings from NMRS F010A.
On vacuum braked goods vehicles the GWR fitted
Instanter couplings in preference to the usual screw
couplings; the special centre link can be sourced from
either Slater’s (cast brass) or Parkside (plastic).
As an aside, the purpose of the GWR’s Instanter
coupling was to provide a means of achieving closer
coupling of wagons used in fast freight trains in a way that
was cheaper and simpler to use than the screw couplings
adopted by other railways. With the wagons buffered up,
all that was needed was for the shunter to rotate the
Instanter link to a short position using his coupling pole
thus saving time compared to having to manually shorten
a conventional screw coupling.
The kit comes highly detailed in hard plastic compared
to a softer plastic used by Parkside. Although the body
parts are very finely and accurately moulded, fitting
together with a precision not seen on many kits, a negative
feature is that the doors have been designed to be
openable. A consequence of this is that the hinge edge on
the individual door mouldings is rounded and a not
unobstrusive pivot has been added to support the bottom
of each door. Since we do not generally indulge in opening
doors, the visual fit of the door against the inner body
stanchions can be improved by first chamfering the outer
hinge edge of each door to provide a flat seating for a
section of Evergreen strip which can subsequently be filed
back to give a square edge to the door. Door hinges are
made up from Evergreen strip and the bottom door pivots
dispensed with.
The ends of the van need no alteration save for adding
a small washer plate above the sliding central vent that is
probably associated with the internal heating (Photo 14.)
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The underframe can be built following the instructions
except that the brake shoes and push rods need to be
replaced to correct the kit’s inaccurate use of the older
pattern of brake blocks and hangers. For this conversion,
I replaced them with the equivalent mouldings from the
Parkside 9ft wheelbase underframe, some minor
adjustment needing to be made to the legs of the
moulding, so that they would fit into the locating groves
provided on the Peco underframe. The cross shaft was
made from 1.2mm brass rod and fitted through both ‘V’
hangers and vacuum actuator or lever. Now is the time to
add the Dean-Churchward vacuum conversion kit, (RO-9).
As with all of the ex-Websters kits, the underframe is
provided with compensation using a rocking ‘W’ iron on
one axle. The only snag with the kit in this respect is that
the rocking unit pivots and the small supporting brackets
are all in plastic, so there is a risk, if care is not taken, that
the whole can become glued solid.
The Peco buffers are a disappointment, in my opinion,
harkening back to the old spring system with a wire
through the middle of a ‘plastic’ hook ... yuk. The plastic
hook is best replaced with a metal version. However, I
found if hooks are used other than the plastic kit
examples, then the length of the hook shank that fits in
the buffer beam’s compensating end needs to be
shortened or bent to avoid interference with the rocking
unit’s workings. The fit of the buffer brass shanks is poor
necessitating a lot of reaming out. I found that fitting an
already complete self-contained sprung, white metal set
with a 7mm buffer head from NMRS fitted well and did the
job elegantly.
The overall fit of this kit's parts is superb and it is well
designed and thought out. It has been in production a very
long time and has stood the test extremely well.
The colour scheme is the usual faded bauxite
red body with black solebars and a dirty grey roof. There
are no roof vents. The roof rain strips are, on this prototype,
different to the Peco example, in that it is a shortened
curved version directly above the door opening. (See
Photo 16.) No yellow or white spot is shown on the body
here. The vacuum pipe is the high type with a steam ‘D’
type positioned to the right of the former both of which
are included in the conversion kit (RO-6).
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Finally, there is a round or rod type tie bar to be added
to the bases of the two ‘W’ iron/axle guards on both sides.
See Photo 17 for a view of the completed model.

Photo 15-(top) Banana
Van-Y4 showing under
frame detail from DeanChurchward conversion kit.
Photo 16-(above) Banana
Van-Y4 showing new
buffers and roof guttering.
Photo 17. (left) Another view
of the completed model
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BODGING WITH GLUE:
LAMPS & LENSES
Nigel Brown
Pictures by the author

Locomotive Lamps:
I read fairly recently about someone purchasing O
gauge plastic lenses for ready made loco lamps.
Perhaps necessary for LED operation, but for general
non-working use, my method employs something less
expensive and readily to hand - glue. I usually use cast
brass locomotive and guards van lamps where the
lens area is centre punched and drilled with a 2.2 mm
bit until there is a concave lamp ‘face’. As I am primarily
a GWR / Western Region modeller, a 1.5mm hole is
drilled circa 4.5mm into the base of the lamp to one side
– depending upon the lamp iron configuration site (left).
The lamp lens areas are painted dark grey (Humbrol
67) for forward lamps or dark gloss red (Humbrol 20) for
the rear of the train etc. The lamps bodies are then
painted red, white or black depending upon era and
usage position. To create the ‘lens’ I use 5 minute Araldite
applied with the point of a cocktail-stick to build up a
convex body of glue to form the ‘lens’. If you mix too
rapidly and get air bubbles in the glue while applying it to
the lamp, these can be worked out with the cocktail stick.
What I attempt to achieve is the ‘translucent’ convex
quality of the real thing (unlit of course) – picture below.
Once completely dry, the lens can be further protected or
enhanced by using Revell No.1 gloss varnish (which
appears not to contain cellulose).

Vehicle Lamps:
One of the problems with old style vintage cars is to obtain
the highly reflective mirrored surface of large front
headlights such as 1930s Jaguars. Most metallic paints are
ok to an extent with some of the newer acrylic paints
being an improvement. However, to get the effect I use a
combination of aluminium kitchen foil and glue. Circular
foil inserts are punched out using brass tubing. I
discovered by accident if the foil insert is very gently
rubbed with one’s forefinger, a concave form is produced
on the reflective smooth surface (as per the real thing). The
insert is then carefully glued into the vehicle concave
headlight and araldite epoxy used to create the lens over
it. The photo above illustrates the completed lamps of a
1930s GWR bus under construction. The numberplate
could be improved with an item using a photo-printer.

Glass covers
I also use Araldite for glass covers on backhead paper
gauges (as the glue does not seriously affect the paper,
unlike varnish which can stain it). Similarly, for a GWR clock
in my local club layout signal box interior where I added
some additional details (below). The clock was made from
whitemetal off-cuts with the clock face produced from a
reduced photograph printed on computer photo-paper.
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A Peacehaven railway
running session in
progress.

PEACEHAVEN
PART 3: SCENERY, BUILDINGS AND SIGNALS

Scenery
We all have our own preferences and I have to admit that,
for me, the main attraction of a model railway is the
operational aspect. I have always been ready to lavish
more time and effort on the electrical aspects and vehicles
than on scenery and buildings. Some will say, this is
obvious from the photographs. However, I also seek some
degree of realism and so have embarked on appropriate

building construction for the location and period. I always
thought the provision of an SR style power supply
substation would be a good idea (though yet to be
constructed); the need for other buildings emerged
somewhat as an afterthought.
Having no artistic ability of my own, whatsoever, I was
very wary about the idea of painting the sky/backscene
myself. I really did not want my pathetic efforts to detract

Tim Stubbs
Photos by the author
unless otherwise stated

Peacehaven is an
imaginary branch
line in the south of
England. The model
is set in the 1950s
and 60s and the
line runs from
Peacehaven, the
terminus in the
garage, to another
station, Telscombe,
at the end of the
garden.
Tim continues the
story.

The artist Eric Bottomley and colleague Adge Henshaw making final adjustments to the backscene in the hotel area, behind
Peacehaven station.
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from the general atmosphere of the layout. I am sure it
would have looked rather amateurish. And so, I was very
fortunate in finding an artist to paint a back scene for me,
for the indoor section of the railway. A chance encounter
at one of the Gauge O exhibitions at Bristol brought me into
contact with Eric Bottomley, a well-known and
accomplished railway artist. He not only agreed to paint a
back scene for my railway, but to do it in the style of the
terrain found along the south coast of Britain in the
Peacehaven area. The result is stunning, as can be gauged
from the photographs. I provided some guidance having
researched the topography of the area, and Eric did the
rest. He noticed that the pillar which inconveniently exists
part-way down the garage wall would be difficult to
accommodate from a scenic point of view, and so a goodsized building would be needed to cover the area. This led
to a decision to build the Peacehaven Station Hotel (rooms
18/- B&B, with sea view 19/6d, old money!) The
backscene was painted on several boards comprising
2mm MDF. These were pre-cut to fit the available space

Installing the newly
painted back scene.

and with returns at the ends of the layout and round the
pillar, required two large boards and five smaller ones. The
painting was carried out in Eric’s studio and the scenes
were subsequently installed on the layout. The general
effect and representation of the South Coast chalk cliffs is
excellent.
I do have aspirations to construct cameos of various
activities around the indoor portion of the layout. These
may include a working scene around the goods shed with
Scammell Scarab articulated parcel vans and trailers and
also Bedford coal lorries with railway or coal merchants’
employees busy going about their duties. The loco siding
also demands attention because a material store, oil
storage tanks, a coal stage and of course a mess hut are
needed, again with maintenance staff in attendance. There
are many others. Alas, priority on getting the trains
operational has meant that these scenes are still some
time in the future. Something to tackle on winter evenings
when everything else on the railway works perfectly.

Buildings
The hotel, and a few of the other buildings, have been
constructed from scratch, using off-cuts of 3mm MDF
obtained from the local DIY shop. The building sections
have been cut with a fine-tooth saw and window and door
openings with a coping saw, after first drilling a hole in a
suitable position to insert the blade. Everything is fixed
together with UHU or Bostic general purpose glue. On the
goods shed and station building, window and door etches
have been used, backed by transparent plastic sheet
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The main walls of the hotel taking shape – formed from 3 mm
MDF

obtained from discarded packaging material. Some of the
windows frames are in brass and others from laser-cut
card, both having been bought at Gauge O Guild
exhibitions. The design of the station, hotel and goods shed
can be described as free-lance and the outer walls are
finished in either Plastikard brick obtained from Slaters
(suitably weathered) or match boarding made using coffee
stirrers, of which we are avid collectors.
The signal box is a Lazerwork kit and this is in a style very
similar to the later boxes used on the LBSCR. In my
imagination, the line was
opened after the ‘Grouping’

Starting to apply Plastikard brick effect – after weathering – to
the outer walls of the hotel

of railway companies and so when installed, the box may
have been relocated from another part of the Southern
network. Again, prototypical practice. There is a 22-lever
frame and a gate wheel. The kit needed a few
modifications, notably lowering the height slightly, material
being removed from the base, and separating the pitched
roof. This was to achieve the 4in height limitation imposed
by the fold-away baseboard design. In addition, some extra
windows were installed at the end and in the back of the
box to enable the signalman to have a view of the roadway
behind the box when operating the gate wheel for the level
crossing.
A real house on a nearby seafront provided the
inspiration for one of the low-relief buildings behind the
station. Although it was intended to construct this building
from 3mm MDF, my stockist had run out and so I resorted
to using 3mm plywood for the main frame and thick card
for the front walls. This worked out just as well. The house
has a bay overlooking the sea and verandas for the
occupants to enjoy the sea air. The dome-shaped roof over
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Hotel ready to have
glazing, curtains and
lights fitted.

the front bay was a bit tricky, I eventually made use of the
base of a plastic water bottle to obtain the required convex
shape. The porch has been made quite deep and the
house is positioned so as to accommodate an adjacent
station lamp standard which folds into it when the
baseboards are stored away.
Lighting is installed in all the buildings, mainly using
LEDs, and the nighttime scene can look quite atmospheric.
Station and hotel lights can be switched on and off but
other lights such as the station lamp standards, signal box
light and the red ones on the buffer stops are all
permanently lit. Most of the lights are 3mm LEDs and the
one in the signal box shines down over the train register
desk, as per real life. Other lighting such as the station lamp
standards also use LEDs and are simply constructed from

hollow plastic tube, representing tubular posts. The lighting
circuits are fed from a separate 12v DC supply, suitable
value resistors being used in each LED feed.
The outdoor section of the railway only has a few basic
and functional buildings. These are much more rough and
ready than the ones on the indoor section, merely provided
to give a clue as to the functionality of the lines. The station
at Telscombe has a simple building built from wooden
blocks clad in brick-effect Slaters Plastikard, suitably
weathered. The station roof is from a section of timber door
threshold. The only other building in this area is a goods
shed to provide operational interest. This is again made
from simple wood sections pinned and glued together,
with weathered Plastikard brick effect to finish off. Wagons
can be placed for unloading or loading in the shed on the

The hotel in position
behind Peacehaven
station – disguising the
garage pillar.
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The goods shed, of
freelance design, also has
a weathered Plastikard
brick finish.

RIght: Two views of the
signal box in position at
Peacehaven station
throat.

Signal box under
construction from a
Lazerwork kit. The roof,
normally integral in this
kit, had to be constructed
as a separate item for
reasons covered in the
text.

one short siding provided. The latter sometimes provides
the station operator with interesting activities. The
requirement for running round freight services and sorting
the wagons for placing in the shed can be challenging on
the limited two-road layout.
In due course, I intend to populate the railway with a
range of passengers, staff and passers-by. In practice, this
has been a low priority. However, one of the second-hand
coaches has a complement of passengers and two of the
buses on the layout have drivers. Next priority will be crews
for the locomotives and my second-hand purchases have
included a number of figures. But, at the time of writing,
most of these still await painting and installing.

Peacehaven Station at
night. The walls of 3mm
MDF, finished in match
boarding as per some of
the smaller original SR
stations, constructed from
coffee stirrers. A 4-CEP unit
stands in the bay platform.
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PEACEHAVEN
Level crossing

TELSCOMBE

Headshunt
Goods shed

Loco
Not to scale

Signals
Signals are mainly upper quadrant semaphore types, with
a few colour lights installed, as typically found during the
1960s. All are operational and the drivers must obey them.
The semaphore signals are scratch built and follow the
economical prototypical Southern Railway practice by
using lengths of discarded bull-head running rail for the
signal posts. This design was widely used on the Southern
Railway when the original timber signal posts gave way to
rot and had to be replaced. I was able to obtain a brass etch
of signal arms and balance weights at a Gauge O Guild
show and developed a fairly easy to construct method of
assembly.
In addition to the signal arms, balance weights, blinders
and the short pieces of bullhead rail for the posts, the only
other materials needed are brass tube in 1mm, 2mm and
5mm outside diameters, and some lengths of plastic
ladder. To construct the semaphore signals, I select two
suitable lengths of discarded bullhead rail, in which
matching holes are drilled which will eventually locate the
horizontal tie-rods holding the two rails of the post

Similarly for a second arm
where one is required. The
illustrations show a stop
signal with distant arm
below.

A piece of 1mm tube is
soldered to the signal
arm...

...which will eventually be
threaded through the pivot

Signal post construction, as on the Southern Railway, is from
short lengths of discarded bull-head rail. Both rails are drilled in
the position where the post ties will eventually be located.

5mm tubes, suitably
drilled to house the LED
signal lamps are soldered
on using a spacer to locate the lamp in the centre
of the spectacle.

After inserting each arm,
the back plate blinders
are soldered on.

2mm brass tube is
soldered on to form the
arm pivot then trimmed off
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Finally the insulated
spacers are inserted and
glued to both uprights.

Brass signal etch with
arms and balance
weights.
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together. After this a length of 2mm tube is soldered to one
upright at the point where the arm pivot will be located. A
full length is initially soldered on and afterwards trimmed
off to the required size. I found by trial and error that this
assembly technique makes handling the parts much
easier. After this a piece of 1mm tube is soldered to the
signal arm pivot which will eventually be threaded through
the 2mm tube thus forming the arm fulcrum. The housing
for the signal lamp (a 3mm white LED) is made from a short
piece of 5mm tube through which a 1.5mm drill is passed
to form the light outlet and one side is then opened out to
2.5mm allowing light to shine through the spectacles on
the arm. This is then soldered in place with a spacer behind
it to accurately bring the lamp into line with the spectacle.
After this, the arm is installed, soldering a back plate
‘blinder’ to the rear of the pivot to retain this in position. To
prevent solder running into the pivot tube, a scrap of paper
is placed behind the blinder and removed after soldering
by tearing off.
The balance weight pivot and balance arm are fitted in
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a similar way but in this case the 1mm tube is turned back
into a ‘U’ shape and this forms the stop for the lower
position of the balance weight arm, resting against the post
when the signal is in the ‘on’ position. The last stage is to
fix the two signal uprights together using tie rods and
spacers which are glued in position using the holes drilled
earlier. I used two-pack quick setting epoxy adhesive to do
this and file off the excess length of the ties once the
adhesive has hardened. The tie rods and spacers are
electrical insulators as it eventually dawned on me that the
uprights themselves could be used to carry current to the
LED signal lamp, one leg of the latter being soldered to
each upright. Signal ladders are added last and, bearing in
mind the need to avoid electrically shorting the two rails
of the post, plastic ladders have been used.
On the first signal I constructed, the LED signal lamp was
fed using a wire running up the signal post, the return
conductor being the post itself. This looked rather untidy
and as mentioned, by insulating the two upright rails from
one another, these could form the feed and return for the
LED without using a wire. Subsequent semaphore signals
were built like this. The spectacles have been coloured
using theatre-type lighting gels which, when punched out
using an ordinary office hole-punch, produce 6mm
diameter discs of coloured material which can be glued
into the spectacle frame.
Initially, I had hoped to obtain some sort of mythical
miniature signal actuators, perhaps tiny solenoids, which
could be incorporated at the foot of the signal post and be
unobtrusive. I obtained some small devices but on test
they proved quite inadequate to give any sort of reliable
actuation, so I had to think again. I did toy with the idea of
using servos but I discovered that OO scale point motors
are readily available on the second-hand market and can
be very good value. They are robust and easy to configure,
the only action needed being to devise a method of
vertical mounting so that an actuating wire could be run
from the motor to the balance arm. Suitable mounts were
fashioned from 1.5mm aluminium sheet.
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The Peacehaven down home signal has been quite
interesting to build as it has main and calling-on arms as
well as a shunting disc and a theatre-style platform route
indicator. The latter is illuminated by a pair of white LEDs
mounted back to back, so the platform indication given
depends upon the polarity of the supply. This is switched
using a 12v relay fed from a contact on the relevant point
motor. In addition, the electrical feed to the route indicator
lamps depends on one of the two main arms being ‘off’ and
so, in accordance with real life, the platform indicator lights
up as soon as the signal lever is moved and before the arm
actually clears. This signal required three actuators, one for
each arm and the one for the disc signal. These are
mounted on a purpose-made bracket folded up from the
same 1.5mm aluminium sheet.
Another feature of this signal is that it is located on the
indoor section of the layout where the baseboards fold up
for storage. The height of the signal exceeds the 4in
maximum which can be accommodated and so there is a
risk of damage if it is not removed. Accordingly, there is an
automatic folding mechanism to avoid a calamity should
the signal being forgotten and get crushed at putting-away
time. The mechanism is worked by a crank and a spring
which causes the signal to lower down to a folded position
as the baseboard is raised for storage.
Two main semaphore signal operating modes have
been used on the layout. Outdoors, the semaphore signals
use the same type of geared Fulgurex point motors that I
used for the outdoor points. I had obtained a number of
these useful machines second-hand. They automatically
cut out at the end of the stroke. Outdoor signals are
removable for storage and the motors for them are
mounted in a square plastic junction box below the signal.
Indoor signals, as mentioned above, use OO scale point
motors mounted vertically. The actuating mechanisms
have in both cases proved very reliable. The occasional
failure has been traced to an open circuit or dryness in the
mechanism creating a bit of friction.

the end used a length of 18-core, supplemented by an 8core telephone cable. The latter was less than satisfactory,
suffering occasionally from broken cores at the
connections. This was resolved by soldering on short
extensions at the terminations.

Indoor signal actuation
uses 00 scale point motors suitably mounted on a
1.5mm aluminium plate for
vertical operation

Signal and point control
Signal and point control at the Peacehaven terminus is
from a 22-lever frame made up from Cobalt point levers.
These plug together up to any required number. The track
layout with signal and point numbers is shown in the
accompanying diagram. The Cobalt point levers are very
versatile in that each incorporates a number of sets of
contacts enabling electrical interlocking to be achieved
fairly easily. The Cobalt point motors themselves also have
auxiliary switched contacts which add to the flexibility. The
extra contacts enable signals and points to be interlocked
so signals cannot be cleared until points are correctly set.
The extra switches are also used for control of the track
polarity at the set of three-way points at the station throat.
The lever frame is installed on a hinged frame which can
be folded down to provide easy access to the connections
and terminals. Wiring installation and fault finding are thus
made easier. With the baseboards folded up and the lever
frame hinged down, the wiring is easily accessible and is
at eye level. In a few cases, additional switching is
necessary to ensure the correct interlocking. This is
achieved using 12v relays connected to the relevant
circuits and mounted under the baseboard.
Telscombe, the station on the outdoor section has a
separate, much simpler, control panel. This can be
unplugged and stored indoors when not in use and utilises
a 24-way plug and socket obtained from RS Components.
I struggled to source suitable 24-core flexible cable and in
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Completed Peacehaven
home signal ready for installation with 3 actuators
mounted on a common
bracket, also made from
1.5 mm aluminium.
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Home signal installed on
the layout

Peacehaven rail-built
starting signals

At present there are only three points and four signals at
Telscombe. The mimic diagram on the control panel is
equipped with toggle switches for the individual functions.
Interlocking is still required of course, and as the toggle
switches are simple on-off ones, a number of relays are
fitted inside the panel to control the interlocking. In the
case of one of the three-aspect colour light signals, this
also utilises a relay to enable the aspect to clear from
‘yellow’ to ‘green’ when the next signal is cleared.
As noted earlier, the outdoor point motors are of a
traditional geared motor Fulgurex type, with diodes to set
the direction; each of these is mounted in a plastic
electrical box so as to provide a fair degree of weather and
spider protection. The point motors are located under the
formation and from there actuation is by wires and cranks,
mounted on the outside of the base boards, again to avoid
the need to make any holes in the top surface.
The lever frame folds down for easy access to the wiring and
terminals.

The lever frame in situ, by now with brass lever number plates
fitted.

Colour Light Signals
The colour light signals themselves, mainly used outdoors,
are either kit-built or old adapted models with miniature
tungsten bulbs. The kits are from Severn Signals and have
been a pleasure to construct. I have used two of the threeaspect ones for the ‘up line’ signals, the one forming the
Telscombe up home signal having a lunar-type route
indicator (a row of white lights) needed for trains entering
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the loop line. To simplify the control circuits, all the outdoor
points and signals operate by feeding each one with a
single pair of wires, the polarity of which is reversed to
effect a change of position or aspect. Suitable diodes are
fitted to the older tungsten type colour lights to provide
this mode of control. All the outdoor signals, both
semaphore and colour light, are removable, being
mounted on small baseplates, typically a piece of plywood
about 4in square. A plastic junction box provides the
housing for terminals, diodes and, where needed, a motor
or control relay. A tongue is fitted under the baseplate
which fits a slot in the side of the formation. The tongues
and slots are all made from 1.5mm aluminium sheet, folded
up. The electrical feeds are via a flexible lead for each
signal which plugs into a suitably located 4-pin socket
below the formation.

welcome in this regard. In the event I decided to make
some simple three-position block instruments using lamps
to show the state of the line rather than needle indicators.
The circuit and the electrical feeds are arranged to prevent
a ‘line clear’ indication being given from both ends of the
single line simultaneously. Also, the section signals in each
case cannot be cleared until a ‘line clear’ state exists, and
relays wired in series with the ‘line clear’ indicator lamps
are used to effect this. In the case of the Telscombe

Outdoor semaphore signal
in situ showing the
mounting method and the
box housing the motor.
This is the Telscombe
down section signal, with
Peacehaven distant.

Telscombe control panel
showing mimic diagram
and signal and point
switches.

Outdoor colour light signal in situ. This is the Telscombe up home
signal. The illuminated ‘feather’ route indicator shows the train
will enter the loop. All the outdoor signals are removable and
can be stored indoors

Block working
Use of real block instruments for communication between
the signalboxes was a possibility but the availability, cost
and amount of space they would occupy mitigated against
their use. The single line section in the real world would
probably have been token block or, if fully track circuited,
tokenless block. Although I do have aspirations to
eventually introduce track circuiting, this will require more
research and is some time in the future. A scheme will
need to be developed and tested. Reader’s ideas will be

Telscombe control panel in process of being wired up.
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signalling panel, the block instrument is incorporated in the
panel and space exists for a further instrument for eventual
installation if and when the line is extended to a third
station.
The railway at Peacehaven has now reached the stage
when reasonably authentic operation is possible. The line
comprises an end-to-end layout with interlocked
signalling and the plan is to operate to a timetable or at
least a sequence plan of train movements. It can be
operated by one person (although quite a bit of walking
can be involved) but is better with two or more operators.
We occasionally host a small band of modellers, railway
enthusiasts and operators who can enjoy some train
running and up to six or seven people can be kept busy.
On the small adjoining lawn casual observers can partake
of some light refreshments and animated or gentle
conversation. Needless to say, the railway is not finished
so it will be possible to enjoy more model making as time
goes on. It was the intention at the outset to construct a
line which offers operational interest. Whilst not a perfect
model in any sense, it does provide some fun, not to say
challenges, when operating sessions are in progress.

3-position block signalling
instrument with suitable
electrical bell pushbutton, rotary switch and
indicator lamp holders
mounted on an aluminium
sheet.
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A BLAST FROM
THE PAST
Les Handman
Pictures by the author

The kit of parts at start

Cardboard added for
strength
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THE SUBJECT OF THIS ARTICLE is an LSWR 48ft
vestibule driving motor trailer of 1906 (later
generically known as Gate stock). The body kit
which consists of sides, ends, roof, floor and internal
partitions is from Highfield Models. It is formed from
1mm thick vacuum-formed plastic mouldings which
needed all windows to be cut out.

This kit was given to me by a friend at least 25 years
ago and had already been a dozen or more years in his
possession. I believe this kit dates from the 1970/80s and
this no doubt resonates with many a modeller in having
quantities of unmade kits of a certain vintage. The impetus
for getting on and extracting it from its brown paper bag
and building it was twofold. Firstly, the introduction by
Dapol of a Terrier in LSWR livery, and the second, an invite
to the Fareham & District Model Railway club to exhibit the
‘Fairhaven Town’ layout at the Victory Model Railway Club’s
2019 exhibition in Portsmouth in May. I volunteered to try
and complete the model by May, but as it was already late
March, it was hopelessly optimistic to have it completed
in time. I actually finished it in that July.
The book LSWR Carriages in the 20th Century by
G R Weddell was invaluable to this project as it contains
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drawings and photographs of the prototype including an
interior shot on p. 90. Unlike the previous Highfield kit I had
built, the Y6 tram loco (see the Gazette February 2013), the
body sides and ends needed to be strengthened to add
integrity. This was achieved by gluing a layer of cereal
packaging to the inside thus doubling the original
thickness. A gap of 2mm was left at the bottom for the
floor to be located.
I decided to paint the sides and ends before assembling
the body shell. After priming both exterior and interior with
Halfords acrylic, the exterior of the sides and of the driving
end were given a couple of coats of Halfords Vauxhall
Reed Green which to my mind is a good match for 1920s
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LSWR sage green. The interior was coated with Halfords
Rover Maple which incidentally I also use for Southern
Railway goods stock. The Bostwick gates were formed
with car repair mesh which is a good representation of the
diamond pattern that these original vehicles had, unlike
the more ornate style of the later 56ft gate stock
Handrails, glazing bars and handles were added using
0.5mm or 1mm brass wire. The lamp irons were made
from waste etch, the positions of which were determined
from an internet photo of the driving end of a similar
coach. With HMRS transfers in place, a coat of Halfords
satin lacquer was applied. The exterior of the inner end
received a coat of acrylic black and a corridor
connection was formed with styrene L angle shaped
round a cereal packet former with black curtain fabric
giving a good impression of the folds, as in real life.
The floor also needed to be increased in depth,
so a piece of black plastic was laminated
uppermost to the original (this at least saved
painting it!). Once the ensemble was glued together, a
start could be made on the interior.

The Interior
As mentioned earlier, there is an interior
photo in the book which was
extremely helpful. The prototype
seats were formed of
plywood with a hardwood
frame. The plywood
had a pattern of

coach seats from Tower Models.
Glazing was in the form of
acetate attached with double sided
tape and a spot of superglue. The
distinctive frosted drop lights were
replicated by covering with single ply
kitchen roll and although not entirely
accurate, give an impression of the floral
pattern that these coaches had. Curtains
are from serviettes, and lastly four
advertising frames with posters were added
in the appropriate positions.

Corridor connection
components

Interior completed

air holes drilled, presumably to stop passengers
sliding about on the smooth surface. For
the model the plywood surface is
achieved with a suitably
coloured print from the
computer, with a pattern of
dots to replicate the air
holes and stuck
onto cut-down

Driving end interior
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The completed coach

The smoking saloon had frosted smoking signs etched
into the windows. At first I printed the signage in a clear
font with a dark grey background straight onto the acetate
but this was not successful as the print was liable to be
rubbed off and also it was not as visible as I had hoped.
A compromise was made by producing printed signs
from the computer with a white font on a mid-grey
background attached to the inside of the windows with
double-sided sticking tape. The details in the driving end
are minimal with only a couple of seats, the driver and the
brake wheel.

The underframe
The underframe is entirely scratch built from 0.030in
styrene and U channel. The batteries are castings made
from No More Nails filler. A whitemetal casting from
another kit was pressed into a piece of Blu Tac and
carefully removed. The filler was carefully put in the
resultant impression and then left for a couple of days to
harden off. Looking at the prototype photo, the truss bars
are rather slender so 1mm brass rods fitted the bill
Dynamo and brake linkage came from bits and bobs

The roof
Roxey Mouldings Fox
pattern bogie

The roof had a pre-formed profile which I
found difficult to trim and so perhaps the
roof line does not bear close scrutiny. After
adding ventilators from the scrap box
and rain strips again from the cereal
packet, a couple of acrylic white coats
followed by a couple of matt varnish
ones were applied giving an ex-works look.

Scratchbuilt underframe
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from the scrap box and 0.5mm wire, finishing with matt
black acrylic over the whole.

Adjusted underframe

Bogies
The bogies are from Roxey Mouldings, as are the Mansell
wheels (finished with a white trim) and the buffers. The
Fox-pattern bogies have a system of springing whereby
wires are soldered to the top of the bolster and bear on
the underside of the underframe floor thus giving an
element of compensation and stopping lateral wobbling.
I soldered paddles to the ends of the wires to increase the
surface bearing as can be seen in the photo. The 8BA
fixing bolts also have springs which altogether make for a
very well sprung vehicle.

Conclusion

End view of the completed
carriage on the Fareham
& District Model Railway
Club’s test track

The challenge of building this coach was made
considerably easier by having Weddell’s book for
reference. The Fairhaven Town layout of the Fareham &
District Model Railway club is dressed in a Southern
Railway colour scheme so, with the inclusion of a black
and white photo, this neutralises the non-appropriate
colour scheme of the buildings and signage to the livery
of the coach. Finally these LSWR vestibule coaches were
built as two-car sets, a trailer and a driving trailer. Using
the Highfield sides as a template before construction, the
outlines of the body sides and ends were drawn onto a
sheet of 0.030in styrene sheet so a partner could be built
one day...

On the test track
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SCRATCH BUILDING AND
SOLID MODELLING

Nick Baines
Illustrations and
photograph by the author
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I WAS DEMONSTRATING SCRATCH-BUILDING O gauge
locos one day, when he came and sat down in front of me.
Making himself comfortable, he watched me for a few
minutes.
"Where do you get the drawings from?" he said.
"Sorry?" That caught me on the hop. Most people ask
about soldering irons or drilling machines or technical
things like that. I was not expecting that one.
"Where do you get the drawings from?" he repeated.
"Oh, um, well, it depends. There's a lot at the National
Railway Museum in York. Um. And the specialist railway
societies are ...”
"But where do you get the drawings from? Not the railway
drawings, the ones you work from. The ones that tell you
what size to make things."
"Ah, well, I sort of measure it off the prototype drawing,
convert it into O scale, and work from that."
"You don't have any proper drawings? How do you make
sure it all fits together?"
Good question. The easy answer is that if I scale
everything correctly, it should all fit. Except that it is not that
easy. One obvious example is the wheel back to back
measurement, which in fine scale is a couple of millimetres
below true scale (be quiet, Mr ScaleSeven, I'll deal with you
later!). That means that all the frame stretchers have to be
smaller than scale and all the other stuff between the
frames like cranks and inside valve gear may have to be
moved sideways. Lots of parts are bolted together on the
prototype, and even a 16 BA bolt is enormous when scaled
up to full size, so I have to figure out another way to hold
them together.
It would be very neat to finish this story by saying the
light dawned, I saw the error of my ways and resolved
thereafter to follow the true path. Actually, I just prattled on
about scaling and adjusting as I went along, and after a
while he got up and wandered off.
I did not really think about it for some time. Over the
years I had built quite a few models from scratch and
usually got a decent result one way or another. Measure
from the drawing, decide if the scale dimension works or if
it needs adjusting, if it does note it down because
otherwise I will forget. If a part has to fit between two
existing parts, measure the space on the model, not on the
drawing, and work from there. Mostly it works, but
sometimes a part does not quite fit or I then realise there
is a better way to do it, or I decide I need a hole in an
existing part to secure the new part and have to strip down
what I have done to cut it. When I did think about it, I
probably wasted significant time filing and fiddling, and
even remaking parts.
I could witter on about this a lot longer, but you are not
my shrink being paid by the minute, so let's cut to the
chase. Solid modelling is the tool that I have adopted that
allows me to plan the model better before I start cutting
metal. Solid modelling is otherwise known as 3D CAD, but
I think that title is less descriptive of what it actually does.
Step back a minute. I'm of an age, and you probably are,
when technical drawing meant drawing boards and tee
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squares. Those of us who learnt it, learned about plans and
elevations, projections and sections, and it was up to the
person doing the drawing to make sure all the views were
consistent and related correctly to one another. Come the
digital revolution, 2D CAD was basically the same thing
done on the computer screen. Some things were made
easier, but it was still essentially a manually driven process.
Solid modelling is different. So different that people
often say the first thing you have to do is to forget
everything you knew about 2D CAD. That is not entirely
true, but it is not that far off. In solid modelling we are
working with objects, not views of objects but the objects
themselves. Views can be created, and they come from
the object. In 2D CAD it is the other way around – the object
comes from the views.
This opens the door to many interesting features, a lot
of which are not terribly important to model locomotives
(as opposed to, say, nuclear reactors or aircraft gas turbine
engines), but some of them are. Components can be linked
together in various ways, either rigidly, or so that they can
rotate or slide relative to another. In that way, for a live
steam loco I made a solid model of a complete Stevenson
valve gear that was animated and used to verify that the
cylinder valves opened and closed at the correct
moments. Coming closer to home, components in a solid
model are numbers in the computer, not real lumps of
metal, and the computer happily allows them to be moved
into and through one another. If something does not fit
properly, it is immediately apparent. Potential clashes and
conflicts between components can be seen and dealt with
before any metal is cut.

An Example
Here is an example of how I used solid modelling to figure
out in advance how to tackle a recent project. It is an 1860s
vintage single driver loco, which, as was almost universal
at the time, had very large diameter driving wheels and a
boiler sitting between them. Of course, the designer fitted
the largest possible boiler in the space which meant that
there was next to no clearance behind the wheels.
You have probably guessed what is coming. A boiler of
scale diameter won't fit between the wheels in fine scale.
Either the boiler must be made smaller (and the smokebox,
firebox and other things scaled down with it), or if it is to be
made to scale diameter, clearances for the driving wheels
must be cut out. I should add that the wheels do have
splashers so the cut outs are not blazingly obvious, but it
means the splashers will dive into the boiler at some point
rather than standing in splendid isolation. So neither
approach is ‘right’, the question is, which one will look
better?
My answer was to explore both with solid models. My
digital fireman lit the computer's firebox, and when
Microsoft reported a good head of steam, we opened the
regulator (all right, clicked the mouse a few times, in fact,
many times) to create the models you can see in Figures 1
and 2.
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Before getting into the details, let me make a few
comments. The models are far from complete and only
have enough detail to check on the boiler clearance and a
few other concerns that I had. So, for example, I have only
drawn the wheel tyres and not the centres. That would
have been a lot more work and to no point since I was
going to use a commercial wheel. Had it been a very
special wheel that I was going to be made as a custom job,
that would be a different matter, but also one that the
software can handle. I did not bother to add fittings like the
chimney even though I was going to make them myself
because I knew that my method of scaling off the original
drawing would work fine. I know that these fittings will not
clash with anything else.
Figure 1. Small diameter
boiler that fits between
the driving wheels.

Figure 1 shows the loco with a small boiler that fits
between the wheels. I scaled down the smokebox in the
same proportion because otherwise it would look very odd.
The splashers are clearly quite separate from the boiler, as
they should be. Figure 2 shows the boiler and smokebox to
scale dimensions, and you can see how the splashers
merge into the boiler. Figure 3 is another picture of the
larger boilered variant, looking inside the boiler and with the
splashers removed from the model. The clashes between
the boiler and the wheels are immediately obvious.
Figure 2. Scale diameter
boiler, for comparison.
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This picture also shows another clash that I was not
expecting between the driving axle crank and the boiler.
That happened because I was intending to use a set of
commercial cranks that have a slightly longer throw than
this prototype did. Of course that would be a disaster for a
steam powered loco, but this one is electrically powered
so I thought I could get away with it, but as it proved not so
easily. At least I discovered it before the crank axle and
boiler were made.
Figure 4 is the same view, now with cut-outs for the
driving wheels and cranks added. The wheel clearances
look enormous but remember that they are hidden by the
splashers. I later decided that the cut-outs for the cranks
were larger than required, and I reduced them to the
necessary minimum.

Figure 4. Avoiding the
clashes by making cutouts in the boiler.

So, which one did I choose? The one with the small but
unsullied boiler, or the one with the scale boiler that has
an unrealistic merging of boiler and splasher? It is a
subjective decision and your choice may not be the same
as mine. Which is not to say either of us is right or wrong.
For what it is worth, I chose the larger boiler. By the
standards of the time, this was a large locomotive with a
boiler whose dimensions were made more apparent
because so much of it was visible. The smaller boiler just
did not look as imposing.
Some people talk about capturing the character of the
prototype, which is a phrase I avoid because it is may be
deployed to cover up something sloppy, as in "It's not quite
scale but it captures the character". But if, as here, a large
boiler is so obvious and eye-catching, compromising it
somehow spoils the illusion. If you compare a photo of the
prototype and the model, something looks wrong long
before you have worked out what it is. Whereas the
relationship between the splasher and the boiler is much
less apparent and more easily overlooked. If that is what
‘character’ means to you, so be it. Didn't I say it was all quite
subjective?
Right, ScaleSeven, you've been sniggering at the back
all the while. Of course, you use a scale back to back
dimension and you think you can fit a scale boiler without
compromising anything. When I said there was next to no
clearance on the prototype, I was not exaggerating. A small
gap divided by 43 is a very tiny gap indeed. If your driving
axle has no side play at all, and if your wheels are
absolutely dead square on the axle without the least
wobble, you just might manage it. I would not bet on it.
Just to run the story on a bit more, I added the drive train
to the model. I wanted to use an ABC Gears product and
added it to the solid model to check that it would fit: see
Figures 5 and 6. The motor is the vertical cylinder sticking

Figure 3. Scale diameter
boiler. Clashes with the
driving wheels and
cranks are highlighted.
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up into the firebox, and the drive goes to the rear axle
because the driving axle is too cluttered with cranks and
eccentrics to include a gearbox. It fitted without any
problems, and I was able to assure myself of that before
handing over any hard cash.
So, there you are. Admittedly it is a tricky prototype, but
the decision about the boiler was key and I was very
pleased to spend a few hours on the computer rather than
make a boiler and then decide it was wrong. The crank
issue took me by surprise and just shows you can't be too
careful. Either that or I'm not as clever as I sometimes
pretend. And I am pleased to say that the construction
went quite smoothly with no major hiccups. Figure 7 shows
the boiler and splasher in the metal. Decide for yourself
whether I got it right or not entirely wrong.

Figure 5. A view of the model
with motor and gearbox. The
ability to make components
appear semi-transparent to
see inside them is a very useful
feature.

Practicalities

Figure 6. Another view of
the drive train to the
rear axle.

There are many solid modelling packages available, many
of them aimed at the industrial user and costing huge
sums of money. I use Fusion 360 (www.autodesk
.co.uk/products/fusion-360/overview) which is free to
cheapskates, I mean to hobbyists like me. With the free
version you don't get much support, but you do get a fully
featured, industrial strength package. One of my friends
uses OpenSCAD (www.openscad.org), which is open
source (and free) and uses a very different approach, which
might appeal if you prefer writing scripts. There are other
contenders, which your chosen search engine will show
you, but I have no experience of them.
Yes, the learning curve is steep to begin with. There are
many documents and videos available on the web to
explain the features of Fusion 360, but like all such
packages, learning can only be done by doing. It took me
three months of winter evenings, when the workshop was
not so attractive, to become reasonably confident with it
and use it to generate the sort of models illustrated here.
Your learning time could, of course, be more or less than
mine.

Figure 7. The actual model. The way the splasher merges into the boiler is not true to prototype, but I decided that it was the lesser of the two evils.
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‘The Meeting’ was one of
Mike’s demonstration
tableaux showing his
exquisite attention to
detail. With a little artistic
license we’ve added
photographic background
to further enhance the
scene

LAST CALL FOR
HAWKSMOOR
ROAD
MIKE AND THE EARLY PIONEERS of garden railways
sowed the seeds and inspired generations of railway
modellers to forsake the confines of indoor layouts and
meet the challenges of the outdoors. Amongst the early
protagonists were the likes of Jack Ray and Don Neale.
Through their published articles and books, they spread
the word and graphically illustrated how the model railway
would survive inclement conditions and blend into a
garden setting. Don and his wife Joan were probably the
greatest exponents of this art form. Don, a member of a
small group of O gauge enthusiasts in Northamptonshire,
remains the inspiration for garden railways within our
membership. The majority of us have succumbed to his
influence and encouragement.

Mike the modeller
Sadly, one of our group, Mike Whatton recently passed
away and this article is an account of his layout Hawksmoor
Road. In his way, Mike led the way for the latest generation
of garden railway modellers. Not one to sit around
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pondering on problems, he tackled them head-on and this
railway is a tribute to his enthusiasm.
However, before we visit the layout a little bit about the
man. Apparently, Mike always had an obsession for
railways. Even though surrounded in the Midlands with
lines associated with the LMS, LNWR and LNER, Mike’s
head could not be turned from his beloved GWR. He was
an influential modeller and had a great gift of bringing what
might be termed 'theatre' to his layout. To him the
ambience had to be right. He worked quickly and with
determination, and as we shall all see, he created a highly
atmospheric railway. Although gravely ill, he was putting
the finishing touches to the layout only days before he
died.
Guild members may recall his demonstrations at various
exhibitions where he graphically illustrated the art of
creating superb scenic cameos and latterly he was
demonstrating the art of tree making. To accompany this
article, I have selected a few photographs to illustrate the
layout and Mike's achievements.

John
Mileson
on behalf of the late
Mike Whatton
All photographs by Mike
and Kathryn Whatton
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The picnic scene
illustrates Mike’s talent
with trees

Another evocative scene,
‘The Harvest’
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Mike’s garden layout
starting to blend in with
the summer foliage

The viaduct adjacent to
the carp pond
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Mike surveying the
extension to the railway
room

Passenger train entering
Hawksmoor Road Station

50

The garden layout
The main scenic area was housed in the ‘doghouse’. This
is a wooden building that spans the width of a relatively
small garden.
Trains leave and enter the building at either end, having
circumnavigated the garden. At the far end of the circuit,
adjacent to the pond that is spanned by a viaduct was the
country station Welford Road. Not being particularly
weatherproof, this was removed after each running
session.
Few of us can match the modellers at Pendon Museum,
or the early work of John Aherne and George Iliffe Stokes.
What they had, and which few possess, was the ability
through theatre to create a believable layout. Mike
Whatton had this rare talent as Hawksmoor Road shows.
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The cattle dock at
Hawksmoor Road
Station

A local train
approaches
Hawksmoor Road
Station
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Chris Ward
Pictures by the author

DAPOL HOME SIGNAL
INSTALLATIONS
I RUN MY LAYOUT COMPLETELY using Protocab PP3
battery power R/C and it has been very successful. The
layout is battery-powered, with radio control using
Protocab. I drive my locos around the layout by setting the
road and following the train as if I were its driver.
I didn't want to start wiring up a full set of signals from a
central control panel. I walk around with my locos or sit on
a central swivel chair, so setting the road for a train is easy.
A battery box and a switch are close to each turnout lever.
I must not operate or pass a signal until the road ahead is
completely set. This self-discipline is important for batteryoperated R/C drivers; there are no isolated track sections
and so accidents can easily happen.
I use the wire in tube method to activate most of my
turnouts. The PP3 9V battery is easily connected to the
existing wires of the Dapol signal. This makes it convenient
and very quick to set up.. Even using the 9V batteries, these
signals could easily be wired to a control panel just using
extension wires to the switches provided by Dapol. The
battery boxes are available for about £2 each. I find that this
is a brilliant addition to the ready-to-run market.
I have no association with Dapol.
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WINDOWS ON THE
WORLD - ANOTHER
USE FOR BOW PENS

David Hillary
Photos and illustrations
by the author

LOOKING BACK THROUGH a few recent Gazettes, ruling
bow pens seem to be making a comeback. In my opinion
they are highly underrated tools for the modeller. With a
bit of practice, they can work wonders.
Screen printed plastic windows: we have all seen them
and probably made good use of those plastic windows
provided in most card building kits including Superquick,
AlphaGraphics, and Metcalfe Models. They work well
enough (from a distance) and are a quick and easy no-fuss
solution for the smaller scales.
Seeing how they did it in the smaller scales got me
thinking some time ago when I upgraded to 7mm. I
wondered if the white printed window framing method
would work in the larger scale? Sure, I’ve built a few
AlphaGraphix O scale shop fronts and used the supplied
printed frames, but could I produce a reasonable facsimile
on my own? Would they work, look and feel right, and
more importantly would I be happy with the outcome?
My intention was to produce my own windows for my
upcoming scratch-built GWR signal box, engine shed and
accompanying goods building, without having to spend
hours cutting and gluing tiny pieces of plastic strip on to
glazed surfaces. Yep, some will say ‘Lazy cop-out Dave.’
But you know, it’s about choices and the playtime one has
left on the board.
No argument, scale windows well-constructed and
accurately representing the prototype will obviously win
awards. But I’m not one to spend valuable time looking at
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windows, or for that matter looking out of them and
dreaming what could be.
There are truckloads of timber window frame data out
there. Even if some of the individual frame parts are called
different names in different countries, one can generally

TYPICAL WINDOW PARTS
(wooden joinery - not to scale)
Casing
Upper sash

Mullion

Lower sash
Glass
(glazing)
Stool
Apron
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fudge it; a word I use often! I’m no builder, but a little bit of
real-world knowledge wouldn’t hurt on this project. You’re
probably gazing out of one now. Have a look at the frame
illustration and you’ll get the picture. Here’s how I do it …

If there is one, put the dull side down and the shiny side
up. Then I like to lightly sand around the outer window
frame perimeter, using 800 wet or dry. This provides a key
for the paint to adhere. If you hold the plastic up to the light
you will see the very fine scratches. I don’t sand hard or for
very long, just enough to dull and key the surface. That’s
the front side to be painted.
Try not to scratch the actual exposed viewable glazed
areas, leave them as glossy as possible to reflect light. You
can always weather them later.

STEP 1. Draw the windows
Working from a drawing or model, I accurately measure
and draw up the selected window’s frame opening on
paper. I sometimes use pre-printed A4 grid paper but in
this exercise, I just used plain paper. Remember to number
which is which. As a guide, I usually draw in the sashes and
mullions in thick (or thin lines), or sometimes in a different
colour.

STEP 3. Paint and the ruling bow pen
I’ve used all manner of paint options, from basic house
paint, enamel and acrylic, to cheap artists’ oils, and I still
find good ol’ Humbrol satin or matt enamel, oil-based,
works best for me. Slower drying with more control is my
preferred method. Mix to whatever frame colour and sheen
level you want, although I prefer matt.

STEP 2. Prepare the clear plastic glazing
For the glazing, I often use clear plastic packaging (shirt
boxes etc.) I have used clear plastic A4 presentation cover
material but prefer a thicker material and not quite so
perfect; a few surface ripples and milky films actually add
to the reality of a ‘dirty’ window look. Cut the plastic film
larger than the area you will finally require. Place the clear
plastic over each window drawing and tape down.
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Rather than use paint straight from the tin, I decant a
little onto a plastic or metal lid. Mixing in a small drop of
thinners will give you the control you will need. It is really
important to get the consistency right. Too thin and the
paint will run out of the bow pen and you will get blobs, too
thick and the paint won’t flow at all, giving you interrupted
broken lines. Practice your technique.
I have used neat Humbrol, but it must be thoroughly
stirred and mixed. I still decant into a separate mixing tray.
Yes, we are talking about mixing the paint first with a
brush and then transferring it to the bow pen a little at a
time. Don’t attempt to mix the paint and thinners in the
drawing pen nib itself. And definitely do not plunge the pen
straight into the paint bottle.
I can usually get one small window out of one fill. As they
say, practice makes perfect. So, test the paint consistency
and your technique before moving to the final finished
window frames.
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Test various nib gaps. I have several bow pens in various
nib sizes and swear by the method of dragging various
weights of thin paper through the nib point, opening or
closing down the adjustment screw to allow the paper to
slide through the gap without catching. 80g/m2 typing
paper is a good starting point.
I have experimented with filing away the factory nib
point on an oil-stone to gain more line width control for my
various other ruling projects such as model boat decking
planks and large artworks for interior décor commissions.
Even stropping the fine nib point a couple of times across
very fine wet or dry paper can make huge improvement to
the line quality.

STEP 6. Build up paint thickness
I find that as the paint dries it flattens out and shrinks a
fraction and can be a little bit transparent in places. So, I
wait until the paint is dry (overnight) and go over this
outside extended frame area with a couple of thicker coats.
This helps to give the window frame an almost scale
thickness.

STEP 4. Painting the frame/mullions
Now following your drawn window frame and using a
straight-edge or beveled set-square or ruler, paint over the
frame’s horizontal lines first. Now rotate the work and
working horizontally again, paint in the remaining lines.
Simply put: work in one direction only, never go back,
otherwise you may mark or drag the wet paint to where it
is not wanted. Work smoothly and confidently. Practice will
tell you how much pressure to exert, the desirable speed
and when a blob is about to happen.

For example, see the engine shed office window that I
prepared earlier.

STEP 5. Fill in the outside frame
Once the fine frame lines are drawn, you will need to widen
the window frame’s outside width. I use the same mixed
paint, brushed right up to and over top of the existing paint
fine line. I usually lay the paint on fairly thick which gives
the impression of the frame’s thickness. I like to do this
before the fine lines dry, that way the wet thin lines have
time to merge with the brushed areas, making a smooth
transition of paint colour.

Gauge O Guild Gazette

STEP 7. Sash/casing surround
I like to mimic the outer sash/casing frame in card. I cut out
an opening 2-3mm or so wider than the painted window
frame. This gives the window a reasonable representation
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of frame depth. One can better see this in the example
photograph. Put glazing aside for a few days to let the
enamel paint really harden.
STEP 8. Installation
Carefully test fit and trim the finished windows to size,
referring to your pre-numbered frames. On most of my
buildings I have allowed for a very small rebate in the
window wall openings. This allows me to use a few drops
of canopy glue around the edge and fix each window in

place. Job done. I have used doubled-sided tape, but I
always follow up with a dab of ‘belts-n-braces’ glue.
The windows used in this demonstration have now been
installed on the freelance GWR signal box and engine
shed currently on my workbench (AKA the dining table).
Should the Editor approve, I have taken several work-inprogress construction photographs of the signal box and
shed for a building report update later.
Let there be light.
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Britannia with overnight
freight

RETURN TO THE
WELL-TRAINED
GARDEN
JUST TEN YEARS AGO I submitted an article to the
Gazette about my garden railway and the editor at that
time, John Kneeshaw, kindly agreed to print it. The track
has been in place now for over twenty years and has
needed very little attention in that time. This is probably
due to the over engineering approach I have to everything

I do. The concrete foundations support concrete blocks
laid flat with the top blocks standing on their side. These
top blocks having a groove cut across one end and the
centre to accommodate a tightly fitted wooden strip
enabling the track to be screwed in place. Two coats of
car underseal provide an authentic looking track bed.

Peter Ager
Pictures by the author

J39 with an Autumn mineral
train
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Visiting Collett goods on
passenger duty

The track is laid and screwed down before the second
coat of underseal is dry, so providing additional adhesion.
A Cotswold stone wall encompasses this structure and
includes raised flower beds so the trains, and plants, are
at waist level.
If there is a weak link in this construction it is the wooden
strips that need to be replaced every few years as they
tend to rot. I started with teak strip as it has self-lubricating
properties, but found that tanalised battens used on shed
roofs to hold down felt, cut to size and thoroughly soaked
in wood preserver last much longer.
After twenty years I found that the underseal was also

wearing away, so last winter I needed to lift the track and
apply two fresh coats. This also gave me the opportunity
to replace many of the wood strips. If I am still around to
repeat this maintenance exercise in a further twenty years,
I will be very pleased.
An Easter Egg Special for the grandchildren is the first
operating train of the season. Before this event the track
is cleared of winter debris with a hose, any foliage is
removed, a wiring check is carried out and a fine sheet of
wet or dry is used to rub over of the lines. In common with
many outdoor railway operators, I have trouble keeping
the nickel-silver lines clean enough to ensure a good

Visiting Churchward Prairie
tank.
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connection with my locomotive pick up wheels and find
that further use of the wet or dry or a Garryflex block is
necessary before each running session.
When writing ten years ago I had just one train of my
own but still have many visiting long trains that come
along with their owners to run on my 140ft loop. My
original Gresley J39 hauling its cargo of coal wagons
destined for London from the Nottingham coal mines has
been joined by a Gresley B17 Footballer. This has a horse
box and rake of Gresley teak coaches destined for the
Newmarket races. There is also a Britannia with a fast
overnight freight, destination: Bishopsgate. A distinct East
End of London flavour as I vividly remember all these
trains from my childhood. A special mention should be
made of my Connoisseur Models J39 as it has covered in
excess of 25 miles now without missing a beat and
demanding no more of me than an occasional drip of oil.
All three trains can run unattended on the same track
with the assistance of a timer and some electronics. Three
dead sections at the back of the loop support the
locomotives. These sections are energised sequentially at
ten second intervals for five seconds, which is sufficient for
each train to progress to the next section. By the time of
its arrival the previous train would have moved on and as
the section is dead once more, the train halts. The train
leaving the front section travels on round the loop to take
up residence on the free dead section at the back. The
sequence starts again after a prescribed time, usually
three minutes. A capacitance is included in the energising
circuit so the locomotives do not see an instant 12V when
moving off. Flywheels in the locomotives ensure a gradual
retardation.
There is no scenery accompanying the railway, just
natural garden planting, but my wife, who is the head
gardener, respects the need to have plants of a suitable
size and spread to keep the trains both visible and free
from obstruction while complementing the scene. One
concession is the inclusion of Box Tunnel. This is a box
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plant (Buxaceae family) trimmed as a sphere growing over
the track with a 4in plastic pipe over the track acting as a
tunnel liner. There have been many entertaining incidents
with my well-trained garden, but two around Box Tunnel
are worthy of mention. The first involved a visiting A4 with
a considerable rake of coaches entering the tunnel at
speed, but preceded on its exit by an express frog with a

J39 with a mixed freight
entering Box Tunnel

B17 Emerging from Box
Tunnel
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A

Wooden Strips

Concrete
Blocks

Structure

Foundations

A

B17 With a Newmarket
Special

distinctly put-out look. The second was at the start of the
Easter Egg Special when the whole train was derailed in
the tunnel, shedding its cargo of precious eggs. Although
the track had been cleaned, I failed to locate the family of
snails that had overwintered in the roof of the tunnel.
There are many plants that complement a garden
railway. Alpines are a natural accompaniment and we have
found sempervivums (Crassulaceae family) are
particularly aesthetic. There are many varieties of this
plant, they survive our winters and take on a jungle like
backdrop for the railway. Miniature, slow growing trees
look fantastic, but pruning is essential as they will grow in
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time. One specimen we have had for twenty years is just
taking on the profile of the BR loading gauge on one side.
For the past fifteen years my wife and I have opened our
garden on the National Garden Scheme for the wonderful
nursing and health charities they in turn support and to
date we have had in excess of three thousand visitors. For
this summer we have convinced four other local
gardeners to join us and details can be found under ‘North
Worcester Gardens’ on the NGS website, ngs.org.uk. We
enjoy sharing our garden with others, but if tempted to visit
please remember, trains do not run in the rain and we are
first and foremost a garden.
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HOW FAR DO WE GO
IN INCORPORATING
DETAIL?
I AM A LIFELONG RAILWAY MODELLER now in my early
seventies. In my OO days my main focus was on
operation. In 1993 I switched to 7mm/ft scale and have
since been working mainly but not exclusively with the
narrow gauges. My focus has shifted to construction. In
recent years the availability of wheels and axles from
Slater’s suitable for 21mm gauge (19mm back to back) has
led me to start building a series of trains representing 3ft
gauge prototypes, both English and Irish, to run on track
of the correct scale gauge. As far as I am aware the usual
designation for this rarely explored backwater of our
hobby is O-21 and there is nothing available ready to run.
I like making things but I have met plenty of modellers
who can do it better than me. That is one attraction of
working in an area of the hobby that is little visited; I don’t
feel that I am competing with large numbers of those who
can produce a showcase standard model. A few years
ago, I decided that the best way to describe my approach
is to call what I do ‘sketch modelling’. My aim is to capture
the essence of the prototype I am modelling and to prove
that it can be done at my skill level rather than to make
something that is correct in every detail.
Time is another consideration in my decision not to aim
for perfection. I want to have a variety of trains to run on
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the small layout which I am building with exhibition use
in mind. The more detail one adds the more time it takes
to complete a single model. There are a lot of models
which I want to make, and it is the initial stages of the
work rather than the detailing that I most enjoy. All I ask
is that the result is credible.
To illustrate my approach, let me explain some of the
detailing decisions I made in the course of a recently
completed project. This was based on the two BaguleyDrewry petrol railcars which arrived on the West Clare
Railway in Ireland in 1927. There are a few photos of these
cars available on the web if you don’t have anything in
your library that shows them. My starting point was a set
of etches from Worsley Works. Allen Doherty, the Worsley
Works proprietor, describes his products as scratchbuild
aids rather than kits. In this case the etches provided only
the sides, ends and floor, plus a small number of details
for the sides. Everything else had to be scratchbuilt. The
following are some of the decisions I made.
I did not have any information on the exact position of
the petrol engine in the prototype cars but I think it
probably protruded into the car body. Decisions about
how to motorise the car had to be made quite early on.
In the prototype, the axles ran in outside axleboxes fitted

Photographs by Helen
Page
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to the underframe in the usual way. Taking account of my
skills, experience and resources I decided that the
outside axleboxes and ‘W’ irons would be modelled as
part of the body. The car itself would run on a
conventional inside framed ‘chassis’ powered by a small
Mashima motor and Markits gearbox that I had purchased
for another, now mothballed, project. This involved a
much bigger than prototype intrusion into the car body
but I couldn’t see an alternative. I have used wheels
intended for the County Donegal’s Walker diesel railcar
power units. These are the right size although not the right
pattern, but they were the only option that suited what I
wanted to do and they are not prominent. Sketching in the
control rodding that ran in front of the wheels helped to
distract from the underfloor compromises.
The etches come with holes where one could fit
conventional surface mounted door handles. However,
the photographs show that these cars had recessed door
handles and I felt that these were fundamental to the
character of the vehicles. It seemed to be worth taking
time to adapt the etched sides accordingly – a fiddly job
and not a quick one. Although the work is not perfect, I
am glad that I’ve done it.
As supplied, the prototype cars were provided with a
headlight at each end. Taylor’s line history of the West
Clare, my principal information source, confirms that
these were removed during the life of the vehicles. If I’d
had something suitable available, I would have modelled
these headlights but I had nothing to hand and I couldn’t
see an easy way to scratchbuild them. I left them off.
Modelling the two underslung radiators was essential
but I simply did not have enough information to attempt
the connecting pipework, which was not a prominent
feature of the cars in the way that the radiators
themselves were. Sketching the radiators themselves was
a challenge. I don’t have sophisticated metal working
machinery and the only way I could see to do it was to
use plastic. (It wasn’t until I’d finished the model that I
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realised that I should have soldered the radiator support
brackets in place with the loops projecting towards the
centre of the car rather than forwards. As modelled the
radiators project slightly from under the car where they
would have been vulnerable in the prototype but I do not
want to spend time redoing the work.
There were lamp brackets on the ends of the prototype
cars. I could probably have found the metal to model
them in my stock of scrap etch but I wasn’t confident that
I could produce and fit four such identical and tiny parts
well enough to justify the effort. The lamp irons are not
sufficiently prominent to be critical to the character of the
cars.
The prominent control rodding below the body had to
be sketched in but to do it accurately would have needed
more information than I had available. I have contented
myself with a photo-based sketch.
I had no information on the internal layout and in any
case the motor enclosure I needed protruded much more
prominently into the body than the prototype one would
have done. Because of the large windows leaving the
interior empty was not an option so I have chosen to
sketch in a possible but essentially fictitious interior detail.
To summarise, I am prepared to take the trouble to
model the details that seem to me to give the prototype
its character but am prepared to leave off or merely
sketch in the less important details. This particular model
is not intended to run on a layout representing part of the
West Clare Railway but rather on a layout where the back
story says that a group of enthusiasts have come together
to recreate a diverse selection of 3ft gauge English and
Irish prototypes. That does give me a bit of leeway to
explain deviations from the original where I have had to
use a bit of invention.
My approach to detailing may not suit everybody but
my models are better than the ones I didn’t make
because I didn’t have all the information and skills I
needed to achieve perfection.
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UP-CYCLING LNER
COACHES
HOW DID I, with a book on GWR wagons, and a book on
LMS coaches, end up with a rake of LNER coaches? Well I
blame my wife. There were these LNER coaches for sale
at my local club, the Central Southern Gauge O Group. I
wasn’t that interested, but I told my wife Sandra about
them.
“Oh,“ says she, “you’re not that good on coaches.”
“Huh!”
“Why don’t you buy some”?
“But they are LNER!”
“So?”
“Can we go and see them?”
So off we went. There were a few coaches and three
locomotives for sale. They looked good and had real wood
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on the outside. Still not interested.
“If you buy some, I will let you buy a loco as well”.
I soon found myself saying to the seller “I’ll have 6
coaches and the green loco.” I got them home, and they
ran well. But! Looking at them more closely there were a
lot of buts… enough buts to do justice to a goat farm.
The coaches were originally Tri-ang Big Big coaches
with wood added to the outside, but there were no buffers
and Tri-ang 00 couplings had been fitted. The ends of the
coaches were black, but a reference photo showed the
ends should be wood. The roofs were also black, although
the photo shows them to be white. There were no interior
fittings, the corridor connections were moulded blobs and
if I wanted a decent job I would need lighting inside. Where

Ian Ferguson
Photos by the author

The coach as bought
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stock for something else, so they had to do. I took a piece
of ¼in brass angle, cut to the right length, drilled holes near
each end to take the housings, whacked a slot in the
middle for three-link couplings and offered it up to the
frame. It did not fit! The lugs that fitted into the body were
in the way. I filed them off and the buffer beams fitted in
place. If I am fitting buffer beams on anything, I usually drill
two holes near the back of the beam, right through the
frame, and put two cut-down panel pins through when I
glue it all in place. (Note to self. Find another way to fit the
body back on.)
I needed to fit pickups to the bogies. I had seen a photo

Coach as bought

Bogie with pick up

Underframe with pick up
pads

do you start?
To take the underframe
away from the body there
are two screws underneath
which screw onto two bosses in the roof. I took these out
and pulled the centre of the underframe down. It came
away pulling two lugs away from slots in the end of the
body below the corridor connections. As I wanted lighting,
I needed the bogies off as well. These are held on with
brass eyelets. Squish them with pliers and they pop out.
I started with the buffers. I had a set of sprung buffers in

The coach interior
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of an ACE coach in the Gazette with contacts rubbing on
the underside of the underframe, so I tried to replicate that.
I have some blank printed-circuit material in stock (Dad
made radios and televisions for a hobby). I cut pieces to fit
the cross beam of the bogie and stuck them on with epoxy
glue. I had left the rest of the circuit board up in the loft, so
I used a bit of copper strip for the other bogie. The next day
I took pieces of pick-up wire and soldered them to the
circuit board to rub on the inside of the wheels. The same
with the other end but it took a lot of heat to solder to the
copper strip; too much heat! The cross beam started to
melt. Oh bother! Or words to that effect, I poked it back in
place quickly and sprayed with water from my nearby plant
spray, I needed to fill the hole underneath with epoxy… then
go for a beer.
Next day the bogie still sat level and the mounting boss
was still level too. (Note to self, don’t be
lazy next time, go up and
get the rest

of the circuit board). I cut two more
pieces of circuit board and glued them to the fore and aft
beam, I joined these to the pick-up wires and then
soldered two rubbing wires on, so as to rub on the base of
the underframe. I cut two more pieces of board and stuck
them on the underframe each side of the bogie mounting
boss as pick up plates. I joined each pair of pick up plates
with thin wire soldered to each plate and fed through a thin
plastic tube. This tube I glued to the side of the underframe
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Corridor and end vestibules

with hot-melt glue. It does not get hot enough to melt the
plastic, but it does get hot enough to burn fingers. Yes, I do
speak from experience. I fitted the bogies to the frame with
brass bolts glued into the frame, with a spring and nut
underneath. I now had a frame with removable bogies and
eight pickups.
Next the interior of the coach. I bought some balsawood
sheet from a hobby shop and cut it to the size of the floor
of the coach. I also cut three pieces to make the entrance
vestibules and toilet section. I glued these in place to
match the position on the body of the coach. To support
them at the top I inset a piece of ¼in wood strip in the top,
offset to one side so I could glue a corridor side to the top
later. This wood strip I found lying around in the road on
November 6th or soon after, with a wet cardboard tube
stuck on to one end. The strip also comes in handy, along
with discarded lolly sticks, for the decking of bogie bolster
wagons. I fixed two pieces of thick wire to the top and
bottom of the strip to mount LED lights later. The corridor
section I cut from a thin piece of plywood, with doors and
windows marked and cut out. I glued this to the floor and
the wood strip at the top.

The next stage was the seats. I found some plastic strip,
sort of seat shaped, it was not tall enough but with a bit of
the ¼ inch wood strip underneath it was the right height. I
glued this each side of a compartment section made from
the thin ply. The seat back I made from 1/8in balsa sheet
sanded to a curve, the same for the head rest. It looked OK
so the rest of the compartments were done in the same
way. I then needed to upholster the seats. My wife looked
through DIY stores for wallpaper. You can normally find a
roll to remove a sample piece to suit; this time she found
an ideal piece to make upholstery. It was red with gold
stripes. I cut pieces to size and stuck them on to the seats
with superglue. It is best if you hold the paper down with a
thin blade rather than fingers otherwise you can end up
with upholstered fingers; yes I do speak from experience.
I also found some thin foil so I could make mirrors for each
compartment. With all this done I thought about the
lighting.

Circuit board end and
bottom, corridor side in
position

New mounting plate
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The other use for rocket
and lolly sticks, the
decking of bogie bolster
wagons

I ran two wires from the pickup pads at one end of the
coach through into the toilet compartment; this has frosted
windows so you cannot see inside. In this end of the coach
I fitted a piece of stripboard, the kind with regularly-spaced
holes to make experimental circuits. To make the lights
work if the coach runs in either direction, you need 4 diodes
to ensure the current flows through the LEDs in the right

+

R1

+
LED

direction. You also need a resistance to limit the current. If
you don’t the LEDs go phutt! I had tried this before on a
goods brake van. Due to erratic pickup, the lights flickered.
Someone at the club said the guard had an arc welder in
the cab. They are full of useful observations at my club. So
I needed to find a way to reduce this effect. I found that if I
connected a 1000uF capacitor across the input leads the
LEDs stay alight for about two seconds if the power goes
off. I connected the output from the circuit to the wires on
the wood strip in the top of the coach and connected LEDs
to the wire over each compartment. It all worked.
To fit the body to the underframe I fixed two metal
brackets into the ends of the coach and drilled through
from underneath the frame, then tapped threads into the
brackets to screw the body to the frame. I found some
wood veneer to fix on the ends of the coach. I also bought
some ventilators and corridor connections to complete the
build.
Next to the finishing. I have heard that to get a perfect
finish on wood you put on 20 coats of varnish and rub off
19. No, I did not go that far. I think I put on five coats. I then
used a lining pen (thanks Bob Moore) and put the lining on
using a steel ruler stuck on with Blu Tack to hold a straight
line, followed by some transfers. Spray varnish over the top
and the job’s a good ’un, one coach down...only five more
to go.

The completed coach, and
below on the layout.
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THE HONEST STORY
OF SPLIT FRAME
CONSTRUCTION
I HAVE INTENDED TO TRY out a split frame loco for some
time, as I feel that with all wheel pick-up, the running must
be better than either conventional or American style pickups.
So, I quizzed Sandy Harper who was demonstrating split
axles at the 2015 Telford show and went away determined
to try it out. I had in stock a Frank Smith 47XX kit with a
Precision chassis purchased at the Leigh show. This would
be ideal, with 8 driving and 6 tender wheels it should never
stall.
Before I did anything rash, like spending money, I made
up several split axles, following the instructions given by
John Rodway in his article on the manufacture of split axles
in the Gazette, Volume 16, No. 7, page 22. Very concise and
informative.
But, if I may add a couple of hints; Threading the fret saw
blade through the hole in the axle to cut the slot was a
pantomime. Despite what we say, railway modellers do not
have a third hand!
The solution was to hold the fret saw frame in the vice,
enabling me to fit the blade and tension it without further
difficulty.
To keep the Araldite used to provide the insulation just
where it is needed and to keep cleaning up to a minimum,
I used heat shrink sleeving to protect the rest of the axle.
No need to heat shrink it, just use a piece that slides on
easily. This makes cleaning up very easy.

Use of heat shrink sleeving to keep axle free from araldite

Thus, buoyed up by false confidence I proceeded to
make my mistakes!
After some thought I opted for a set of machined cast
iron wheels from Walsall Model Industries. As you have
insulated axles, the wheels should not be insulated.
At the moment Tufnol rod was not readily available from
model suppliers, so I bought a 4 foot length from a
commercial supplier. Talk about a life-times supply!
I turned up four of 7/8 in frame spacers and tapped them
8BA to replace those supplied with the frame kit. The
spacers protrude above the frames to provide insulation
when the metal foot plate is fitted,other wise you will have
a dead short.
Mistake No. 1 – I considered that the driving axle could
not be insulated, so ordered 1 pair of insulated drivers and
made a pair of insulated bearings from Tufnol for this axle.
This worked very well until I fitted the coupling rods, as
the wheels are spoke insulated this introduced a complete
short circuit!!
Very obvious with hindsight.
So I drilled out the crankpin holes and fitted Tufnol
inserts to take the crankpins on the driven wheels. We shall
see how this wears in use. I do have enough material to
make a few more if needs be! To prevent these bearings
from rotating and possibly wearing quicker, I used some
Araldite from the split axle manufacture, to secure them to
the frames.
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Mistake No. 2 – I don't like waste, so decided to use the
rest of the Araldite to secure the remaining brass, current
carrying bushes, into the frames!! Luckily I did realise what
a twit I was becoming and cleaned all the araldite off
before it set solid and insulated the bearings from the
frames (split frame pickup!)
Mistake No. 3 – I carefully marked the axle for the split,
using a black felt tip marker and very carefully drilled the
2 holes required and cut the very short slot. Fitted the heat
shrink sleeving to make cleaning up easy, applied the
Araldite and left overnight to cure.
Perfect.
I then used the lathe chuck to hold the axle, donned my
Optivisor for better vision and proceeded to make the cut
as per John Rodway and Sandy Harper's instructions.
Perfect.
I then made the second cut. After congratulating myself
on what was a tricky bit of work, I noticed that I had made
both cuts from the same side. Still, it will be easy to make
good with more Araldite and there is the other end of the
axle to try again with!
When using a fret saw you are going to break blades.
Don't throw the broken pieces away, they are just the tool
to spread the Araldite thoroughly in the slots you have cut
in the axles.
When the loco was completed I was very impressed
with its performance, not least the very smooth control and
the ability to negotiate my curves.
However, as I feared, the leading split axle was not
strong enough to stand the stress of grinding round 3ft
radius curves and after a while it broke. So it was plan 'B'. I
ordered a further set of insulated wheels to provide one
side fully insulated
Again, I have tried and liked the result, but feel that a
slightly different approach may better suit my needs.
True to my butterfly mind, I have decided to bring
forward the build of my latest buy, a CCW GWR 22XX
0-6-0, to try out a modified split frame build.
All axles on the tender are split, whilst the loco will have
a non-split driven axle and (don't forget, I do not like waste),
the 2 remaining good split axles from the 47XX.
The centre driver has some sprung up and down
movement to aid pickup and adhesion.
This is coming on very well, who knows, I may even finish
both sides!

And with my 3rd hand I
thread the blade through
the hole
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Pictures by

Chris
Whittaker
and other
contributors

KETTERING CAPTURED
VISITOR NUMBERS were down a little on previous years
at the Guild’s Spring Show held on Saturday 7 March at
Kettering Leisure Village. The shadow cast by the
Coronavirus outbreak certainly had an impact on numbers

but those who came were treated to another excellent
show. Traders reported brisk business and visitors were
able to see some superb layouts and demonstrations.
Here are a some images giving a flavour of the event.

Frackingham and Kinnel
was a popular layout at
the show.
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Gosford Yard ran a mix of
diesel and steam

Whapole is a great example of a small layout with fantastic detail.

Above left: Gordon
Humphris brought his
diorama showing the stages
of building a layout.
Above; The E&T stand did a
steady trade.
Left: A panoramic view of
Gosford Yard showing off
the scenic detail that helps
to make it such a
fascinating layout.
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BRISTOL O GAUGE
GROUP’S SHOW

Chris
Whittaker
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THE SHOW HAS DEVELOPED into probably the best oneday O gauge show in the country. Its location between
three motorways and close to the main line railway station
allows easy access to the site. The show venue itself is
large, flat, and flexible and has onsite catering that
provides early sustenance for the advance ticket holders.
Over the years with more traders wishing to attend, the
show area has expanded and changed, with increased
catering and sitting spaces. All the test tracks have
seating, allowing welcome breaks while just watching
trains go around.
The show takes place in January and has grown to over
80 traders with 10 layouts and three test tracks attending
this year. Support from the Guild provides the E&T stand
plus their Bring and Buy expertise. With the
demonstrators, and Club and Societies villages the show
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provides something for all O gauge modellers.
Every year, the Bristol O Gauge Group commission a
wagon to provide a unique memento of the day. The
layouts range from the large Scale 7 Love Lane to the
small shunting layout, Bob Alderman's Hobson's Brewery,
designed for a limited mobility modeller.
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The rolling stock on display was of all sizes but the
largest was on the Laramie layout where Big Boy
locomotives operated in a part of a round house, together
with a large turntable. With DCC control and sounds the
huge locomotives continually attracted a crowd. To the
credit of the operators they kept it running throughout the
show with no significant breaks.
Sounds of a different kind could be heard on the
Bridgewater, layout where the background sounds of
birds singing and signal boxes clanking were in addition
to the locomotive sounds. Narrow Gauge was also on
show with Tony’s Forest providing an
alternative to the larger
models on display.
This is an enjoyable
way of passing a
January day, one which
also
allows
the
organisers to send a
donation every year to
the ‘Children’s Hospice
South West’, with the
2019 donation shown
here.
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Trade News
The Kettering show has come and gone and the general consensus
seems to be that a successful and enjoyable time was had by all who
attended. What follows is a TLO digest of the offerings at the show and
traders’ submissions by email. One problem that arose with the email
submissions was the large number of ‘undeliverable’ emails on the
traders’ listing caused in most cases by an old or abandoned address.
These were analysed and where possible corrected by John Birch, one of
the unsung heroes of the Guild’s IT section, taking many hours of John’s
time. The message from this exercise to all traders is that if any of your
contact details change please go to the Guild website and change your
entry in the Traders’ Details or advise the Guild to change the entry for
you.
Phil

Compiled by Phil Rossignol, Keith Tiplady and
Chris Whittaker

wheels, motor and gearbox to complete. Price TBA but around mid to
upper £300s.
Mike has also extended his range of number plates at £4.50 painted
and BR versions with steel smokebox plate at £5.00.

1:43 Transport Models
Email: agah1939@gmail.com
The following 3D printed tram kits are available with the bodies now
printed in a smooth resin:
LCC No 1, Leeds City 301, Liverpool Baby Grand, London Transport E/3
and several versions of London Transport E/1s trams. These kits do not
contain bogies, trolley poles, transfers, paint or glazing. Cost of each is
£160.
Three versions of the London Transport RF bus are also available with
the bodies now printed in a smooth resin. Cost £75.

Rhymney Railway P1 Class 0-6-2T from 88D Models

ABC Gears
The following message was received from ABC Gears:
“ABC Gears will be closed for the Christmas period from 20th December
2019 and we will be taking this opportunity for an extended holiday
returning on the 18th May 2020.
We will not be able to return emails or phone calls during this period
so please don't expect one. We appreciate your understanding. For
those that have placed orders we are endeavouring to get them out prior
to Christmas or immediately after. If you have not received your order
after the 10th Jan 2020, we are sorry but it will not be sent.
We apologise for any inconvenience this may cause but as you all
know due to Karen’s health, we have decided to do this whilst we have
the chance.
We will be showing at the Telford Gauge O Guild show this year so
look forward to catching up with you all then.
Thank you
Karen and Brian”

Alphagraphix

Liverpool Baby Grand from 1:43 Transport Models

4D Model Shop Ltd
The Arches, 120 Leman Street, London E1 8EU
Tel: 020 7264 1288
Email: info@modelshop.co.uk
Web: modelshop.co.uk
An email from the 4D Model Shop arrived at the TLO recently and we
couldn’t help noticing that the shop stocks 1:50 Preiser unpainted figures.
These may be a little small for 7mm scale but at the price offered
(a packet of 18 standing figures will set you back £10.99 and a packet of
15 seated figures costs only £9.60) they appear to offer good value for
money for anyone requiring a crowd or to populate unlit coaches.

23 Darris Road, Selly Park, Birmingham B29 7QY
Email: sirberkeley@outlook.com
Alphagraphix have produced a new kit for a Cleobury Mortimer & Ditton
Priors Light Railway (ex-North London Rly) 4-wheel coach.
The creation of a new generation of Light Railways at the start of the
20th Century coincided with the electrification of the Metropolitan and
North London Railways and hence the availability of a large quantity of
cheap four-wheeled passenger vehicles. The newly-opened CM&DPLR
in Shropshire was quick to acquire four ex-North London railway
compartment coaches in 1908. These had been built at Bow Works in
1876 and were altered after purchase by the CM&DPLR. Numbers 2 and
4 had four 3rd class compartments and a central 1st, all connected
internally by a central passageway. Before leaving Bow Works, the
original footboards were removed and the bars taken off the windows.

88D Models
Tel: 07958 472357
Email: mike@88d.uk
Web: www.88d.uk
Mike Morris has two new kits under the 88D banner:
88D-09 – Rhymney Railway P1 class 0-6-2T with the raised skirt tanks
and normal straight-topped tanks in the kit, nickel silver with brass or 3D
printed parts at £295 kit only,
£950 ready-to-run, £1040 with DCC and £1120 with both DCC and
sound.
88D-18 is a completely new GWR 56xx kit in the same materials as
88D-09 above and includes full brake gear and springs. The kit requires
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New coach from Alphagraphix
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As the coaches were intended to run in pairs, each had a communicating
door cut in one end, allowing the guard to transfer from one vehicle to
another across an open platform to collect fares whilst the train was in
motion. Double steps and long handrails were provided for passengers
to board the coaches from the low-level platforms on the CM&DPLR.
The kit depicts one of these composites in its Light Railway condition
as it ran from 1908 until the line was absorbed into the GWR in 1923. The
kit comprises an etched brass body, compensated underframe, all
supporting castings, full glazing and a detailed interior. The kit retails at
£60, plus a further £4 for Recorded Delivery postage.

Connoisseur Models
1 Newton Cottages, nr Weobley, Herefordshire, HR4 8QX,
Tel: 01544 318263.
Email: james.mcgeown2@btinternet.com
Web: jimmcgeown.com
Jim McGeown’s first Diesel locomotive kit is for the Drewry 0-4-0, 153hp
Diesel mechanical shunter. The Drewry Car Co supplied bespoke Diesel
mechanical shunting locos to operators throughout Britain and across
the world. They were configured to individual railways requirements.
These 153hp, 0-4-0s built in considerable numbers, were ideal for
working the restricted sidings and tight curves of factories, gasworks
and docksides. A number of these locos remain in operation today on
preserved railways and heritage sites.
This Skill Builder Kit is intended to aid the newcomer to O gauge diesel
era modelling to enjoy the construction of a sophisticated etched kit
which once completed will have a level of finish and detail that will
enable it to sit alongside their existing collection of the excellent factory
produced locomotives from Heljan, Dapol and Minerva. This is achieved
through the design of the parts and photo instructions illustrating the
step by step assembly of the kit and the tools and techniques used. This
will assist the modeller to build up their skills and confidence to tackle
a wide variety of future etched metal kit building projects.
Looking for a starter diesel loco kit? Then this is it! Lots of alternative
fittings are included so the configuration of the finished loco is only
limited by the imagination of the modeller. Printed instruction booklets
are included in the kit but these are also available to view and download

on the website. Downloading the instruction booklet will allow modellers
to evaluate the kit and determine its suitability before purchase. The kit
is available ‘postage free’ direct from Connoisseur Models price £150.00.

CPL Products
17 The Spiert, Stone, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire, HP17 8NJ
Tel: 01296 749070
Email: paul.bambrick@googlemail.com
Web: www.cplproducts.net
CPL are giving 10% discounts on the following demonstration and old
stock etches. They have one demonstration etch in 7mm scale of an
1898 E58 Clifton Downs Tri-composite carriage. This was one of four
50 x 8ft low roofed panelled carriages originally running on 8ft 6in Dean
bogies. It comes with an underframe kit, V hangers, brake clevises,
hinges, door stops, end steps and bolection mouldings. CPL will
eventually be able to supply this carriage with drop lights, couplings,
vacuum and steam pipes and all the interior components including 3D
printed button benches and squabs for the first class. Please do get in
touch if you like the look of it. CLP can do the etch as illustrated
discounted to £75 plus P&P.

New etches from CPL Models
Drewry 0-4-0 loco with tram loco fittings from Connoisseur Models.

CPL also have a Bristolian 61ft D121 Brake Third etch in 7mm. This is a
pretty straightforward carriage to paint and line. There are waist transfers
and GWR shirt button logos for the 1930s brown and cream livery.
Additionally, CPL can supply 9ft pressed steel bogies for the D121 in
either sprung or rigid versions, as well as couplings, buffers, corridor
connections, 4ft 6in battery boxes, jumper cables, door handles, tell
tales, steam pipes and vacuum pipes. Cost is £54 plus P&P.

David Andrews

Drewry 0-4-0 shunter from Connoisseur Models.

Gauge O Guild Gazette

20 Hillside Gardens, Woodmancote, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire,
GL52 9QF.
Tel: 01242 672744
E-mail davidandrews@locomotivekits.com
Web: www.locomotivekits.com
Having not produced many kits throughout 2018/9 or attended shows
with a trade stand has allowed David time to design and develop several
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brand new ones as listed below. There is a heavy Southern bias with just
one LMS subject.
SR/BR L CLASS 4-4-0. This kit will portray a L in Southern Railway
condition onwards with later Maunsell smokebox door and fittings. Price
is £379.
SR/BR L1 CLASS 4-4-0. This kit will portray an L1 with 3500 gallon tender.
Price is £379.
SR/BR N1 CLASS 2-6-0. This kit will portray an N1 with straight sided
4000 gallon tender. Price is £399.
SR/BR U CLASS 2-6-0. This kit will portray a U rebuilt from a River class
tank engine with 3500-gallon tender. Price is £399.
LMS/BR 4F 0-6-0. This kit will portray an LMS built lefthand drive engine
with Fowler beaded tender. Price is £359.
These kits will only be produced in limited numbers and are expected
to be available from June 2020. Further details are available on request.
A deposit of £50 each will secure a reservation. All prices include tenders
but not wheels, motors or gears.
Additionally, small runs of kits of Bulleid rebuilt Merchant Navy class
and Peppercorn A1 and A2 Pacifics are proposed. Details are available
on application.

New loco kits from David Andrews.

EB Models
1 Arundel Avenue, Bispham. Blackpool, Lancashire, FY2 9HJ
Email: ianmaccormac@hotmail.com
Web: www.mjwsjw.co.uk
Locomotives: LBSCR Stroudley Belgravia. There is now a set of 3D resin
prints to go with the etches. These are for a Craven-tendered version at
present but Stroudley outside frame prints will be completed by the time
the Gazette is distributed. For the loco, these prints work out as £60 and
are as in the photo. For the Craven tender they are £50 and again as in
the photo. The Stroudley inside frame tender prints will also be £50.
The complete set of Belgravia loco and tender etchings, all fittings
and instructions is available for £265 including postage. These cannot
be described as complete kits as there are no handrail knobs, bearings
or wire supplied. Wheels, gears, paint and transfers are also not included.
Postage is included in the price.
The 7mm version of the Slaughter goods should be available to order
in the next couple of months. It is very similar to the currently available
4mm kit. See www.ianmaccormacmodels.blogspot.com for 7mm photos
and some pdfs of the 4mm parts.
Carriages: Sets of 3D prints will also be available soon in 7mm for type
15, 8 and other carriages. (Poppy’s WoodTech are selling EB 3D prints for
the NER and HR 6 wheelers and the LBSC Horsebox at the moment).

Stroudley loco 3d resin prints from EB Models

and lettering sheet. Ian still has sets of these Umber loco transfers
available.
Stroudley loco lining and names transfers will hopefully be coming to
fruition in the next few weeks. These have taken a long time to sort
following the death of the owner and consequent loss of the printing
company in Tasmania where the Umber transfers were done.
Numberplates: These are still available for all Stroudley/Billinton locos
and there are also large works plates for the I3 Atlantic tanks and J1 class
available in 7mm. There are 7mm versions of Craven style number plates
available for the Slaughter Goods and the Nasmyth Wilson singles. Also
all Terrier plates are available in 7mm at £7.50 per set. (slight increase
due to metal and postal cost increases).
There may be another Craven loco out this year and the planned
release of the early open veranda Pullmans, including the brake

LBSC carriage 3d resin prints from EB Models

The six-wheel adjustable wheelbase compensated underframe etch
with instructions is also available for £22 including postage.
Transfers: There will be new sets of waterslide LB&SCR wagon and
carriage transfers in 7mm scale available in a couple of months. Ian
MacCormac has yet to finalise the layout and quantities, but the artwork
was completed and proved on the side of the earlier Umber loco lining
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GWR City class 4-4-0 from Finney7

Nasmyth plates from EB Models

GWR Stella class 2-4-0 from Finney7
Slaughter goods plates from EB Models

Bulleid Light Pacific engine brake gear in nickel silver. Priced at £30
Gresley valve gear etch in nickel silver suitable for A1 (Gresley and
Peppercorn), A3, A4, W1. Priced at £45.

Bullied Light Pacific engine brake etch from Finney7
Terrier plates from EB Models

carriages to make up the 1881 set train, are also almost complete at this
time.
Ian is going through all the EB Models locos and tenders, and drawing
3D files and printing fittings for them in 7mm so there will be further
availability before the next Gazette. Email enquiries are welcome. Any
etches not in stock will take 3 to 4 weeks to turn around the order.
Please note the prices shown on the EB Models website are out of
date and it should be updated soon.

Finney7
Tel: 01299 271918
Email: contact@finney7.co.uk
Web: www.finney7.co.uk
Finney7 have the following new products:
GWR Stella class 2-4-0, Price is £349
GWR 3232 class 2-4-0, Price is £349
GWR City class 4-4-0, Price is £375
GWR 2251 class 0-6-0, Price is £349
All the above have had new patterns made for some of the
components, with some castings previously in white metal now in brass.
Appropriate tenders are available at £160.
As a spin-off from the kit range, there are two new etches available for
detailing or scratchbuilding:

Gauge O Guild Gazette

Gresley valve gear etch from Finney7
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Indigo Works
38 Leopold Avenue, Handsworth Wood, Birmingham, B20 1ES
Email: indigoworks@btinternet.com
Having formally traded as ‘Blackberry Way’ Tony Scott is making a return
to the fold as ‘Indigo Works’. By the time this appears Tony should have
a revised catalogue available. Please send two 2nd class stamps to the
address above.

Kirtley Model Buildings
47 Kestrel Road, Melton Mowbray, Leicstershire. LE13 0AY
Tel: 01664 857805
E-mail: kirtleymodels@ntworld.com
Web: www.kirtleymodels.co.uk
Peter Smith has a new sheet of garage signs for sale under the Kirtley
Model Buildings label, consisting of 79 individual signs at £5 per sheet.

Laurie Griffin
Goodwood, Charlton Road, Holcombe, Somerset, BA3 5EW
Tel: 07398 500 066
Email: info@lgminiatures.co.uk
Web: www.lgminiatures.co.uk
The following message was received from Laurie:
“Laurie Griffin Miniatures will no longer be appearing at Exhibitions. Since
the launch of our website and online shop www.lgminiatures.co.uk our
sales have increasingly been through this medium.
By moving online, and maintaining ‘just like the old days’ mail order, it
allows the elves to organise the grotto so much more efficiently, allowing
me a little more time to enjoy building and playing trains. Don't be
surprised if you still see me at shows, I'll be enjoying myself taking time
to see things from the same side of the fence as all of you, our customers
and friends. And remember, the castings and kits are still here, and
available with just a flick of the mouse/ipad/smart phone/letter in the
postbox, as always!
Best wishes
Laurie Griffin”

Marcway Scale Models
598-600 Attercliffe Road, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, S9 3QS
Tel: 01709 542951
Email: marcway@talktalk.net
Web: marcway.net/point.php
Marcway have just brought out a scissors crossover and facing and
trailing crossovers in 48in radius. These are quite a bit shorter (6in) than
the 72in radius Marcway have produced for some years and ideal for
smaller layouts. The price of this pointwork is the same as the 72in
versions being £135 for facing and trailing and £350 for the scissors.

Garage signs from Kirtley Model Buildings

KMS Railtech
Craigmill, Muir of Foulis, Alford, AB33 8NX
Tel: 0131 618 8822
Email: info@kmsrailtech.co.uk
Web: www.kmsrailtech.co.uk
KMS Railtech recently announced at the Model Rail Scotland show a
major movement into O gauge with the production of Class 43 (HST)
power cars and a selection of Mk 2 and Mk 3 coaches. Prices are said to
be “broadly in line with Heljan and Dapol”. KMS are looking for a small
deposit with expressions of interest. A visit to the KMS website is
recommended.

Class 43 (HST) power cars from KMS Railtech
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Crossover pointwork from Marcway Scale Models

Modelu
Unit 43, Meriton Foundry, Meriton Street, Bristol. BS2 0SZ.
Phone: 07887 803737
E-mail: info@modelu3d.co.uk
Web: www.modelu3d.co.uk
Modelu have several new figure groups:
Figures from Pendon Collection: 50 new figures of children, people,
gardeners.
All available at £7.50 per print of two figures.
Ragged Victorian Figures: Thirty figures of the ‘Living History Group’.
All available at £7.50 per print of two figures.
Seated Passengers: Packs of five. There are four Packs available.
£30.00 per pack.
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SECR/IoW coach buffers from NMRS Models

Northumbrian Painting Services
Unit 26F, Haugh Lane Industrial Estate, Hexham, Northumberland,
NE46 3PU
Tel: 01434 600529/07856 328557
Email: paintinghistory@live.co.uk
Web: www.paintinghistory.co.uk
Northumbrian Painting Services have released 10 new O Gauge early
period figures this month. White metal and available painted and
unpainted.
Speciality Scottish piper set: £12.50 unpainted, £25 painted.
Wheel tapper: £5 unpainted £10 painted.
Newspaper Seller and board: £5 unpainted £10 painted.
Hikers (2pk): £7.50 unpainted, £15 painted.
Steam Crew with token £5 unpainted, £10 painted.
New Modern Figures include p/way workers with hard hats, female
drivers and a shunter with reflective coat.

New figure groups from Modelu.

All the above are 3D scanned and printed.

NMRS Models
42 Dunster Street, Northampton, NN1 3JY
Tel: 01604 631977/07753 831291
Email: NMRS-Models@btconnect.com
Web: www.nmrs-models.co.uk
NMRS have added a few more items to their range. Illustrated are a Davis
and Lloyd ESC1 bogie for a TEA tank wagon and a set of SECR/IoW
coach buffers. NMRS have also added a set of buffers for the TEA with a
twin web down the sides. Prices are buffers £7.50/set and bogies £14.50
per pair (excluding wheels).
New figures from Northumbrian Painting Services

Omen Miniatures

Davis & Lloyd ESC Bogie from NMRS Models

Gauge O Guild Gazette

Unit 4, 9 Harris Road, Calne, Wiltshire, SN11 9PT
Tel: 01249 890646 Mob: 07812 983313
Email: nigel@omen-miniatures.com
Web: www.omen-miniatures.com
Omen Miniatures have added a new set of the well-received modelling
paints to the range. Due to many modellers buying both the Scenic and
the Figures paint sets together, Omen have created a new box
containing the most popular 35 colours. Only available on-line. Price is
£76 + £4 delivery £80, UK customers only.
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including
Primo postage.
Models
Unit A, Paterson’s Court, Broxburn, EH52 5HB
Email: info@primomodels.co.uk
Web: primomodels.co.uk
Primo Models is a new company based in the United Kingdom providing
high quality and realistic model scenery for model railway layouts,
military dioramas, wargaming scenery, dollhouse gardens and many
other projects. Primo are placing most of their focus at the moment on
model railway scenery
Primo’s current range consists mainly of miniature tree models and
model bushes as well as raw materials such as wooden strips (pine and
balsa), metal plates and wires. All the products are developed with the
hope of helping modellers in creating realistic model railway scenery
each time they build new pieces of their layout or diorama. A variety of
model trees is offered in varying sizes to suite scale and space available.
The illustration below shows four birch trees in a range of sizes costing
between £8 and £37 each. Postage is £5 per parcel, orders over £50 post
free. A visit to Primo’s website is recommended.
New modelling paint range from Omen Miniatures

Pacific Models
2 High Street, Corby Glen, Lincolnshire NG33 4LX
Tel: 01476 550502/07899 740119
Email: ian@pacificstudio.co.uk
Web: www.pacificmodels.co.uk
7HBE01 – BR(E) ex-GER Suburban Lines Detail Sheet is a new addition
to Ian Wilson’s Pacific Models range of printed smokebox number plates
and carriage destination boards. This is the BR(E) ex-GER Suburban Lines
'Jazz' detail sheet which provides destination boards for suburban trains
out of Liverpool Street station, as well as route indicator and train
classification discs as used on former Great Eastern routes. Each sheet
has eight of each destination boards as follows:
LIVERPOOL ST • GIDEA PARK • CHESHUNT • SEVEN SISTERS
HERTFORD • PALACE GATES • CHINGFORD • LOUGHTON
ONGAR •. ENFIELD/ENFIELD TOWN • NEW CROSS • WOOLWICH
Each sheet also has 14 of head code discs and 14 of route indicator
discs. Extras on the sheet are ex-GER N7 0-6-2T smokebox number
plates, in red with white numbers, for the full class of 134 locos. The
sheets are printed on self-adhesive paper, leaving modellers with the
choice of mounting on card or plastic sheet (not provided). Price is £9.00

Birch trees from Primo Models

Routemex
28 Douglas Terrace, Stirling, FK7 9LL
Email: info@routemex.com
Web: www.routemex.com
John Neville is now manufacturing a new range of O Gauge signal kits.
The range comprises 2/3/4 aspect versions and each kit will build one
signal. Different target boards allow a choice of three main versions with
an assortment of ID plates, telephone boxes and two base options to
suit different eras. The ladder is realistic and is easily assembled using
the integral jig. The head box is pre-formed in two parts and light colours

Jazz boards from Pacific Models
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A new range of signal kits from Routemex
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are realistic. Brass Nickel silver and resin components. LED cluster is prewired. Assembly is by adhesive.
Prices: Two aspect costs £20, Three aspect costs £24,
Four aspect costs £28
Kits can be ordered online from the website.

Smallbrook Studio
Smallbrook House, Gunville West, Newport, Isle of Wight, PO30 5LW
Tel: 01983 520584
Email: mike@smallbrookstudio.co.uk
Web: smallbrookstudio.co.uk
Leading on from his development of a simple battery replacement
chassis for the Hornby No 1 clockwork mechanism, Michael Rayner tried
to use the same little chassis in a small 16mm scale loco but it has
proved too light for this use and so he has developed a much sturdier
battery chassis for the purpose. This second chassis includes a more
robust casting, larger and higher torque 3-6V motor, 1:30 brass worm
drive and Slater's wheels with a three AA battery holder for 4.5V and a
simple forward/reverse and off switch. The 16mm version is available
with 32mm diameter coarse scale wheels but Michael is also offering a
chassis with O gauge fine scale 28mm wheels for the same price of £98,
if desired. The chassis comes with Smallbrook’s usual coupling rods
which, in the case of the fine scale wheels fit the Slater's crank pins.

Spalding Model Railway Club
Graham Blumire, Focke Shambles, New Road, Deeping St Nicholas,
Lincoln-shire, PE11 3DU
Web: spaldingmodelrailwayclub.org.uk
To mark and celebrate its 50th anniversary year in 2020, Spalding Model
Railway Club has commissioned two limited edition private owner
wagons from Dapol. The 7-plank models are available in 7mm Scale.
They represent local Lincolnshire prototypes in the liveries of William
Dods of Donington Road and Willcox & Co of Spalding. Prices are £45
each. Postage & Packing is £4.50 per order.
These models can be obtained, while stocks last, direct from the
Club’s website or by post from club secretary Graham Blumire. Cheques
should be made payable to ‘Spalding Model Railway Club’.

SMRC Llimited Edition 7 plank wagons

Swansea Railway Modellers Group

Unit 208, Jarrow Business Centre, Rolling Mill Road, Jarrow, Tyne and
Wear, NE32 3DT
Tel: 07957 124317
Email: info@smartdesign-u-need.com
Web: www.smartmodels.co.uk
The latest product from Smart Models is a postman with sack emptying
the post from an open pillar box. Supplied unpainted at £5.49 plus £1.15
P&P. Details can be found at www.smartmodels.co.uk/fg07-postmanand-post-box.html

Noel Blows, 38 Summerland Lane, Newton, Swansea, SA3 4UJ
Tel: 01792 368768/07775 895054
Email: noelblows@btinternet.com
Swansea Railway Modellers Group will be launching its sixth Dapol
Private Owner Wagon Limited Edition Commission at the Swansea Show
19/20 September 2020. This will be a Swansea and District Railway Men's
Direct Coal Association PO Wagon .
The commission will again be offered in pristine (non-weathered)
condition in three gauges including O gauge. Pre-paid orders can be
accepted now with delivery either by post or to be collected at the show.
For O Gauge wagons the price will be £45.00 with UK postage, packing
and insurance of £7.50. For overseas postings please contact Noel Blows
directly. Each wagon will be accompanied by a laminated limited edition
card. Please note demand is already high with 30% of the commission
eagerly accepted and paid for by SRMG’s existing membership and
collector database members. You are advised to quickly get in touch
with Noel if interested. The photo shows a wagon in each of the three
gauges.

Postman and post box new from Smart Models

Limited Edition wagons from SRMG

Battery replacemnet chassis from Smallbrook Studio

Smart Models

Gauge O Guild Gazette
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Terry Russell Trams
23 Thornden, Cowfold, Horsham, West Sussex, RH13 8AG
email: terry@terryrusselltrams.co.uk
Web: www.terryrusselltrams.co.uk
Over the past few years Terry Russell and Tony Heselden have created
many new O scale tram models including LCC No 1 Bluebird. The kits
are complete with roof, upper and lower deck bodies with seating,
internal bulkheads, removable lower deck floor section for truck
maintenance, lifeguards and controllers. These kits have not been good
sellers due to the difficulty in producing them in a smooth finish.
However, they are now able to supply these highly detailed kits in a new
ultra-smooth material that does not require any scraping or coats of
primer to obtain a desirable finsh. Assembly instructions and a painting
colour sheet are available from Terry as are trucks, trolley poles, paper
adverts etc. to complete the models.
The cost of the Bluebird body kit is £160.00 including UK postage
which is a full kit of parts to build the complete car at an affordable price.
Motorised trucks and working trolley poles are available from Terry’s
website.

The following London tramcars are available at similar prices.
1910‘Standard E/1. 1920 Clapham E/1. 1929 Class 500 E/1.
Rehabilitated 1910 Standard E/1. Rehabilitated 1920 Clapham E/1.
Rehabilitated ex Croydon Corporation E/1. 1931 class E/3 and HR/2.
The following ‘Out of Town’ tramcars are available at similar prices
Liverpool Baby Grand. Leeds 301 ex LT No 1 with modifications.

Tower Models
44,Cookson Street, Blackpool, Lancashire, FY1 3ED
Tel: 01253 623797/01253 623799
Email: sales@tower-models.com
Web: www.tower-models.com
Dapol
By the time this issue of the Gazette is available we will have seen the
launch of the long awaited Dapol 48xx, 14xx and 58xx 0-4-2T
locomotives along with the release of the brand new Dapol Banana Vans.
As always, these new releases sell fast and it is worth picking one up
before they sell out.
Tower Models Limited Edition Leith General Warehousing vans
The end of March saw the launch of the Tower Models Leith General
Warehousing vans. There are eight different numbered vans all with the
earlier full wording for the company.

Leith General Warehousing vans from Tower Models

The complete kit is shown above, the lifeguards are in brass, the rest in
ultra-smooth resin.
Below are pictures of the Bluebird kit made up by Terry in its original
LCC blue and broken white livery, now in the final stages of complete
restoration at Crich museum workshop and also in London Transport
colours on the Waltham Cross to Purley LRTL run in 1938.

Tower Models Limited Edition Salt Vans.
Tower Models have now finalised the first set of limited edition wagons
in the ICI series. In the series for the 1950s, ICI red livery will be on five
different ICI Salt vans, one in ICI Fleetwood livery, two in ICI Runcorn
livery and the final two in ICI Stafford livery. Next there will be two 5-plank
opens that are also in the ICI Runcorn livery. These should all be out
around the end of April and are limited to just 25 of each with the
exception of the local Fleetwood salt van where 75 are being made.
Secondly, there will be a set of eight ICI salt vans and opens more
suited to the 1960s through used until the 80s. That again will feature a
mix of 5-plank, 7-plank and salt van, all with different numbers. This
second set should be out before the 2020 Telford show if everything
goes to schedule. The wagons will be sold individually but you can order
the full set for either the 50s or 60s.

Dapol Fleetwood Salt Van from Tower Models

Dapol ICI Runcorn 5 plank wagon from Tower Models
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Tower Models are also going to do a limited edition set of Salt Vans
with a London theme for ‘A Cant & Sons’, Salt Merchants of Canning
Town. These are again a limited edition of 25 each of six different running
numbers and should be out before Christmas 2020.
The Salt Vans are priced at £42.50 and the open wagons £38.00 each.
Tower Model are taking advance orders for these now and as they are
being produced by Dapol in Chirk, rather than in China, it should not be
long before these are released.
Dapol BR Turbots.
Hopefully by early May we should see the long-awaited release of the
Dapol BR Turbots. Two liveries are being produced: EWS and Civil
Engineering (Dutch) livery. Three number variants are being done of each
livery and the RRP is £69.95 each (Tower Models price £59.45 each)
Dapol Mk1 coaches
With more than 90 options on the forthcoming Dapol Mk1 coaches the
launch of these was always going to be a mammoth task. Hopefully by
Gazette publication we should see both the BR green and BR maroon
liveried coaches appearing in the shops. The RRP on these is £199.00
(Tower Models price £169.15 each).
Four basic types of coach are being produced: BSK (Brake Second
Corridor) SK (Second Corridor) CK (Composite Corridor) and SO (Open
Second). There are then five options of livery for each; BR Crimson and
Cream, BR Maroon, BR[W] Chocolate and Cream, BR[S] Green and finally
BR Blue-Grey livery.

re-runs of the popular liveries of the GUV including BR Blue and maroon
along with factory numbered and weathered options available on these
liveries. There will be some new liveries such as: BR Blue Grey and
Intercity Motorail liveries, which will both feature the new
Commonwealth bogies, and finally in Network South East livery as a
numbered example. The price for these should be the same as the
previous run of GUVs (Tower Models price £169.15 each) and Tower are
taking advance orders for both these and the CCTs now for despatch as
soon as they become available.
Class 37/4 re-run
Following the successful release of the popular Class 37/4, Heljan have
announced a limited re-run of the two most popular liveries, BR Large
Logo blue and Railfreight triple grey, both of which sold out almost
immediately on the original launch. At the same time, four new liveries
are being produced: DRS Blue, Colas and Royal Scotsman maroon along
with a limited edition Transrail livery that is exclusive to Tower Models.
Tower had previously re-branded a good number of the original triple
grey into Transrail as ‘Blackpool Tower’ and know that this will be a
popular livery. Tower are doing it un-named or numbered, though
without the vertical red door stripes to enable the modeller to finish it as
any one of the class in this livery. Only 75 of the Transrail livery are being
produced and Tower are currently taking advance orders for all versions
for despatch as soon as they become available. Tower’s webpage has
been updated for these with the artwork for all the new liveries expected.

Dapol Mk1 Coach from Tower Models

Heljan Class 37 from Tower Models

All coaches will be available as either factory numbered, with two
options of number available on the BSKs in each livery; or un-numbered.
Additionally, there is also the option of DCC fitting to control the lights
on all coaches if required. The cost of the DCC fitted coaches is £234.00
(Tower Models price £198.80 each). Hopefully over the coming months
we should see the other liveries start filtering through.

Tower Models still have stocks of the EWS, Regional Railways, heritage
green and Intercity liveries available for immediate despatch but stocks
are running low.

Dapol 16t minerals
Dapol are also now working on the next batch of the ex-Lionheart 16t
minerals, nine more will be produced hopefully towards the end of the
year. Livery details are yet to be finalized but should be a mix of both
grey and bauxite examples. At the same time Tower Models have
commissioned Dapol to produce a set of three of the 16t minerals as ICI
Soda Ash wagons, all with different numbers to continue the series of ICI
vehicles that they have commissioned from Dapol for 2020.
Heljan Class 17 Clayton.
Tower have just had the first test sample images from Heljan of the
decorated sample of the forthcoming Class 17 Clayton. Heljan are happy
with the tooling and are now working on the decorations. Once this has
been approved, we should have a better idea as to when the model will
be released and a final price for the model. Hopefully it should be
available before the end of the year.

Heljan Class 17 Clayton from Tower Models

BR GUV
Tower Models have been working closely with Heljan and can now
confirm that the re-run of the GUVs, hinted at in the last issue of the
Gazette, is going ahead and is planned for release around the same time
as the brand new CCTs which were announced last year. There will be
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Trainsporters
13 Metcalf Walk, Hanworth, Middlesex TW13 6YF
Tel: 07917 411857
Email: info@trainsporters.com
Web: under construction
Trainsporters are a new enterprise and they have been working on this
project for just over a year now. The product Trainsporters are supplying
is essentially a boxing option for rolling stock. This product is based on
the Really Useful Box range concentrated on the 20L and 33L sizes for
O gauge, which allows for each box to have four slots, with supplied
foam insert. Trainsporters believe this is the maximum in each box and
affording the best protection for the stock. Each of the boxes is supplied
as follows:
20 litre: one design, base layer of foam, single, centre layer of foam
with four slots cut in a vertical design, each slot measures 61mm wide
and a top layer of foam. This is envisaged for use for wagons and freight
stock. Up to twelve wagons can be stored in each box.
33 litre: This consists of a base layer of foam, a middle section is made
up of two layers of foam and a top layer of foam – the same four section
slots in either 61mm or 68mm widths; the 68 allows for a greater variety
of stock. The 68mm also comes in a choice of foam depths. The standard
measures 80/35mm and the shallow cut measures,45/45mm,(just guide
to sizes) with a deeper top foam layer. The newly developed shallow cut
allows greater access to the stock when using the boxes, as we advised
when using the box, remove the top cover foam and the top layer of the
middle foam to allow ease of access to the stored items.
Each box is also supplied with polythene tubing to allow the customer
to place the stock inside to allow further ease when removing from the
foam storage sections, also prevents those fingerprints and any more
delicate items being caught or damaged. Each of the foam sections are
supplied with the foam inserts pre-cut still in situ, but with sections precut to allow for ease of use when placing stock in the slots and placing
an appropriate section of foam between each stock item.
Each box is also supplied with labelling, side labels for ease of storage,
as all the boxes share the same footprint and can be stacked together.
Each lid is also supplied with a plastic sleeve and a diagram of the four
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Van with tail light, buffers and track tester from Train-Tech

Warren Shephard

Foam-lined carrying boxes from Trainsporter

slots, allowing the customer to list what should be stored in each slot if
required. The boxes are supplied with silica gel sachets, designed to
change colour should moisture be detected.
Price: 20 litre £30 per box; 33 litre £35 per box.
All these boxes are standard no colour boxes. Trainsporters can supply
colour versions if required or the extra strong version, which is white in
colour, but not clear ‘see through’ at an additional cost of £2 extra,
subject to availability.
Trainsporters until now have sold on a face-to-face basis, through
contacts at Hillingdon Railway Modellers, club visits to Twickenham and
Guildford and their first show as traders recently at Kettering. They can
supply by post but the cost due to their size is around £10 per item. If the
order is sufficient, Trainsporters can be contacted to arrange courier. If a
club or group wish to submit an order of five boxes there is a discount of
5% and for ten or more 10%

Y Graig, Minffordd, Penrhyndeudraeth, Gwynedd, LL48 6HP
Tel: 01766 770739
Email: warren_shephard@btinternet.com
Web: www.warrenshephard.com
Warren is now offering GWR working inside motion in cast nickel silver
complete with eccentrics/cranks casting. Price is £100 plus £2.50
postage These items come with a set of 17 diagrams of their assembly.
With little effort they could be used as a dummy set.
Additionally, the Hawksworth 94xx 0-6-0PT kit is now available at £400.

Train-Tech
DCP Microdevelopments Ltd, Bryon Court, Bow Street, Great
Ellingham, Norfolk, NR17 1JB
Tel: 01953 457800
Email: sales@dcmicro.com
Web: www.dcexpress.com/www.train-tech.com
Train-Tech have introduced some new larger gauge products for 2020.
Like all Train-Tech products they are designed and made in the UK and
available now direct from the Train-Tech webshop at or Train-Tech
dealers.
O Gauge Buffer Light BL3 – Train-Tech’s first ever O gauge specific
product, this buffer stop light simply clips into standard O gauge track in
front of or behind a buffer stop to add a subtle realistic effect. Works on
DC (one light) or DCC (dual lights). BL3 retails for £10 or a Ten pack is £90
and is available now.
Multi-Gauge Track Tester TT10+. Train-Tech’s Track Tester has become
a very popular staple ‘must’ for many modellers and works with N to OO
gauge. But O and larger gauges are becoming much more popular, so
Train-Tech have developed a much larger version which works on
OO/HO to G and intervening gauges. It also features a new robust resin
coating over the circuitry which will ensure much longer life, even when
used outside. The TT10+ retails £10.
Automatic Taillights AL range – Although an established product, the
motion activated automatic tail lights make it really easy to add tail lights
and/or interior lights to any gauge, and the recently introduced O gauge
taillight LEDs from Dapol make ideal partners for the AL range. Just fit
the tail LED in the brake van or wagon, plug the LED wires into the AL
module mounted inside the brake van and as soon as it moves the
taillight will flicker like an oil lamp (AL2) or flash for modern image (AL1
/ AL4). Available now, the AL1 and AL4 are £15 including long life battery
and the Dapol O gauge Brake lamp are £4.95 and available from Dapol
dealers (White DA7A-000-009/ Red DA7A-000-010).
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Valve gear from Warren Shephard

Worsley Works
19 Douglas Road, Worsley, Greater Manchester, M28 2SR
Email: 7mmscale@worsleyworks.co.uk
Web: www.worsleyworks.co.uk
Alan Doherty advises that the latest 7mm kits from Worsely Works are
two LNWR arc roof Diagram 187 composite coaches converted to driving
trailers:
Composite M32 50ft motor fitted and,
Composite M33 50ft motor fitted.
Both priced at £100 each and comprise sides, ends, floor and roof.
Postage is £5 for one kit and £10 for more.

York Modelmaking
Unit 13, Bull Centre, Stockton-on-the-Forest, York, North Yorkshire,
YO32 9LE
Tel: 01904 400358
Email: laser@yorkmodelmaking.com
Web: www.yorkmodelmaking.com
York Modelmaking has recently launched their new website. It has a great
new look with easy to navigate shop categories and various new products
added. There are several new features, including a blog with news
articles, and inspirational customer’s projects. York hope you enjoy
exploring the site and are inspired to use their precision laser-cut
products and bespoke services.
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MailVan
your letters to the editor

Communication within the Guild
I AM A MEMBER of very long standing and until
the last few years have been like most of the
membership, happy just to get the Gazette, go to
Telford and get valuable advice from the Forum.
But then various incidents took place which
caused me to take an interest in how the Guild
functioned and the more I looked into it, the more
concerned I became. Because I live in Canada it
was difficult to take part in the actual running of
the Guild which would have been the best thing
to do, but I hoped that by joining in the
conversations on the Forum I could take part in a
meaningful way.
What I found was that the direction of
communication was generally from the
membership to management and rarely the other
way. This has led to great frustration among many
members who simply wanted to participate in
even a minor way in the governance of the Guild.
Because of this lack of communication and the
frustration this caused, suspicions grew about the
financial state of the Guild and how its funds were
being spent. This came to a head last year and
propelled management to look for cheaper
alternatives to Telford and a review of expenses.
There are also ongoing debates within the
forum about the future of Guild News, social
media and how we need to stay relevant within
the O gauge fraternity. There are also deep
discussions about the future of the Guild due to
the aging out of its members and not really
providing what younger modellers are looking for.
There is a call for the Guild to have a mission
statement and easier, more accessible ways to
vote.
These are all very important topics which to
many are seemingly being ignored by
management, leading to an increasing number of
members resigning from their long and short
term memberships in the Guild.
The Guild needs fresh ideas in keeping with
current management approaches and it needs
new people at the helm to lead the Guild forward.
Many of the existing management structure are
by their own admission worn out and would love
to have someone take over. With over 5,000
members I feel that there is a tremendous
reservoir of talent and experience that we could
draw on, perhaps in ways different than before.
But it requires taking an interest in the future of
the Guild by at least educating ourselves on the
issues by becoming active on the Forum and
using our right to vote.

Gauge O Guild Gazette

The current view by much of management and
its supporters is that the membership is apathetic
and uninterested as long as they get their Gazette
etc. I do not believe that. I think that when people
become informed, change occurs, and we will
keep this venerable organisation going forward in
a way that we can all be proud of.
Chester Machniewski P.Eng.
14772, Gibsons, Canada
The Management Committee replies:
We thank Chester for his frankness in expressing his
view as seen from the West of Canada. We agree
that we have not always been the best of
communicators.
Since his letter was received there have been
several changes in Management Committee
personnel and we have taken steps to facilitate
faster and clearer communication. We will do our
utmost to serve the interests of all Guild members.
WE, BEING GAUGE O Guild members (as at 20th
Feb 2020) and regular users of the Guild Forum,
would like to encourage all members to register
for use of the Forum and to read the sections
entitled Guild Talk and Questions for Guild
Management because we fear that a majority of
members are unaware of the unease which we
feel about the way the Guild is being managed
and the reasons for such.
There has been much unrest about the Guild
finances, particularly in that as at the date above
no detailed information has been released about
the financial outcome of Guildex 2019 and indeed
that the Treasurer stated on page 3 of February
2020 Guild News that full information would not
be given to the membership. Guildex has been
heavily subsidised from membership fees for a
number of years – some view this as running at a
loss, others as being a service to the membership.
There has now been a resolution put to the 2020
AGM whose full text is available on Guild Talk
which in essence insists that the Guild accounts
are independently audited and the results
published by the end of October 2020.
The management restructuring which took
place last year is considered by a number of us to
be a regressive step restricting the right of
members to be kept fully informed on what takes
place within the Guild.
A small but not insignificant number of
members have indicated that they will not be
renewing their membership at the end of
February because of their dissatisfaction with the
way things are currently run.
We feel that reliance upon the printed Guild
News and Gazette as sole sources of information
leads to an unbalanced view and would urge all
members who care about the future of this
organisation to at least consider for themselves
the alternative viewpoints expressed by many
highly experienced members in open forum.
The text of this letter and full list of cosignatories is posted in Guild Talk on the forum
with the title 'Text and list of co-signatories of
group submission to Mailvan'.
Phil Thorogood 22650, Len Jones 14652, Jim
Snowdon 11210, Mike Oliver 23028, Pat Buckley
10339, Jason Dickie 1762, Gordon Lord 18704,
Steven Swan 23711, Mike England 4554, Richard
Thompson 7735, Peter Cross 20968, John Williams
23658 and 70 others.

The Management Committee replies:
We thank you very much for your letter.
We too would encourage as many members as
possible to use the Guild’s online services including
the Facebook group, the Guild website and the
internet Forum. The Forum serves as an open place
for members to exchange views about O gauge
modelling and about the Guild itself. The areas of
Guild Talk and Questions for Guild Management
allow members to express views freely. We do
recognise that some people with particular issues
to raise will be most keen to make use of these
platforms while others are less inclined to
contribute. We recognise that every member has
the same rights and we do our best to address the
issues raised in those sections of the Forum.
We would agree that, in the past, we have not
been as fast to communicate about Guild finances
as we might have been. The Treasurer has made
considerable efforts and the financial outcomes for
the three Guild Shows held in 2019 have been
available on the website since early March. The
overall deficit for the Guild’s events in 2019 was
£7544. This is not an excessive sum for an
organisation of our size, given the announced cost
savings for Guildex and elsewhere.
As a positive response to concerns expressed
about finances, the Management Committee has
decided to bring forward the planned external
financial audit of our affairs from the end of the
Guild’s next financial year (2021) and to commission
an external financial audit by an independent audit
company this year (2020). This audit will take place
after the Guild’s accountants have signed off the
Annual accounts for 2019/20. This news was
posted on the Guild website on March 13th. We
expect the auditors’ report to be made available in
the Autumn.
The restructuring of Guild management at the
EGM in June 2019 cut the size of the old Board and
Council by nearly one half. This was mainly in
response to the membership and the Forum asking
for cost savings. The Representative Group of
constituency representatives are tasked with being
eyes and ears to help guide strategy for the future.
The EGM motion was passed by a majority of 89%
of votes cast. We must all accept the result of that
vote even if one does not personally agree with the
decision.
We do agree that communication of some
information by Guild News can lead to some
delays and out of date information being circulated.
The Publications team is currently looking at
methods of providing more frequent electronic
updates. In the meantime we are making increased
use of news announcements on the Guild website
and we make Forum postings to indicate when
these news items have been posted.
Please remember that we are doing all of these
things in our own time as volunteers. We look
forward to your continued help and support in
securing the Guild’s future.
Painting and Lining Book Review
REGARDING RICHARD DE CAMIN'S review of
Geoff Hayes Painting and Lining book, comment
is made about my WD and Q6 locos. These two
locos were weathered as they are depicted in
photos of the real locos and are accurate to the
photos.
Geoff works to a very high standard and his
book is very useful for those who have little
experience of painting and lining.
Colin S Brown GOG 10391
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Heljan Large Prairie GWR Tank Loco
IN RESPONSE TO Mr Thomas (MailVan, February
2020, regarding the Heljan GWR Prairie couplings,
genuine screw link couplings have right- and lefthanded threads; this is how stock can be drawn
closer together. Otherwise If both threads were
right-handed one end would be tightening, while
the other was unscrewing at the same rate.
It seems Heljan have gone to quite a lot of
trouble to get their couplings correct.
Mr Thomas can obtain correctly threaded 7mm
screw link couplings from Slaters, reference
number M7023. The last packs I purchased a few
weeks ago at the Bristol show were £11.20. These
come complete with everything needed for two
couplings and look superb. The hooks and semi-

circular links are cast, the other visual parts are
machined in steel.
They can be a bit of a fiddle to put together as
one has to discover which part is right- or lefthand threaded. I simply assemble the little female
threaded bars into the semi-circular links (less
easy to lose, with more to hold). Using an eye
glass, find which end of the male screw thread is
right-handed. Then try one or both female
threaded parts until one fits.
Brian Oldroyd GOG 14937
Mounting board offcuts
IN HIS NOVEMBER 2019 Gazette article Tollerton
Junction, David Beverley uses 3mm thick
photographic mounting board as a construction

Building ‘0’ Gauge buildings!

From a small hut, to a complete railway building of any type, I will do
any research. I can work from a drawing or a photograph.

material. This is a very nice material to work.
Besides as a construction material I’ve found it
very handy to knock up jigs, templates and
gauges quickly, using superglue. Photo mount is
so dense that superglue works well. It comes in
various surface textures and colours and its
archival quality means it probably will last 200
years. However, it is expensive.
It has been my experience here in Victoria that
picture framing shops are happy to let me dig
through their offcuts to take anything useful to
me. So I get a high-quality material, admittedly in
odd shapes and sizes, but the price is right! It may
be worth GOG members’ time to check out their
local picture framers.
Paul Hemsworth VicGOG

L a u r i e G r i f f i n
M i n i a t u r e s

Contact: Peter Jones, 37, Sapcote Drive, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire. LE13 1HG
Tel: 01664 567703 Email: phjplymouth21@gmail.com

LK425 ʹ SECR/SR/BR 01 Class - £355.00
From our range of pre-group locomotive kits.

www.lgminiatures.co.uk
Photos of over 1200 castings + kits - Online Shopping ² Paypal,
or Mail Order ² ´just like the old daysµ!
We have taken the decision to no longer exhibit at shows. Our online
sales have grown to the point where we feel this is now the best way
to serve our customers. We will still see many of you at exhibitions
as we may come along from time to time, but from now, it will be to
enjoy the show, ´on your side of the fenceµ!

Laurie Griffin Miniatures, Goodwood, Charlton Rd,
Holcombe, Somerset. BA3 5EW
Contact - email - info@lgminiatures.co.uk
Updated Spring 2020 CATALOGUE - SAE + Large Letter Postage + £5.00

(EST:: 1994)
(EST

ABN 17 512 878 374

GET YOUR TRAIN IN ON TIME AT

For enquiries regarding advertising
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Contact Kelly Davis

MAIL ORDER AUSTRALIA & OVERSEAS

Telephone: 0845 603 6213
Email: kelly@artytype.co.uk

Po Box 267, Corio Central Shopping Centre,
Corio, Victoria, Australia 3214

www.gaugeoguild.com

PHONE: 0423 069 280

EMAIL: klmodelrailways@optusnet.com.au
MAY 2020
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Minerva Mo
odels
Quality 0 Gauge RTR
For enthusiasts, frrom enthusiasts
MANNING WAR
RDLE K CLASS 0-6-0ST

Lined Black, lined dark blue, lined red, plain black liveries
DC £255/DCC £310/DCC Sound £380
GWR 57XX/8750 0-6-0PT

PECKETT E CLASS 0-4-0ST

B

d

D

GUNPOWDER VANS

Bla
5 o r m or e

DC

N A 5-PLANK WAGON

Photos show decorated samples

e Gear. Optional s heet rail included.
more wagons. Ca rria ge £4 per order

NEXT FROM MINERVA

A ailable Now
Av

LATE SUMMER 2020
BR CLASS 14 0-6-0DH TEDDY BEA
AR

LIMITED EDITION
BLUE CIRCLE & FERROCRETE IRON
MINK VANS

DC £290, DCC £345, DCC Sound £415

£47.50 per van. Carriage £4 per order

No payment until models are received by Minerva and ready
for dispatch ² order with confidence

Carriage UK/EU: Locos £9 and wagons £4 per order
We accept cash, cheques, credit annd debit cards. All prices include UK VAT

MINERVA MODE
D L RAILWAYS LTD
PO Box 244,, Penarth, CF64 9FJ
FJ Tel 02920 531246 or 07775 7820
086
E: sales@minervamodelrailways.co.uk www.minervamodelrailways.co
c .uk
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"EASY-BUILD"
1st Class Coaches (2nd class too)
COMING SOON!! Our new car flat kit.
Kit price £125.00. Discount for multiples.

MK1 Coaches in stock at £135 inc, Glazing, Bogies and Wheels, plus P&P
FULLY BLAKENED STEEL WHEELS £3.50 per axle inc. FREE bearings

www.easybuildcoaches.co.uk
For all enquiries contact:
Shawn Kay “Trenarth” Victoria Rd., Camelford, Cornwall. PL32 9XE

07834 063966

Office hours

E-mail shawn_easybuild@btinternet.com
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For your complete DCC Experience
If sound is not your thing
why not pick one of these
great running decoders?
OUR NEW RANGE OF LOKPILOT V5 RUNNING DECODERS
LP5 (59620) 1.5A,
8 pin, 10 function

LP5 (59626) 1.5A
6 pin, 10 function

LP5 (59622) PLUX22
1.5A, 10 function

LP5 (59629) 1.5A
21 pin, 10 function

LP5 MICRO (59828)
NEXT18
0.75A, 10 function

LP5 MICRO
(59820) WIRES
1.1A, 8 function

LP5 (59315)
4A,
11 function

LP STANDARD
(53611) 8 pin, (53614)
21 pin, 0.9A four function

T: 01934 515382 • UK distributor since 2006 • See website for further details

www.southwestdigital.co.uk
Gauge O Guild Gazette
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LNER Scale drawings, 3D printed kits
and components

TRY OUT OUR EASY BUILD POINT KITS

Business as Usual!
Scale drawings available to order.
CAD work continues on kits and
components.
23 Oak Tree Road, Thatcham. Berks. RG19 4QP
www.Isinglass-Models.co.uk
Email: Andy@Isinglass-Models.co.uk
Mobile: 07791 241863

Our easy build point kits come with all you need to construct the
point type of your choice, ready to go common crossings angle 1:4
to 1:9 and switch blades type A or B with Templates to match.
Choose rail chair type, sleepers, rail.

For current exhibition listing please check our website
Office hours 10am - 2pm Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday.
2pm - 7pm Wednesday. Closed Saturday & Sunday.

Telephone 01372 748490
C & L Finescale Track Building Systems Ltd
125 Reaver House, 12 East Street Epsom KT17 1HX.

www.clfinescale.co.uk
Bespoke and trade enquiries
please call Nigel Julian on
07971 741478
or
01332 781795
email: nigel@airframed.co.uk

AirFramed

Bespoke Glass Display Cases
www.airframed.co.uk

For enquiries regarding advertising

Contact Kelly Davis
6 Kings Buildings, Hill Street,
Lydney GL15 5HE
Telephone: 0845 603 6213
Email: kelly@artytype.co.uk
Booking deadline for the May
Gazette: 15th March
Is Your R/C Loco W
Wirin
ing a Bird’s Nest?
If ‘Ye
Y s’, then re
eplace
ce it with a ....

!
NEW

SUM-1
Switch Un
Unit Mo
Module

from
om
£4
£
45.00 + p&p
Designed by
Brian Jones
in Raithby,
Lincolnshire

Mac•five3-SP/L

fro
fr
om
£64.95 + p&
p&p

.... It’s ideal with the Mac•fi
f ve3 R/C loco controller

Ma
aki
king Batterry
ki
y Powe
we r E
Ea
asier!
r!

Se
ee the web site
below for more
details

For videos see: www.youtube.com//jjonesthesteamuk

Send 4x1st class stamps for a catalogue or download it free from my website
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BRIAN JONES

O gauge loco & tender cases with mirrored or clear back wall.
(22" x 4" x 5"H) £85 clear, £95 mirrored plus p&p

www.brianjonesmodels.co.uk
ww

Bespoke sizes made to order. Prices on application.

Dept. G0G20B, Kingsley Lodge, School Lane, Raithby by Spilsby, Lincolnshire PE23 4DS
Tel/Fax: 01790 752042
email: brian@brianjonesmodels.co.uk

www.gaugeoguild.com
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Covid-19/Coronavirus

Fully tested
and guaranteed
for 5 years

Partial closure of our Fitting
Services until at least July
Do still ring Andy Harris; he
solves problems for modellers
DQG¿WV'&&LQ0 and 00, and
other scales. He’ll guide you
in the confusing world of DCC,
and will explain just what we
can do for you at the moment.

VANGU
A
ARD ZERO ONE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Independent
FREE initial chat

£ 3
£13

about what to do
. . . and not to do.

DCC is not cheap—go for quality
Top-class Sound and Lighting

•
•
•
•

Our service may not be the cheapest
but it is reliable, and is

HEAVY DUTY CDU ON-BOARD
ON BOARD
Our contr

Fully Guaranteed
rs.

www.morleyccontrollers.com
(Secure order site)

Email: jet@morlleycontrollers.com
Tel: 01704 533 116 (Overseas enquiries +44 1704 533 116)
Te
6
PO Box 501, So
outhport, PR9 9ZL
Also at PO Box 1230, Wangara BC, Perth, Western Australia 6947
Tel:
Te
l 0421 359 487
7.. http:/
htt //aus.morleycontr
///
l
t oller
ll s.com

We normally supply market-leading ECoS controllers and
install Decoders, Sound and Lighting from major
manufacturers, especially (68/RN6RXQGDQG=LPR.
We will keep doing so while we can but these vital
components come from abroad, and the factories there are
having to reduce their ouput, or to close down altogether.

DCC Fitting Limited
01934 510262
Strictly 8.30 am to 8 pm Monday to Saturday
12 Hanover Close Weston-super-Mare BS22 7 UJ

Made in the UK
U

ZZZGFF¿WWLQJFRXN(PDLOPDLO#GFF¿WWLQJFRXN

MODERN OUTLINE Kits
PRECISION KITS ENGINEERED FOR YOU TO TURN INTO BEAUTIFUL MODELS

BR Standard 4MT 4-6-0 for release 2nd quarter 20
Including either Tender options 2/2A or 1B. Price around £560 inc tender

BR Standard 9F & Tender. 1B/C, 1F or 1G.

£615 inc Tender.

www.modernoutline.co.uk
sales@modernoutline.co.uk
Tel 01522 531861

BR 9F brass wheel set
including Pony Truck and
tender £270.00

Model by Kevin Wilson. Weathered by Neil Podbery

Kit and brass metal wheels to be released Mar 2020

By popular request 8F and Rebuilt Merchant Navy kits to return in 2020

BR Standard 9F with BR1B/C Tender
BR Standard 9F with 1G Tender
BR Standard 9F with 1F Tender
BR Standard 9F Tyne Dock/Consett Cstgs Pack
BR Standard 4MT 2-6-0 and 2/2A Tender
BR Standard 4MT 2-6-0 and 1B/C Tender
BR Standard Class 4MT 2-6-4 Tank Fine scale
BR Standard Class 4MT 2-6-4 Tank S7
LMS Ivatt 4F and 3500 Gallon Tender

Gauge O Guild Gazette

£ 615.00
£ 615.00
£ 615.00
£ T.B.A
£ 555.00
£ 555.00
£ 475.00
£ 495.00(To order)
£ 565.00

Collett 14xx Tank
Collett 54x/64xx Pannier Tank
GWR Armstrong 4-4-0 and 3000 Tender
Maunsell/Urie King Arthur 5000 Gall Tender
Bulleid Q1 and 3500 Gall Tender

£ 323.00
£ 323.00
£ 565.00 Inc Inside Valve gear
£ 560.00
£ 465.00

Exc Carr, Motor/Gearbox/Wheels and pickups. Carriage charged at cost.
* Prices subject to change (price ruling at time of despatch)
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ALSRM SHOW
Saturday 9th May 2020
10:00 am - 4:30 pm
The Rivermead Leisure Centre
Reading RG1 8EQ

SMR306K PCA tank wagon kit £47.50 Resin & white metal kit³
No wheels, buffers, couplings or markings included .
UK postage £5 on any sizee//value order. E-mail to order.

Admission: ALSRM Members - Free
Adults
- £9.00
£1 discount for approved society members
Accompanied Children & Partners - Free

MASTER LINING PEN
Cast in stone for
amazing realism

G.W.R
Coaling Stage

£115.00
plus £6.00 p&p
See our new extensive
website detailing all our
products.
www.townstreetuk.co.uk
Townstreet 6 Kirkhill, Blencarn, Nr Penrith, Cumbria CA10 1TZ
Phone 01768 88456 2pm till 8pm Mon to Fri
Please send £2 and stamped addressed envelope for ‘0’ Gauge catalogue

R. L. Moore Engineering
The Old Forge,
Stapleford,
Melton Mowbray,
Leics LE14 2SF
TEL: 01572-787261

For that superb
finishing touch.

Runs neat Humbrol Gloss Paint
Std. pen (0.34mm)+guides ........... £61.50
Fine. pen (0.2mm)+guides .......... £66.50
Craftsman Kit (Std and fine heads) £90.00
The only lining pen designed Std. plus (0.5mm)+guides ........... £61.50
and manufactured for lining Craftsman plus (all 3 heads) .... £116.50
models. Full advice & back-up Cleaning syringe ................... £6.00
service. S.A.E for leaflet.
(U.K. P&P included)

THE PERFECT FINISH FOR YOUR MODEL
MSC MOTORS AND GEARBOXES

Mashima 1833 motor
ﬁtted with a 50:1
double reduction
gearbox unit. 25:1
and 33:1 ratios also
available. £70.00

Canon 1833 type motor
ﬁtted with MT 30:1
3-stage gearbox unit
The MT HELICAL RANGE
(formerly marketed by Ron Chaplin).
Gearboxes machined from solid brass
using helical and spur gears ﬁtted to a
Cannon 1833 type motor.

See website at
mscmodels.co.uk

New SM Motor/Gearbox Unit
SM 1532 Unit with single reduction gearbox
(25:1, 30:1 and 40:1 ratios available)
Gearbox only

3/16" axle
£50.00

Mashima motor and gearbox units Mashima 1833 Double Reduction 25:1, 33:1 and 50:1
Double reduction gearbox only
Mashima 1626 Single reduction with 40:1 Ratio
Single reduction gearbox only

3/16" axle
£70.00
£53.50
£50.00
£38.50

£38.50

JH motor and gearbox units 3/16” axle
JH Double reduction gearbox
Also available with 1/4 inch axle
Unit with 25:1 or 33:1 Ratios
£75.00
Gearbox only
£53.50
Motor only:
£35.00
JH Single reduction gearbox 3/16” axle
Unit with 25:1 or 36:1 Ratios
£52.00
Gearbox only
£38.50
MT Canon 1833 motor and gearbox units 3/16” axle
3-stage unit with 30:1 or 40:1 Ratios
£112.00
2-stage unit with 22:1 or 30:1 Ratios
£106.00
2-stage unit for Diesels with 14:1 Ratio
£96.00
Flywheels (22 or 28.5mm)
(Please state motor type)

£6.50

All motors and gearboxes have a 12 month warranty
UK postage and packing £4.00 per order (except ﬂywheels £2.00)
MSC Models is part of Tolworth 0 Gauge Group

PL01/09/19

For free product lists please send a large SAE to the address below or call Tel: 020 8398 2415
Mail Order and Shows only
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THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX
LK-715 Signal Box, Brick Type Base.
A kit with real character
comprising of laser-cut
wooden parts and
plastic-injection
mouldings.

with

LK-709 Ground
Level Signal Box
Smaller type box
found on a branch
line level crossing or
the corner of a large
main line yard.

LK-710 Richly detailed Signal Box Interior
to complement the LK-709 and LK-715 kits.
PM-208
Your Guide
to O Gauge
Railway
Modelling
Packed with useful
information,
inspirational
layouts, plans &
modelling features.

LK-790
GWR Square
Post Signal.
The classic,
long-lived
semaphore
signal.

All kits shown require
assembly and painting

FURTHER DETAILS OF THE RANGE IN THE PECO CATALOGUE

PRITCHARD PATENT PRODUCT • BEER • DEVON • EX12 3NA • ENGLAND • Tel: 01297 626204 • www.peco-uk.com

Gauge O Guild Gazette
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G.R.PENZER 0 GAUGE MODEL BUILDINGS &
CARRY/STORAGE CASES
Model Buildings. Professional builder of 0 Gauge model
buildings for 24 years. Models can be made to order, just send
drawings, photos, via email or post for an estimate.
Carry/storage cases with removeable shelves,
stock held in place by Velcro strapping, wheels
in grooves, any size case made.
Price £87.00 + £13.00 p&p.
Example.. holds max 8 mk3 coaches sliding
door on either side, doors slide upwards. Height
560mm, length inside 560mm, depth/width
195mm, weight 12 lbs. Other sizes available.

14” cradle £22.00
Postage £6.00
20” Cradle £26.00
Postage £8.00

Size

“Wooden Storage Boxes at an affordable price”

Price

10”
12”
14”

£31
£33
£35

16”
18”
20”
22”
24”

£38
£42
£44
£47
£55

A. W. Adams

Tel: 07927 421278

- Connoisseur Models 0 Gauge Etched Locomotive, Carriage & Wagon kits.
On Line Catalogue, www.jimmcgeown.com
Business as Usual, All Kits In Stock, Postal Service
Excellent, 01544 318263: Orders & Free Catalogue
1 Newton Cottages, Nr Weobley, Herefordshire, HR4 8QX
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DEREK ASCOTT’S ALADDIN’S CAVE

± ± ±

BLACKBERRY WAY
LYNX MODELS

INDIGO WORKS

Find examples of work, go to my website www.grpmodels.com for
G. R. Penzer ‘0’ Gauge Model Buildings. Ask for Geoff Tel 01460 62772.
Mob: 07561 095388. 24 Thorndun Park Drive, Chard, Somerset, TA20 1BS
Email geoffvil@gmail.com

UNIVERSAL RIVET TOOL
For forming 2mm, 4mm, 7mm scale rivets in materials
up to .020in thick. (3 anvils and 2 punches supplied).
Knobs calibrated in divisions .05mm (.002in). This tool
will produce rivets on an exact pitch required, in a
straight line, at an angle or on a circular pitch. A rivet
counter’s dream come true.
Price £95.00. P&P £7.00 (UK)*
Reviewed in MRJ 103

UNIVERSAL RIVET TOOL HEAVY DUTY
For 7mm Scale and Gauge 1
Price £165.00
(check for availability)
P&P £15.00 (UK)*
10" MINI-ROLLER Price £65.00 P&P £7.00 (UK)*
1 6" MINI-ROLLER & RAIL BENDER Price £55.00 P&P £7.00 (UK)*
WHEEL PULLER FOR 4MM WHEELS
Self-adjusting for all sizes of 4mm wheels ......................................£12.00 each
P&P: £1.50 with each order (UK). Overseas £4.50 unless otherwise stated*

G. 11W
. MODELS
CROSHAW CLOSE, LANCING,
WEST SUSSEX, BN15 9LE.

TEL: (01903) 767231

Northants Model Railway Supplies
42 Dunster Street
Northampton
NN1 3JY
Tel: 01604 631977
email: nmrs-models@btconnect.com

Printed Building Kits for Scale and Vintage 0 Gauge
Over 40 kits available again, with more to follow

Manufacturer of O Gauge 1:43 scale models and accessories
Sprung Buffers. Majestic Models Backheads, White Metal
road vehicles and etched brass coach and wagon kits.
A full catalogue is available to download from my web site

For new catalogue, send two 2nd class stamps to:
38 Leopold Avenue, Birmingham B20 1ES

I am also willing to carry out short run casting of your own
masters
Graham Jones

Scale
Signal
Supply

SCALE SIGNAL SUPPLY
135 Green Meadows, Westhoughton,
Bolton, BL5 2BW
Tel: 01942 817350

SPECIALISTS IN 7mm SIGNAL
KITS, PARTS & ACCESSORIES

www.nmrs-models.co.uk

WESTDALE COACHES
If you are interested in buying kits please 'phone
me and arrange a meet at a convenient show.

84 NEW ROAD, MARLOW BOTTOM, MARLOW, BUCKS SL7 3NW
Tel: 01628 482493 Callers by appointment only
info@westdalecoaches.co.uk

(All produced from original drawings)

LYR, MR, LNWR, NER, GER, LBSC, GNR, LMS, LNER, GWR, SR, BR.

NEW telegraph pole arms - terminal type and ordinary. Actuators now in stock.

Signal box type diagrams drawn for layouts. Hollow Lamps available for most
companies, plus grain of rice/wheat bulbs. LNWR signal box kit. Facing point locks for
all regions. Steven’s lever frame (working) 1"-1' scale, also Ground Signals available.
All our signals have “lost wax” brass fittings. We can also supply scratch builders
with parts and fittings for most signals. P&P £2.00 – 3 items or more £2.50 UK.
Airmail at cost. For catalogue/price list send £2 and C5 s.a.e.
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Also:- Y.5. Coffee Pot 0-4-0, P Class 0-6-0 priced @ £89.99
Terrier A1 or A1X, C12. class 4-4-2T and J67/9 GER
J.52 Class 0-6-0T, J.50 or J.51, R/R1 0-6-0,
andN.L. Rly-Park 0-6-0, priced @ £119.99
LBSCR. E5., GNR. N.1 and GER N.7, GC C.13
GC C14 4-4-2T, NB C.15/C.16, Stroudley E.1,
E.2 Class 0-6-0T (and Thomas), E.5 and T class LTSR
37 or 51 4-4-2T priced @ £139.95 J class £199.99
H class 0-4-4T, 0.2 or T.1 priced @ £179.99
LNER V.3 2-6-2T. LBSCR B2 and B4 4-4-0
LBSCR J. 4-6-2T or C2X 0-6-0 or 1.3. 4-4-2T
GNR D.2 4-4-0 or J.1 0-6-0, J.3,J.4. and J.6 0-6-0
GER J.19 0-6-0, LSWR G.16 or H.16, GCR. J.10.,
GNR K.2 2-6-0 Metropolitan ‘K’, LTS 79 Class
LBSCR L. 4-6-4T or K Class 2-6-0, NER D.20
NEW KIT for G.4. 0-4-4 tank
NBR D.30 Scott or D.34 Glen, Robinson A5, Gresley A.8.
Completed models for SALE, C.R. Dunalostair 4-4-0 No723 Victoria
S.R.W 2-6-4T, LNER B12/3, Caledonian 944
price £745 I.O.W 02 No14 Fishbourne Bullied Green - price £695 V.2. - 2-6-2 D.49 Class Hunt/Shire, D. 16/3 Claud or D.15/2
or K.4. 2-6-0. Maunsell L or L1 4-4-0’, L.12 or S.11
No. 60890 - price £795 Class D.20. No. 62396 BR black e/e - price £695 and K.3
Tank 0-6-0 priced @ £179.99 and Dunalastair 721
N.15x No. 32329 Stephenson - price £895. LMS (ex CR) 4-6-2T No.15351 - USA
GNR Large or Small Atlantics, SR Q class 0-6-0 J Class,
price £695. M&GN Tank 0-6-0 No 1 in Brown Livery - price £545. LSWR T14 LBSCR H.1 or H.2 Atlantics, Schools or L 4-4-0.
Maunsell - Paddlebox 4-6-0 SR Green - price £995. Midland 1P 0-4-4 tank in GNR 0.2 Class 2-8-0, or Stirling Single or Ivalt Q.1
LMS Red No 1293 - price £645. J10. in LNER livery No. 5850 - price £595. P2 SR U/N Class 2-6-0 priced @ £189.99 also H.15
‘Cock o’ the North’, P2/2 ‘Earl Marischal’ in LNER Livery each priced £995. NBR Atlantic 4-4-2, Gresley V.4. 2-6-2, SR. Q.1King Arthur, N15X Remembrance or S15, L12, B.17
C.10 4-4-2. N.B.R Atlantic in Brown livery No.903 ‘Cock o’ the North’ - price N15
4-6-0 Sandy, UnRebuilt Bullied priced £199.99
£995. B17/5 East Anglian Streamlined 4-6-0 - price £1095.
Lord Nelson or Paddlebox 4-6-0 priced @ £229.00
LNER A.1./A.2./A.3. and A.4 Pacifics. B17/5, V.2
All from:- GOG 6579: W. ASCOUGH
Rebuilt – W/C/BB or W.1.4-6-4 priced @ £249.99
Gresley ‘Earl Marischal’, “Hush Hush” or P2/3
7 RINGLEY PARK ROAD, REIGATE, SURREY. RH2 7BJ
priced @ £269.99. LMS Spinner @ £249.99
Cock o’ the North, S.R. Bullied Merchant Navy Class
Email: a4ace@talktalk.net

Ace: Locomotive Kits
Website: aceproducts.org

Royal Claud D16/3 4-4-0

For Great Eastern modellers we have kits to build many of the locomotives
required. This kit is for the Royal Claud Class 4-4-0, can also be supplied as
D.14 or D.15. It includes all necessary parts to build the superstructure in
BRASS. Chassis and cylinders in NICKEL SILVER. Produced complete with
tender in photo engravings, super detailed with parts for cab-interior etc. All kits
require motors, wheels and gears to complete. Other kits for the G.E.R are E.4,
J.15, J.17, J.19, N.7, J.69. Sandringham 4-6-0 available, also new D.12 Humpty
- Dumpty 4-4-0 - Kit Priced at £199.99.

Royal Claud. D.16/3 4-4-0 also available RTR
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BOB PEARMAN

BOOKS

Mostly new, some second-hand, some remaindered - search service.
Advertised or reviewed! We’ve either got it or should be able to get it
(subject to the publisher producing it)
• Virtually any English language title in print on
any subject as well as railways.
Some titles discounted, some post free in UK, all orders £30 plus
post free in UK
Check out our web-site with secure ordering
www.pearman-books.com
We take National Book Tokens - Most Cards (not Amex) - Paypal accepted
If it s not there e-mail, fax or telephone
BOB PEARMAN BOOKS, 8 FFOLKES PLACE
RUNCTON HOLME, KING S LYNN, NORFOLK PE33 0AH
Telephone: 01553 810673. E-mail: pearman.books@idnet.com

Ian Atkinson is proud to present

GUILD VIDEO LIBRARY
Suspension of Service
It had to happen sometime. I have been appealing for a new
manager for some two years, but no one has stepped forward.
Ref

Description

Rec Retail Our Price

Wheel Set

TCB1
TCB2
TCB3
TCB4
TCB5
TCB6

Class 02 Diesel Shunter Starter Kit
L.M.S. Streamlined Coronation
Andrew Barclay 0-4-0ST Starter Kit
L.M.S./B.R. Non Streamlined Duchess
L.M.S./B.R. De-Streamlined Duchess
L.M.S./B.R. Sir William Stanier F.R.S./
City of Salford
L.M.S./B.R. Black Five with Welded Tender
L.M.S./B.R. Black Five with Riveted Tender
B.R. Class 20 D8000-19/D8128-99/D8300-27
English Version
B.R. Class 20 Scottish Version
B.R. Class 42 Warship

£340.00
£775.00
£340.00
£775.00
£775.00
£775.00

£250.00
£595.00
£250.00
£595.00
£595.00
£595.00

Included
£175.00
Included
£175.00
£175.00
£175.00

£775.00
£775.00

£595.00
£595.00

£159.00
£159.00

£620.00
£620.00

£475.00
£475.00

Included
Included

TCB7
TCB8
TCB9
TCB10
TCB12

DISCONTINUED

TCB13 L.M.S./B.R. Stanier 2-8-0 with Welded Tender £775.00
TCB14 L.M.S./B.R. Stanier 2-8-0 with Riveted Tender £775.00
TCB16 L.M.S./B.R. De-Streamlined Duchess with £775.00
Sloping Smokebox

£595.00
£595.00
£595.00

£165.00
£165.00
£165.00

check availability

Or fully finished to your specification
Fully Finished (transfer lined) ...................£1795.00
Hand Lined .................................................+£250.00
DCC available to order on R.T.R. POA.
This price list supercedes any other. The Tower Collection Blackpool reserve the right to change prices.
E+O,E

www.towercollections.com
Contact Ian: ian.atkinson@zen.co.uk - 07768833473
Gauge O Guild Gazette

When the Covid 19 issue appeared, I realised that I am in the ‘at
risk’ category, and I decided not to go out and about, therefore I
arranged for a suspension notice on the Guild Video Library
web pages. In effect the library service is suspended.
Because of my own need to step down (after 18 years), it
makes sense to use this ‘natural break’ to fully suspend the
service in its present form. Fortunately there are moves afoot
to transfer the libraries (Guild Video and Slide Libraries) onto a
Guild streaming service, and a volunteer is working on this. Be
patient; it will take some time.
Catalogue
The catalogue can be seen on the Guild website (under
‘Services’), or a paper copy obtained from Artytype, and it
includes full details of all programmes.
Chris Simpson

www.gaugeoguild.com 93
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542951
☎ 01709
Marc or

56
S
YEAR

CUSTOM POINTWORK
Individual points, Formations,
Junctions constructed to your
requirements in O and other gauges
to our usual high standards
Marc on 01709 542951

0114 2449170 shop
WEBSITE:

marcway.net

O GAUGE

CRAFTSMAN BUILT TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS FOR
WHICH WE HAVE BEEN RENOWNED FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS
Our most extensive range of
pointwork which are normally
available ex stock. Handcrafted
with code 125 bullhead nickel
silver rail matching the new
Marcway, PECO and C&L Flexible
Tracks. Built as per all our ready to
run pointwork ranges with live
frogs, are self isolating and rail
built throughout with no cast or
moulded parts employed to give
optimum running quality,
appearance and durability. Suitable
for outdoors as well as indoor use.
Spray finished with just rail
surfaces polished. In addition to the
extensive range listed we can of
course build any type of pointwork,
crossing, junction etc as required.
Phone Marc on 01709 542951 to
discuss your requirements.

SAE
FULL
LEAFLET

TRACK MATERIALS
Full range of rails, sleeper
strips, gauges, templates,
point kits, cork sheet,
parts and materials etc.
See marcway.net

☎

ge
postara
ext

O Gauge range:Marcway O Gauge Pointwork

48” Radius Points left or right hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£55.00
60” Radius Points left or right hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£55.00
72” Radius Points left or right hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£55.00
90” Radius Points left or right hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£57.00
108” Radius Points left or right hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£57.00
Diamond Crossing 72”Rad.angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£79.00
Diamond Crossing 108 ”Rad.Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£79.00
Diamond Crossing with one road curved for 72” angle . . . . . . . .£79.00
72” Radius Double Junction Formation with curve flowing through diamond . . .£275.00
72” Radius Double Junction with straight diamond . . . . . . . . .£275.00
72” Radius Scissors Crossover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£350.00
72” Radius Double Track Crossovers Facing (RH) or Trailing (LH) . .£135.00
NEW 48” Radius Scissors Crossover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£350.00
NEW 48” Radius Double Track Crossovers Facing or Trailing . £135.00
Double Slip Point 72” Radius Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£145.00
Single Slip Point 72” Radius Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£125.00
Double Slip Point 108” Radius Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£150.00
Single Slip Point 108” Radius Angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£130.00
72”/48” Radius Curved Points Left or Right Hand . . . . . . . . . . . .£79.00
90”/60” Radius Curved Points Left or Right Hand . . . . . . . . . . . .£82.00
108”/72” Radius Curved Points Left or Right Hand . . . . . . . . . . .£85.00
72” Radius Y Point . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£55.00
Catch Points Left or Right Hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£29.95
72” Radius 3 Way Point (Equal) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£130.00
108” Radius 3 Way Point (Equal) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£130.00
72” Radius Offset 3 Way Point . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£130.00
72”/48” Radius Tandem 3 Way Points Left or Right Hand . . . . .£135.00
108”/72” Radius Tandem 3 Way Points Left or Right Hand . . . .£135.00
9’/6’/5’ Curved Tandem 3 Way Point Left or Right Hand . . . . . .£150.00
12’/9’/6’ Curved Tandem 3 Way Point Left or Right Hand . . . . .£150.00
4 Way Point 72” Radius Equal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£325.00
Straight Track 1 Yard Construction as Points . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£28.00
Curved Track 1 Yard Radius to order . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£30.00
Half Track 1 Yard with Spare Rail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£25.00
FLEXIBLE Track 10 yard box Injection Moulded Plastic Base Highly
detailed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£60.00
Introductory offer: 4 x Points 48” or 72” Radius . . . . . . . . . . . .£200.00
Bullhead Rail Joiners Packet of 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£3.99
Point Lever with Built in Spring Device . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£4.75
Above does not only apply to new customers and can be ordered in multiples
CUSTOM POINTWORK & JUNCTIONS
Also FB, O Coarse Gauge 1, SM32, On3, HOn3, US, O, S, etc–contact
Marc Weaver on 01709 542951
ORDERS: Phone or by post on Credit or Debit Card

O Gauge Finescale Flexible Track
Proportioned to capture trackwork of the
British Steam Era. Very finely detailed
moulding with correct 9’ sleepers.
Accurate fine chair detail and
code 125 bullhead
nickel silver
rail.

NEW FISHPLATES
£3.99/24

£60
Box 10yds

598-600 ATTERCLIFFE ROAD, SHEFFIELD S9 3QS

SHOP OPEN 10-4 (closed Weds) ☎ 0114 2449170 Special Pointwork, Technical or Quotes 01709 542951
MON-FRI ALL DAY, NOT ALWAYS MANNED
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F
FOR
MODELLERS WHO
O REQUIRE QUALITY
Y,, ACCURACY
C
Y,,
PERFORMA
ANCE & DURABILITY
The new name in brass O gauge RTR locomotivvees, bu
uilt to the
high
hest standards
Fully finished by SAM Models & FM
F Models in Korea after ex
extensive UK
U research,
designed and develop
ped in conjunction with L H Lovelesss

NOW IN ST
S OCK!!

7MT “Brita
annia” class choice of names & tender. Fully factory finishe
ed and tested ready to run on
n delivery
y..
£2750.00 DC
D
£3150.00 DCC & sound £3
3400.00 DCC, sound & sync smokkkee

NOW IN ST
S OCK!!

8P “Duke of
o Gloucester” choice of era’ss. £2800.00 DC £3200.00 DC
CC & sound £3450.00 DCC, soun
nd & sync smok
kee
© Cliff Williamss

Visit
it our websites
w
www.55H..co.uk and www.loveless.co.uk for morre information
Choose from
m our stock of 4
versions (inccluding 92220
Evening Starr) with a choice of
numbers BR
R1G, BR1C, BR1D
and BR1F te
enders, single
chimney, double chimney and
Tyyne Dock. Late
T
L and early crests,
single and sp
plit front footsteps.

LAST FE W 9F’ S IN STOCK

£2400.00 DC
D
£2800.00 DCC
D & sound
£3050.00 DCC,
D sound & sync. smokkee

55H
Unit 3 Fulforrd Business Centre, 35 Hospiital Fields Road, York
o YO10 4D
4 Z (visitors by appointmentt only)
Tel:
e 01132 761759 or
o 07836 606465 Email: joh
hn@55H.co.uk
55H is a trading name off Finescalebrass (UK) Ltd. Our San Cheng
g manufactured range of models can be found on our original website www.fines
.
scalebrass.co.uk
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DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT...
We have always tried to make our models special and we think we
have made good start. We have not just tried to get the detail right
but we have also tried to innovate and make best use of technology
where we felt it could make our models better.
We recently submitted two of our 70XX ‘Castle’ models for
independent review by MODEL RAIL magazine – 7032 Denbigh Castle,
finescale O gauge in early BR configuration, and 7007 Great Western
with Scale7 Superwheels. This is what Richard Foster and Dave Lowery
concluded:

“ You buy a model like this because you
want the very best ”
“ These aren’t model locomotives, they are
scaled-down versions of the real thing ”
DETAIL
We think it’s important to get the detail right on our models and we go to
great lengths to meet this objective. So, whether it’s detailed lubricator pipe
runs, opening smokebox doors, smokebox interior detail or working cab
seats and firehole doors, we do our best to try to incorporate as much detail
and working items as is practical.
Our tenders and cab coal bunkers are always empty. We believe that you
should be able to choose whether you want to fill your coal bunkers, leave
them empty or perhaps have them partially filled. Some customers fit real
coal covers so that the coal load in a bunker or tender can be varied.

TECHNOLOGY
Here are just a few examples of how we are using technology to improve
our models. Starting with electrical performance, wherever possible we
replace conventional pickups – such as spring loaded plungers or contact
wipers – with split axles and hornblock pick-ups to eliminate metal contact
on the locomotive wheels. We have also completely re-engineered the drive
trains using high efficiency helical gearboxes with ball or roller bearings
and expensive aerospace grade coreless motors. We take great care in
our selection of motors and configuration our gearboxes as we want our
locomotives to run as well as they look. We also want them to last. Our
motors perform very well throughout their rotational speed range and we
use more powerful motors than is strictly needed.

IT’S A SELL-OUT!
The London Transport versions of
our 57XX Pannier Tanks have been
a tremendous hit! Not only have
we sold all that we had made, but
we have now received so many
enquiries that we are considering
making a small batch of additional
engines. If you would like an LT
engine please do contact us so we
can assess demand – we expect
them to go quickly.

Mod e ls
www.masterpiecemodels.co.uk
01737 242073 / 07484 617692
john.borkowski@masterpiecemodels.co.uk

